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Abstract  

External factors in terms of market demand and supply pose, from a shipping company’s perspective, a certain 

risk and result in a high volatility, as the value of internal investments in physical capital resources are 

influenced heavily by the cyclical trends of the world economy. In order to clarify the market trends before 

investing in new assets, it is recognized to be of great value to be able to forecast economic cycles of supply 

and demand. The uncertainty from geopolitical changes such as the U.S. shale oil boom and the repeal of the 

U.S crude oil export ban, which would affect the regional oil trade and thereby global economy, can cause 

disadvantages for tanker shipping companies, if committing strategically to a pool of resources, which is 

challenged negatively by the geopolitical changes. Therefore, analytical forecasting of geopolitical scenarios 

and their consequences on strategic resource investment is useful for shipping companies that aim to stay 

competitive. How geopolitical changes affect the shipping cycles and tanker shipping market, as well as the 

competitiveness of tanker companies’ strategic resource commitment, is what this thesis aims to uncover. 

 

Methodology: Data collected from Clarksons Research Limited and Danish listed, tanker shipping case 

companies, generate a broader understanding and explain geopolitical influence on tanker shipping companies’ 

strategy and resource commitment in terms competitiveness. 
 

The purpose: This research aims to explore and explain how geopolitical changes influence tanker shipping 

companies’ competitiveness of resources in order to provide an academic approach to the field.  

 

Empirical finding: Findings led to the clarification of the geopolitical dimensions of the U.S. shale oil boom and 

its impact on shipping cycles and shipping markets. Moreover, findings on strategic commitment of tanker 

companies showed that geopolitical changes can affect the companies’ competitiveness negatively if the 

following criteria are not met in terms of the companies’ resources: Strategic efficiency, scarcity and flexibility 

of resources. Furthermore, the findings show that the following criterion benefits tanker companies by 

increasing competitiveness: Scenario planning and cyclical forecasting. 

 

Practical implications: Management in Danish listed tanker shipping companies can consider applying the 

results provided in this thesis when planning the future commitment of resources, in order to create 

competitive advantages. An understanding of the cyclical trends and shipping markets together with the 

theoretical argument of strategic flexibility, scarcity and effectiveness of resources can further help the 

management of strategic commitment when seeking to invest in the most competitive resources. 

 

Keywords: Geopolitical change, maritime transportation, shipping cycles, trade pattern, world economy, 

evolution, resources, strategy, commitment, resource-based theory, competitiveness. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

In this research, I will explore how Danish tanker shipping companies’ competitiveness of physical, capital 

resources is influenced by geopolitical changes, in the sense of U.S. shale oil boom’s influence on seaborne 

trade routes and the potential effects of a repeal of the U.S. crude oil export ban. 

 

In 2013, Copenhagen Business School (hereafter CBS) established a research program, introducing an academic 

focus on management challenges in maritime business, whereas a specific focus pointing towards Danish 

companies’ opportunities in an ever changing and dynamic world was addressed (Den Danske Maritime fond, 

2013). This was a strong motivation for undertaking a research project within the field of maritime business. In 

addition, as Denmark is a stronghold for tanker shipping companies (Sornn-Friese et al., 2012), I have chosen to 

focus my research on these Danish companies in order to contribute relevant findings for recognizing and 

taking advantage of opportunities in a dynamic world of geopolitical changes. Meanwhile, the U.S. shale oil 

boom was found to be a relevant example of a phenomenon implying geopolitical changes, as it provided a 

particular type of geopolitical implications in terms of changing destinations for original oil reserves, changing 

trade patterns for oil exporting and importing countries and finally the uncertainty of potential political 

modifications of U.S. crude oil export ban. 

The notion of the shale oil boom refers to a significant production growth in U.S. shale oil and shale gas since 

2005 (EIA; C, 2014). The fast incline1 in natural gas production from shale oil and shale gas resulted from an 

extensive usage of two essential technologies: horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (EIA; D, 2011). 

In general the U.S. shale boom is therefore defined by a parallel shale gas and a shale oil boom, but my focus 

and motivation for this research shall be concentrating on the aspects of the shale oil boom, and the 

implications for Danish crude and product tanker shipping companies’ competiveness. Competitiveness shall be 

defined from a resource based view (see Ch. 2.4), and shall be explored in terms of physical, capital resources 

(Barney et. al., 2003), which are here limited to the tanker companies’ tanker fleets. 

Shale oil is a light and sweet sort of crude oil and crude oil is the raw material for making lighter ‘products’ also 

defined as ‘petroleum products’. When shale oil (crude oil) is refined, petroleum products are produced, which 

include e.g. gasoline, diesel and fuel (EIA; E, 2015). Therefore, with the North American shale oil boom, the  

U.S.A added a new dimension to the global, proved crude oil reserves2 and the global distribution of original 

crude oil sources changed significantly during the boom: 

                                                           
1 The annual energy outlook 2013, published by U.S. Energy Information Administration (hereafter EIA), stated that the United States’ 
(hereafter U.S.) crude oil production would lead an initial growth in liquids supply and more specific; “Liquids production increases from 
10.4 million barrels per day in 2011 to 13.1 million barrels per day in 2019 primarily as a result of growth in onshore production of crude 
oil and NGL from tight oil  formations (including shale plays)” (EIA; A, 2013). The content of this statement revealed a game changing 
development of American energy supply, and it was given the descriptive notion by EIA; “the U.S. shale boom” (EIA; B, 2015). 
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Authors own based on data retrieved from EIA Statistics; Crude oil proved reserves in billion barrels 2000/2014 

(EIA; F, 2015). 

 

In the wake of the shale oil boom, U.S. crude oil import fell drastically and net import of crude oil accounted in 

2014 for 27% of the petroleum consumed in the USA - the lowest annual average since 1985 (EIA; G, 2015). In 

2014, 4.2 million barrels per day of crude oil were produced directly from shale oil resources in the United 

States, or about 49% of total U.S. crude oil production (EIA; G, 2015). This, consequently, affected the tanker 

shipping industry drastically; the immediate response was observed already in 2013, when the world seaborne 

crude oil shipments (measured in Ton-miles), declined with -1,8%, reflecting the drop in crude oil imports into 

the U.S (UNCTAD, 2014). 

At the same time, world’s total product oil shipments (the refined part of shale and crude oil), including gas 

trade, increased by 3.1% from 2012 to 2013. This growth was particularly driven by growing product oil export 

volumes from the U.S., corresponding to a growth of 18.5% in 2013 (UNCTAD, 2014). The reason for the 

relative high growth of U.S product export was, according to UNCTAD, also due to the surplus of crude oil 

volumes produced in the United States that could not be exported directly, but had to be refined and 

processed in the U.S before being exported (UNCTAD, 2014). This is due to the 40-year-old U.S. law declaring 

that; according to the U.S. Energy and Conservation Act, Sec. 103, since 1975 (hereafter EPCA103), it is 

prohibited to export crude oil from the United States – except from crude destined to Alaska and Canada (U.S. 

Energy Policy and Conservation Act, 1975; EPCA 2014). This law was passed as a political means to protect a 

certain price level of oil for US domestic consumers as a response to the increasing oil prices, which were a 

result of the oil embargo imposed by the OPEC 1973-1974 (U.S. Department of State, 2013). As a result, the Act 

has only allowed refined oil, ‘product oil’, to be exported from the U.S. oil market, and as the shale oil boom 

has made North America one of the world’s largest reserves of crude oil as seen in previous diagram, a repeal 

of EPCA103 could make USA one of the largest crude oil export markets. As a few crude oil shipments have 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       
2 “Proved reserves are estimated volumes of hydrocarbon resources that analysis of geologic and engineering data demonstrates with 
reasonable certainty are recoverable under existing economic and operating conditions.” (EIA; B, 2015) 
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already been exported out of USA in January 2016, the scenario of repealing the band is considered to be 

realistic within the next few years. 

Along with the U.S. shale oil boom, a change in the traditional crude oil transport pattern occurred, including 

large amounts of crude oil imports from the Middle East to the U.S.A. This caused, due to the increasing 

domestic crude oil production in U.S., almost elimination in demand for crude tanker vessels, which had 

traditionally been transporting the crude oil on this route before the shale oil boom (UNCTAD, 2015). 

Particularly, the demand for Very Large Crude Carriers (hereafter VLCCs) – the typical type of vessel that were 

traditionally used for transporting crude into U.S. (Maritime-Connector, 2015) – declined significantly, and new 

routes had to be found for the large crude tankers. In the meantime, the demand for product oil transport 

increased towards the end of 2014, “mainly due to low crude oil prices that prompted demand for refinery runs, 

particularly in the United States and Asia–Pacific” (UNCTAD, 2015)3. Despite the increased demand, the trend 

observed in the global supply of product tankers, appeared in 2015 to be suffering from a significant 

oversupply (UNCTAD 2015). 

Meanwhile, the shale oil boom, has since triggered new questions about, how these changes would affect - not 

only the oil market itself - but also the geo-political aspects, such as whether the USA would repeal EPCA103 

and start exporting crude oil within a near future? Regarding the consequential geopolitical factors of the shale 

oil and how they will appear in the future if the ban were lifted, serious concerns are observed. The industrial 

expert, Chief economist at Danish Ship-owners Association, Christopher Rex4, has said that it could bring major 

changes to the tanker shipping market, and “the major crude oil tankers, VLCC, stand to benefit the most from 

a lift of the ban” (Shippingwatch, A, 2014). Though, he is not sure how the potential lift will affect the product 

tanker market if the ban were repealed within the next few years. 

As the aim of the crude oil export restriction is to protect the U.S. domestic consumer against extreme oil 

prices as seen in the 70’s, the U.S.’ main concern about repealing the ban has been the question of what would 

happen to the domestic petroleum prices. In 2015, EIA published the official research conclusions concerning 

the influence of the repeal of crude oil export restrictions. The results of the report showed that, “U.S. crude oil 

export will represent a larger share of combined crude and product exports in cases where U.S. crude oil exports 

are unrestricted” (EIA; H, 2015). Moreover, “U.S. petroleum product and gasoline prices would be either 

unchanged or reduced by the removal of the current export ban” (Ibid.), whilst the refineries will suffer from 

lower margins. Meanwhile, the crude prices will be either unchanged or lowered, without current restrictions 

(Ibid.). 

Considering these decisive figures, it shall in this project be assumed, that the scenario of U.S. Government 

repealing EPCA103 could be a reality within the next few years. The U.S. Senate’s recent interest in lifting the 

                                                           
3 This resulted in major industrial changes for tanker shipping companies with a relative market share in the transportation of U.S. crude 
oil import, and shipping companies such as Mærsk Tankers declared in their annual report 2014 to; Exit the Very Large Crude Carrier 
Segment by divesting the VLCC fleet (Mærsk Annual Report, 2014). Therefore, in 2014 Mærsk tankers took a major shift in their 
strategic asset collection and sold off 15 of their VLCC vessels (Mærsk Annual Report, 2014). Other well-known oil tanker companies 
such Torm Tankers, who had previously provided services comprising transport of both crude oil and refined oil products (Torm Annual 
Report, 2013), revealed a new strategy in 2014, stating that in 2015, TORM would focus their strategy orientation towards being a pure 
product tanker company (Torm Annual Report, 2014).  
4 Due to his broad knowledge of macro-economic conditions and financial risk management, Christopher Rex is used as expert 
interviewee for this research. Christopher Rex is the chief analyst at Danish Ship Finance, which is a ship finance institute providing ship 
financings for Danish and international ship owners. 
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EPCA103 should therefore be taken into consideration of tanker companies’ strategic approach, if operating 

and transporting oil in the North American shale oil market. However, to strengthen the assumption, it should 

be included, that in January 2016 the first crude oil tanker vessel left the USA for export as a historical event for 

the US crude oil commerce and crude oil tanker business (Lloydslist, 2016). As the motivation for this project is 

specifically to deal with strategic commitment during the uncertainty of geopolitical changes, the initiation of 

the crude oil export shipments seen in January 2016, is regarded highly relevant for the purpose of this 

research’s legitimacy5. 

 

 

1.1 Research question and purposes 

 

My aim in this thesis is to answer the main research question and two sub-questions, followed by two 

hypothesis that should be tested: 

 How are geopolitical changes, as exemplified by the U.S. shale oil boom, affecting tanker shipping 

companies’ use of strategic physical capital resources and thereby their competitiveness? 

In order to discuss the latter, the following sub questions are therefore raised in this project: 

1. How is the U.S. Shale oil boom affecting the shipping cycles and shipping markets, and thereby the tanker 

shipping companies’ business opportunities for sustained competitive advantages? 

2. How are Danish tanker companies’ competitiveness affected strategically, tactically and operationally, in 

terms of strategic commitment of resources, by the U.S. shale oil boom and the uncertainty of a potential 

abolition of the U.S. export ban? 

2a. Hypothesis: Due to the geopolitical changes from U.S. shale oil boom and its potential impact on 

shipping cycles supply and demand curves, tanker companies’ that have not invested in scarce and valuable 

resources risk losing competitiveness, according to the resource based theory. 

2b. Hypothesis: If Danish tanker shipping companies’ strategic commitment to their resource investment 

is affected negatively by the uncertainty of geopolitical changes from the U.S. shale oil boom and the 

potential abolition of the U.S. export ban, flexibility towards strategic commitment might improve their 

competitive advantages. 

 

1.2 Research delimitations 

 

In order to maintain a strong research focus and to answer the research questions, whilst adhering to 

limitations of time and space, the following delimitations should be defined. 

                                                           
5 It interesting to note, that when I started examining this research topic in 2014, a potential repeal of the U.S. crude oil export ban was 
considered highly hypothetical by many in the tanker shipping industry. The general reluctant perception towards the potential scenario 
shall be observed in the thesis research question, data collecting, analysis and discussion. 
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Listed tanker companies that will be included in the case studies are limited to those based in Denmark. This is 

in order to increase the comparability of results obtained from the research, as it is assumed that there would 

be various political, cultural and legislative differences, which could affect the validity of results if the research 

was carried out on listed tanker companies across different countries. Mærsk Tanker and Torm are used as the 

only case studies in this project in order to represent Danish listed liquid bulk-shipping companies. Norden 

Tank (Norient Product Pool) was asked to participate in the research, but did not have the time or resources to 

take part. 

Though it is recognized that other interesting factors of the shale boom such as the increase in the production 

of natural gas liquids (NGL) affect tanker shipping companies across the industry (Oil and Energy trends, 2012), 

this shall not be examined here. Neither the corresponding shipping transport segment, LNG (liquid natural gas 

carriers) due to the limitations of time and space.  

Finally, other relevant aspects of the shipping sector could have been examined, in terms of competitiveness of 

resources during periods of uncertainty, as the various segments of the shipping services might be affected 

differently by the U.S. shale oil boom. Nevertheless, this project shall not examine other shipping segments but 

crude and product tankers, as maintaining a clear focus, was thought to be of more relevance to the academic 

field, in particular, the listed tanker shipping community in Denmark. It is important to note here that the case 

companies have been or are operating other segments such as dry bulk vessels and container vessels, but these 

resources will not be examined in this research project. 

 

1.3 Thesis structure 

 

This thesis is divided into seven main chapters. The first chapter, the introduction, is intended to give a brief 

problem setting, as well as providing the logic and motivation behind the research focus and the purpose of 

what I aim to achieve with the project. The research questions have also been raised here. The second chapter 

explains the theoretical framework, in which the findings from relevant literature shall be presented. The third 

chapter outlines the methodological assumptions and the research design. Hereafter, the fourth chapter will 

briefly present the case companies selected for this research, including an explanation of the logic as to why 

they were chosen. The fifth chapter will deal with the analysis and discussion of primary data, primarily 

provided by Clarksons Research Limited and UNCTAD Maritime Review. The framework of this chapter is based 

on Stopford’s demand and supply model as well as the shipping market model, and provides a presentation of 

the findings. Chapter six provides the analysis and discussion of the findings of the primary data from the 

interviews conducted from the case companies; they shall be explored and interpreted in comparison with the 

theory, whilst relating the results to the previous findings that were presented in chapter five. Chapter six will 

be arranged based on the structure of the Generic System Model for ocean shipping companies provided by 

Lagoudis et al. (Lagoudis et. al, 2004), and shall, through this systematic approach for tanker shipping 

companies’ management of strategic, tactical and operational processes, test the two hypothesis. Chapter 

seven will provide a conclusion and will also discuss the limitations faced in this thesis, as well as the 

possibilities for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Theoretical framework 

 

In this chapter the theoretical framework for my research will be presented and it will provide the theoretical 

foundation for the analysis of the data from Clarksons Research and the interviews carried out, as well as, for 

the discussion and conclusion parts. 

To begin with, the literature on economic market cycles and its relation to shipping market cycles will be 

introduced briefly, before delving into the four shipping markets, and connecting it with this research. The 

connection between the shipping market cycles and the four shipping markets will be examined, together with 

the organizational and strategic aspects that affect business opportunities. For this purpose, a co-evolutionary 

approach, derived from the economic evolutionary background (Sornn-Friese, 2008), will be presented and 

shall lay the theoretical foundation for exploring the changes from geopolitical development and its impact on 

shipping companies. Then, although limited, literature that examines the strategic commitment to a company’s 

resources during uncertainty from environmental changes shall be analyzed (Ghemawat, 1991). Theories 

explaining how CAs can be created through companies’ strategic commitment towards its resources will be 

analyzed and discussed. Theories and concepts are described and defined to explain how resources can benefit 

a company in terms of CAs and the critical success factors enabling sustainable superior market position 

drawing particular attention to Ghemawat (Ghemawat, 1991), Peteraf and Barney (Barney et. al., 2003). 
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2.1 Market cycles and shipping markets 

 

Successful statistical indicators of cyclical revivals where already explained from a theoretical approach before 

1930, but in the 30’s authors such as Schumpeter managed to integrate the theory of the business cycle and 

general economic theory (Schumpeter 1934; 1941). In 1938 Mitchell and Burns argued, that economic cyclical 

patterns do occur over time, explaining how “a digest of past experience, is the best teacher of what to expect 

in the near future” (Burns et. al., 1938), and with a rich variety of data source, they provided a theoretical 

foundation for measuring, monitoring and forecasting cycles. Many contemporary academic authors have built 

upon these studies of business cycles and theory of fluctuations. Klein and Niemera presented some of the 

deeper academic works. They lay the further foundation for explaining business cycle theory and aim to enable 

forecasting on different levels (Klein et. al.,1994). The main findings of Niemera et al., concern the identifying 

turning points measuring seasonal variation, constructing leading indexes, and others. They also include 

descriptions of numerous applications to regions, industries, and financial market (Klein et. al., 1994).  Looking 

at the literature of shipping market cycles, Sletmo, which touches upon the topic of trade cycles, as a 

phenomenon that may be at work in shipping like those observed in many industrial markets, beyond the 

scope of any single government's ability to control (Sletmo, 1989). Another approach to the subject is explored 

by authors such as Klovland. Klovland examines the business cycles’ relation to commodity prices and shipping 

freight rates, which is found to have a close time relation (Klovland, 2002). Another approach of this subject is 

examined by Goulielmos, who describes the duration of shipping cycles and finds, through analysis of 259 years 

of dry cargo freight rate index, that medium cycles of 10 and 20 years have been located between 1741 and 

2007 (Goulielmos, 2010). From a managerial approach, Scarsi discusses how ship owners should analyze 

shipping cycles more and that the lack of timeliness in ship owners’ behavior leads to mistakes, as when they 

ignore or undervalue the market trends, following their personal intuition or even unwisely imitating their 

competitors (Scarsi, 2007). When examining the literature on economic cycles and fluctuations in regard to the 

shipping industry and the shipping markets, Stopford contributes with the characteristics of shipping cycles and 

creates a useful forecasting model based on economic mechanisms, which is observed to drive the markets up 

and down (Stopford, 2009). His model is useful for forecasting the shipping cycles within specific vessel 

segments and describes the underlying secular trends that affect the freight rates in which shipping owners’ 

possibility to create competitiveness lies (Stopford, 2009). His studies reveal that there is a clear relation 

between sea trade and economic development. Stopford suggests ten variables, which are particularly 

important, when analyzing the supply and demand for sea transport; five affecting the demand for sea 

transport and five affecting the supply (Stopford, 2009): 
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Source: Martin Stopford, 2009; “Key influences on Supply and demand - model”. 

The supposition that shipping cycles rest heavily upon economic cycles and that underlying secular trends, 

described by Stopford, is the assumption throughout this thesis. 

 

2.2 Towards an evolutionary approach - a co evolutionary perspective 

 

In order to understand the qualitative organizational changes that occur in economic systems over time, the 

evolutionary approach to economic theory of an organization’s activities and development is relevant. 

Economic evolutionary theory focuses on the qualitative aspects of economic and technological change, 

whereas the innovation and change occur due to the differences in behavior and competences of the economic 

agents. The evolutionary theory and its semantic use are inspired by the biology and the evolutionary theory of 

Darwin. The economic evolutionary theory is vastly presented in the theoretical works of, above mentioned, 

Schumpeter, who describes innovation as the ‘new combinations’ of existing resources (Schumpeter, 1934). 

Since then, two main paths of the economic evolutionary theory have developed (Sornn-Friese, 2008); the 

Phylogenetic approach and the ontogenetic approach. 

The phylogenetic approach is presented by Nelson and Winters. They argue that the most suitable routines and 

competencies persist and reproduce themselves, whilst less suitable routines die out. This theory results in the 

belief that organizational evolution is a process where only the fittest routines of the organization survive 

(Nelson et. al 1982) and organizational change is determined by external selection. The Phylogenetic theory is 

thereby concerned with the study of how firms adapt and adjust to external influences. 

Meanwhile the ontogenetic approach tries to explain the co-evolutionary relations between the different levels 

of the individual, teams, the firm, the industry and the total economy (Sornn-Friese, 2008). One of the 

important contributors to the ideas of the ontogenetic co-evolutionary theory is Ulrich Witt, who argues that a 

company develops and changes on co-evolutionary levels of both resource-based aspects as well as on an 

evolutionary process on population levels (Witt, 2000). Witt describes how relationships could be expected to 

exist between developmental change at the firm level and systematic transformations occurring on the level of 

a population of firms in a market or an industry. Rathe and Witt take the viewpoint of the Darwinian concepts 

of variation, selection, and retention, and suggest how variation occurs at the level of the individual firm, 

whereas selection is a phenomenon relevant to a population of firms operating in the same markets or making 

up the industry (Rathe et. al, 2001). This means that systematic patterns of organizations may be affected from 
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external shocks such as shift in demand or technology. However, these external factors are not observed to be 

generating systematic changes in organizational patterns, as these are caused by internal (“endogenous”) 

changes due to learning and experimentation by all the actors involved (Ibid.). Exogenous influences may 

thereby have dramatically differing consequences for firms at different stages of their development, but the 

sources of systematic development are endogenous. These endogenous changes are accordingly connected 

and related to the growth that successful organizations go through (Ibid.). 

The supposition that economic evolution of an organization’s activities rests upon the co-evolutionary 

perspective is the assumption throughout this thesis. Literature on internal sources of systematic development 

related to companies’ growth potential in terms of strategic commitment to resources will be looked into in 

the next two sub chapters. 

 

2.3 Competitive strategy and commitment 

 

The need for a formal approach to corporate strategy was first articulated by chief executives of vertically 

integrated and multidivisional corporations (Chandler, 1963; 1990). Alfred Sloan (chief executive of General 

Motors from 1923 to 1946) created a strategy that was based on the perceived strengths and weaknesses of 

the company’s competitor: Ford (Sloan, 1963).  In the 1930s, Chester Barnard, a top executive with AT&T, 

argued that managers should be aware of strategic factors, which depend on personal or organizational action 

(Barnard,1938). In the wake of World War II, new ideas of formal strategic thinking took place in corporate 

management decisions. Peter Drucker argued that "management is not just passive, adaptive behavior; it 

means taking action to make the desired results come to pass” (Drucker, 1955). According to Drucker, 

management implies responsibility for attempting to shape the economic environment, for planning, training 

and carrying through changes in the economic environment (Drucker, 1955). This understanding became the 

logic for business strategy. By intentionally using formal planning, a company could employ a certain positive 

control over market forces. Boston Consulting Group (BCG), founded in 1963, had a major impact on the field 

of strategy and BCG's founder, Bruce Henderson, was convinced that economic theory would someday lead to 

a set of universal rules for strategy (Ghemawat, 2002). In 1974, Michael Porter, from Harvard's Business School 

wrote a "Note on the Structural Analysis of Industries," which described how business policy objectives are 

relevant in regard to industrial organizations’ profit maximization (Porter, 1979). In 1980, Porter published his 

famous and widely cited, “Competitive Strategy”, which laid the foundation for his later framework, Porters 

“Five forces” (Porter, 1983), explaining the attractiveness of an industry environment for the "average" 

competitor within it. Based on these works, Porter aimed to describe a theory toward corporate strategy 

seeking to capture much of the complexity of competition (Porter, 1991). However, Porter’s approach to 

strategy theory presented a static approach of the firm, rather than reflecting companies’ competitiveness over 

time. 

In the 1980’s the time dimension of strategy commitment and of competitive positions were at interest, and 

the predominantly static ideas about competitive position progressed into dynamic thoughts of how firms 

might create and sustain CA in the presence of active competitors. Different academic paths evolved, trying to 
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approach the time dimension of strategy and sustainable competitiveness, such as the main theories were the 

‘Game theory’, the ‘Resource-Based theory and ‘Commitment theory’ (Ghemawat, 2002). 

The Game theoretical approach concerned the study of competitors ‘rationally’, and from this perspective, a 

strategic move is one that purposefully limits ones freedom of action and changes other players' expectations 

about ones future responses and one can turn this to own advantage (Dixit et. al., 1991). This approach will 

however not be elaborated on further, as the nature of the theory is less concerned with firm resources. 

The resource based theoretical approach of the time dimension of strategy and sustainable competitiveness is 

concerned with the strategic importance of a firm’s resources, and the theory has strong similarities with the 

ontogenetic approach to economic theory. Resource based theory, shall be elaborated more profoundly in the 

next part, ‘Resource Based Theory’. 

Lastly, the commitment theoretical approach to strategy and competitiveness is described by the Harvard 

economist, Pankaj Ghemawat. Ghemawat takes a somewhat co-evolutionary approach to the firm 

development when discussing corporate strategy and CAs, as he draws the comparison between ‘CAs’ and the 

‘Red Queen effect’7, when describing his empirical research results on how “profitability differential between 

businesses that were initially above average and those that were initially below average vanished over a ten-

year period” (Ghemawat, 2002). The term ‘Red Queen effect’ is being used as an analogue in the evolutionary 

theory of firm development8, in which the hypothesis proposes how organisms (firms) must constantly adapt 

and evolve, not only to gain reproductive advantage (CA), but also simply to survive the ever-evolving opposing 

organisms (competing firms) in an ever-changing environment (Valen, 1974). Ghemawat raises, therefore, a 

critical question to business performance and the previous literature’s assumption; profitability and growth 

could automatically be sustained (Ghemawat, 1987). According to Ghemawat, without commitment to 

strategic choices throughout a firm, “differences in the performance of organizations would be ironed out in the 

twinkling of an eye”, therefore, commitment is necessary for sustained performance differences in terms of 

competitive advantages (Ghemawat, 1991). Ghemawat characterize CA as “the extent to which the benefit-cost 

gap for its product exceeds the benefit-cost gaps for competitors’ products” (Ghemawat, 1991). Ghemawat 

elaborates on the concept by explaining how it is channeled into value; “Competitive advantages or 

disadvantages are defined by type; cost-based advantages and benefit-advantages” (Ibid.). Cost-based 

advantages over competitors are primarily absorbed into extra volume, whereas benefit-based advantages 

tend to take the form of larger margins (Ghemawat, 1991; Caves et. al., 1992). 

According to the commitment theory, commitment to ‘sticky factors’ is necessary for sustainability of market 

position (Ghemawat, 1991). Sticky factors are resources to the firm, which are either durable, specialized, 

untradeable assets (Ibid.). Commitment to sticky factors is not, however, sufficient for sustainability. Other 

conditions must be met in order to yield sustained positive profits; sticky factors must continue to be scarce 

and the owners of the organization must be able to appropriate some of the scarcity value. “The scarcity of 

sticky factors depends on the relation between their supply and the demand” (Ibid.) derived from the market 

                                                           
7 According to Ghemawat, the analogue of the red queen, is a “literary reference (…) to Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland 
and Through the Looking Glass (New York, 1981; first published 1865-71), in which the Red Queen tells Alice: "here, you see, it takes all 
the running you can do, to keep in the same place. If you want to get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast..." (Ghemawat, 
2002). 
8 The first economic citation of the "Red Queen" effect is generally attributed to L. Van Valen (Valen, 1974). 
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side for their services, meanwhile; “Sustainable scarcity value requires surplus of demand; excess of supply, in 

contrast, can lead to sustained losses” (Ibid.). Some of the essential threats of scarcity, according to the theory, 

are the threat of imitation and substitution (Ibid.). The latter means the risk of losing CAs to a firm’s 

competitors, which can either imitate or substitute the strategic resources of the company (Ibid.). Meanwhile, 

commitment theory argues that a sustainable market position can be threaten by commitment to sticky factors 

if they are not scarce and appropriate valuable for the firm (Ibid.). Sticky factors must therefore continue to be 

scarce over time and the owners of the company must be able to appropriate some of their scarcity value. The 

greater the commitment-intensity of a choice, the larger and more long-lasting will be its impact upon the 

future of a firm be. A cost-benefit analysis is therefore suggesting that companies measure the market position, 

strategic sustainability and flexibility of the commitment-intensive choices and investments. The market 

position dictates the degree of profitability of a strategic move and market competitiveness compared to 

competitors, meaning the cost of a strategy to the organization and benefits delivered to the customer. 

Strategic sustainability is measured by the degree to which profitability can be maintained. The commitment to 

sticky factors is the basis for sustainability. Flexibility is measured by the degree to which a strategy can easily 

be revised, should the need arise, which is, according to Ghemawat, valuable during uncertainty or dealing with 

change. The value of the flexibility of a strategic option is defined as “the extra value expected from being able 

to take advantage of the revision possibilities as opposed to persisting with it through thick and thin” (Ibid.). 

Flexibility is regarded an independent source of value and its positive value depends on the possibility of 

regretting one’s initial choice so much as to want to revise it (Ibid.). According to the commitment theory, it is 

decisive when analyzing companies’ strategic positioning and sustainability of strategy, to seize the flexibility 

value, as it is the opportunity for strategic decision makers to refuse to lock in to investments until 

key uncertainties are resolved. Therefore, it is decisive to be able to recognize and explicitly represent 

uncertainty when analyzing the sustainability and positioning of strategy in order to create corporate 

competitiveness (Ibid.). 

As Ghemawat’s theoretical view-point aims at describing sustainable advantages and the firms’ precondition as 

dynamic, his take on commitment is “identified as the strategic (limiting or constraining) factor on how 

strategies evolve over time” (Ibid.), and as the degree of difficulty of changing from one strategic choice to 

another (Ibid.). Ghemawat’s commitment theory is relevant in the way it describes strategic commitment 

during uncertainty from environmental changes and the commitment theory focuses on the cost-based and 

the benefit-based positioning in order to create CAs, whilst dealing with challenges of commitment of the 

strategic positioning in regard to uncertainties from economic cycles and discontinuities (Ibid.). The 

commitment theory therefore raises a skeptical view on strategy-commitment, as the commitment of a long-

term strategic decision can cause limitations to the strategy itself in terms of remaining competitive over time, 

which is why Ghemawat adds the value of flexibility to strategic commitment. Ghemawat associates 

commitment-intensive (strategic) choices with the higher-level feedback loop in system theory and therefore 

allows for reconsideration and revision of a firm’s system when commitment-intensive choices do not increase 

value for the firm (Ibid.).  One reason an organization might persist with its initial strategy over time is that it 

may have been locked into that strategy by its actions in the interim (Ibid.). There are four possible causes of 

commitment. First, the cause of Lock-in, which occurs when firms invest in ‘sticky factors’ (Ibid.). Firms are 

committed to the continued use of such assets, because their value cannot be earned in any other way. The 
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second is Lock-out, which is the opposite of lock-in, and describes the situation when firms are locked out of 

certain choices by having made other choices. The third is lags – it describes the firm’s ability to adjust its asset 

stocks. The last cause describes the effect of symbolism – the organizational inertia/culture. 

Lastly, there are several links between the commitment theory and the resource based theory; e.g., Barney and 

Peteraf, apply Ghemawat’s definition of CAs in their academic contribution to the literature (Barney, et. al., 

2003) and are also concerned with the importance of scarcity value in order to create competitiveness of 

‘resources’, defined as ‘sticky factors’ by Ghemawat. However, Peteraf and Barney do not delve into the 

research of commitment, but focus their research on how scarcity and value of firm resources can create CAs. 

Moreover, Peteraf et. al, elaborate on the definition of CA, by stating that, CA is expressed in terms of the 

ability to create relatively more economic value (Ibid.). In order to create more economic value than its 

competitors, a company must produce greater net benefits for the customer, through either superior 

performance of resources and/or lower costs of the service provided. This superior performance of resources 

derives from firm-specific resources that are scarce (rare) and superior (valuable) in use, relative to others. 

Superior performance derives from resources having intrinsically different levels of efficiency (ibid.). With this 

in mind, we shall continue to the next part concerning Resource Based Theory. 

Finally, in order to align the theoretical approach of this thesis with the previous aspects of the co-evolutionary 

view point, the management paradigm of the theoretical concept of strategic commitment applied in this 

research is thought of as a dynamic constraint, one that is cumulative instead of successive over time, as 

described by Ghemawat (Ghemawat, 1991). Therefore, the supposition that strategic commitment to ‘sticky 

factors’ can enable sustainable market position and CAs, whilst a strategic flexibility might be necessary if the 

strategic commitment of sticky factors are observed to be causing disadvantages, is the assumption of this 

thesis.  

 

2.4 Resource based theory and competitive advantage 

 

The theoretical research concerning strategic management and sources of sustained CAs has been conducted 

by several of researchers (Porter, 1985; Rumelt, 1984; Andrews, 1971; Ansoff, 1965, Hofer & Schendel 1978). 

However, most of the early research on sources of CAs focused on either isolating a firm’s opportunities and 

threats (Porter, 1985), describing its strengths and weakness (Hofer & Schendel, 1978; Penrose, 1959; 

Stinchombe, 1965) or analyzing how these are matched to theirs strategies. Most of these academic works 

make the assumption that resource heterogeneity and resource immobility cannot be possible sources of CAs 

(Penrose, 1959; Rumelt, 1984; Wernerfeldt 1984).  Penrose’ take on the theory of corporate evolution 

represents a process-oriented version of the resource based theory (hereafter RBT) and is one of the founding 

ontogenetic authors of the later works on RBT and co-evolutionary perspective views on the firms 

development (Penrose, 1959). Jay B. Barney has long been recognized as one of the current leading 

contributors to the co-evolutionary approach of the resource-based theoretical literature (Barney 1991). 

Barney’s works leave off the assumption that firms within and industry are identical, homogeneous, in terms of 

the strategic resources they control and strategies they pursue (assumed by Porter 1979; Rumelt, 1984; and 
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Scherer, 1980). Instead, Barney suggests an assumption that firms within an industry may be heterogeneous 

with respect to the strategic resources they control, when analyzing sources of CAs. Moreover, firms’ resources 

may not be perfectly mobile across firms and heterogeneity can be long lasting (Barney, 1991). Together with 

Margaret A. Peteraf, Barney represent a theoretical direction, arguing that the resource-based theory 

integrates the management perspective with an economics perspective (Barney et. al., 2003) and they have 

suggested a clear limitation to the RBT, which is relevant for this research. Barney’s approach is relevant in 

describing the importance of the strategic resources and capabilities of the firm, rather than it’s positioning in 

its chosen markets, as i.e. argued by M. Porter (Barney et. al., 2007). Barney and Peteraf argue that in order to 

avoid conflicting theoretical influences, the RBT should be limited to the resource-level and efficiency-oriented 

analytical tool, in which they provide a definition of CA linked to the term of value creation and to demand 

concerns (Barney et. al., 2003). 

The RBT presented by Barney and Peteraf is regarded a relevant theory for this thesis’ evolutionary paradigm, 

as they take an evolutionary approach to the development of the firm; According to Barney, the earliest 

resource-based theory papers were originally subtitled “An evolutionary theory of competitive advantage” 

(Barney, 2001). However, these theories have since developed new separate paths (Ibid.), but; “There are 

obviously numerous analogies between the resource-based view and this evolutionary theory. Routines are an 

example of firm resources and capabilities. (Ibid.). 

Like Ghemawat, Barney and Peteraf touch upon the conditions for sustainable positions of the firm, but they 

focus on the potential of internal resources and on which attributes they must possess in order to create 

sustainable competitiveness for the firm (Barney, 2001; Barney et. al., 2003). In addition, Barney and Peteraf 

place RBT among the ranks of theories of strategy and theories of the firm, which emphasize ‘economizing’ 

over ‘strategizing’ (Barney et. al., 2003). Barney and Peteraf describe the differences of the two as, 

‘Economizing’ - being concerned with value in terms of efficiency, while ‘strategizing’ - being concerned with 

market power, strategic planning, and efforts to outline competition. They argue, that ‘strategizing’ often 

requires a firm to commit itself to what seems to be against its best interest in order to influence the choices of 

rivals (Ibid.), whilst ‘economizing’ is largely an internal activity, concerning optimization of one’s own 

productive performance rather than the destruction of one’s rivals and their competitive force. 

When understanding the approach to RBT presented by Barney and Peteraf, first, it is relevant to describe the 

‘sine qua non’ of the theory, which is the assumption that resource heterogeneity is the fundamental condition 

for their approach to RBT (Ibid.). The assumption of heterogeneity implies, that some firms have resources that 

generate more value than others (Ibid.). Accordingly, as companies possess different internal resources and 

capabilities compared to their competitors, firms can perform differently and thereby create sustained CAs. 

According to Barney, heterogeneity and immobility of resources across firms are therefore sources of sustained 

CA. Immobility of resources refers to the assumption that there might exist entry barriers to resources in some 

markets (Barney, 1991). A firm’s resource must therefore have four attributes in order to achieve sustainable 

CAs. It must be valuable in the sense of effectiveness. It must be rare (scarce) among a firms current or 

potential competition. It must be imperfectly imitable, and finally a firm’s resources should not be able to 

substitute (Barney et. al., 2003). Barney defines three types of resources that can provide CA; the Physical 

capital resources, including things as the firm's plant, equipment, and finances. The organizational capital 

resources include the firm's structure, planning, controlling, coordinating and HR systems. Finally, human 
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capital resources include such things as the skills, judgment, and intelligence of the firm's employees (Barney 

et. al., 1997). 

Peteraf and Barney imply that heterogeneity describes how companies of different services of productive 

factors can differ in efficiency, whereas some factors are more strategic and superior to others. 

Strategic/superior resources are those which are able to produce more economically and/or better satisfy 

customer wants; “firms of varying capabilities are able to compete in the marketplace and, at least, breakeven. 

Firms with marginal resources can only expect to breakeven. Firms with superior resources will earn rents” 

(Barney et. al., 2003). Peteraf suggests that the most valuable resources are those that are scarce relative to 

demand; “resource heterogeneity implies that some firms have resources that generate more value than others. 

Those that support more value creation will generate rents, due to the scarcity of such resources relative to 

demand for their services” (Peteraf, 1993). Superior resources are therefore sources of CAs, according to 

Barney and Peteraf – but might, due to the premises of scarcity, be temporary (Barney et. al., 2003). On the 

contrary, if the supply of resources is fixed due to a constraint of how rapidly the supply can be expanded, the 

scarcity is a longer a lasting phenomenon (Ibid.). 

In order to explore the underlying operations of a tanker company’s strategic approach towards a sustainable 

competitiveness during uncertainties from geopolitical changes, the evolutionary approach to the theoretical 

resource-based view described by Jay B. Barney and Margaret A. Peteraf (Ibid.) is the assumption of this thesis. 

For that reason, through the analysis and discussion in chapter 5, the level of heterogeneity should be defined 

by outlining the main differences of tanker vessels’ capabilities and resource immobility should be outlined in 

the tanker shipping industry by discussing potential constraints in how rapid the supply of resources can be 

expanded. It shall, in Ch. 6, be analyzed and discussed, how tanker companies’ vessels are disposed for 

effectiveness value, scarcity, imitability and substitution, in order to discuss how sustained CAs of tanker 

companies’ commitment to resources is influenced by geopolitical changes. Ghemawat’s definition on CAs 

agreed to by Peteraf and Barney’s presented previous in this chapter, is the assumption when discussing this 

thesis’ research questions. 

 

2.5 Theoretical considerations 

 

The previous sections of this chapter have defined the theoretical background to this research and it was done 

in order to give a deeper comprehension of what the aims of this research are, and to provide a theoretical 

foundation for the concepts used in the data collection. Due to the nature of this research strategy, the 

theories that form the spine of the whole research study shall be applied for the purpose of exploring the 

tanker companies’ competiveness in terms of resource commitment when influenced from U.S. shale oil boom. 

The end goal is to reach a general understanding of the impact of geopolitical changes on the shipping cycles 

and thereby its influence on tanker companies’ competitiveness in terms of strategic commitment of 

resources. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Methodology 

 

In this chapter, the methodology utilized for this research is presented. The choice of the general methodology, 

as well as the research strategy and design, is essential for the ability to eventually answer the research 

questions examined in this thesis. 

 

3.1 Research strategies 

 

As the aim of my first research question is descriptive in outlining how the U.S. shale oil boom is affecting the 

shipping cycles and markets and explorative in examining how it impacts the opportunities for sustained 

competitive advantages, the first sub question is based on an inductive research strategy. The theoretical 

standpoint of the tanker companies’ opportunities for competitive advantages is taken from a dynamic and co-

evolutionary viewpoint, suggesting interrelating dynamics between internal processes of tanker companies and 

external processes on the population level. 

Based on the Commitment Theory and Resource Based-Theory, I will undertake a deductive research strategy 

in answering the second sub-question. The aim of this question is to explain how tanker companies’ 

competitiveness is affected strategically, tactically and operationally, in terms of strategic commitment of 

resources during geopolitical changes, whereas the overall paradigm is co-evolutionary. The conclusion shall be 

provided by testing the two hypothesis and making conclusions based on the findings. 

 

3.2 Time horizon 

 

As the time dimension is a critical research design consideration (Blaikie, 2010), it is important to adopt a 

position with regard to the timing and data collection of this research. Due to the timeframe of this thesis, it 

can be confined as a cross-sectional design, which means that the answers to the research questions will 

represent a glimpse of the circumstances at the given moment in time when the research was conducted 

(Blaikie, 2010). The interviews conducted with the case companies were conducted as panel studies in 2014, 

and have been revised and evaluated by the same interview participants in 2015 in order to evaluate changes 

in the data over time. One of the challenges has been conducting evaluations with all participants, as one of 

the interviewees was no longer positioned in the case company in 2015. For this purpose, a ‘cohort’ approach 

were conducted, meaning that a new interviewee with the same criteria of strategic management knowledge 

of the case company (Blaikie, 2010), and one who has taken over the responsibilities of the previous 

interviewee, was asked to evaluate the data from 2014. 
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3.3 Research Design 

 

The next choice of this research was the overall research design strategy. A critical case study design has been 

chosen, since it brings about several benefits when answering the research questions. Some of the major 

benefits of using case studies are that it allows the discoveries in each of the cases to be explored and 

compared with one another (Yin, 2003) and case study methods are appropriate when dealing with the initiate 

of change (Gummesson, 1991). It will be of great use in answering the research questions and exploring the 

influence that geopolitical changes can have on tanker companies’ strategic commitment and their CAs in 

terms of resource investment. Moreover, the critical case study design will make it possible to examine what is 

common and what is distinctive between the cases and these considerations are important in order to be able 

to create theoretical reflections on the findings (Bell et. al., 2011). In regard to the critical aspect of case 

methodology, the most common critique is that the findings cannot be used for generalization. However, this 

critique might be relevant for the type of research where focus is only on describing or possibly explaining 

features of a case (Hammersley, 2000). Nevertheless, for the type of research where case studies are used for 

theory and hypothesis testing generalization from case studies is acknowledged to be of great value 

(Hammersley, 2000: Flyvbjerg, 2006; Eckstein, 1975). 

 

3.4 Data collection 

Primary data 

Based on the co-evolutionary approach presented by Witt, the data collection is conducted based on the case 

companies’ internal actors, the interviewees. This is chosen in order to get a clear picture of the development 

of the organizational systematic patterns and internal resource commitment, which the companies are going 

through in relation to the geopolitical changes, delimitated to the recent period of the US shale oil boom 

(2014-2015). In order to provide primary data on case companies’ fleets compared to competitors, Clarksons 

Research Limited has been helpful in providing temporary full access to quantitative data (Clarkson, 2015). 

Qualitative data 

In carrying out explorative and critical case study research based on two different cases, it was found that it 

was important to uphold structure on the data collecting process in order to ensure cross-case comparability 

(Bell et. al., 2011), as this enables an appropriate research method within qualitative research. 

The qualitative data consists of semi-structured interviews focusing on systematic processes of tanker shipping 

companies’ strategic, tactical and operational levels (see Ch.4.3).   

The semi-structured interviews were chosen in order to give structure to the interviews, while at the same 

time giving the participants the opportunity to share the information, which they thought of as being relevant 

and useful for the subject. 
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For the purpose of providing a critical perspective on this research, an expert interview with the Head of 

Research at Danish Ship Finance has also been conducted and shall be used for the benefit of relating the 

applied quantitative data and the case results to a market analytical- and investment viewpoint. This interview 

is semi-structured and the interview guide is based on the topics of this project’s main topics. The main 

advantage of doing semi-structured interviews is flexibility; it makes it possible to maintain focus on a given 

topic while at the same time allowing for emerging topics that the participant finds relevant, to be introduced 

and developed (Bell et. al., 2011). Other experts from the industry have been asked about specific topics for 

the benefit of applying a critical aspect to the case results from sector specific experts; these were conducted 

via e-mail correspondence (Encl. Holm, 2016; Bech, 2016; Ehlers, 2016). 

Quantitative data 

Quantitative data were collected from Clarksons research Limited, via a permission of temporary online access 

to Clarksons’ database (Clarksons, 2015). Certified to ISO9000, Clarksons Research is acknowledged worldwide 

as the most authoritative provider of intelligence for global shipping (Clarksons, 2015). These data are provided 

to answer the first research question, concerning the shipping markets and shipping cycles. These data 

encounter global market figures on supply and demand of tanker vessels, as well as concrete numbers and 

details of the case companies’ strategic fleet. Quantitative data are moreover, sampled from the case studies 

homepage, encountering annual reports and strategic statements. All data will be used when discussing the 

last part of the research examination containing the geopolitical influence from U.S. shale oil boom’s influence 

on tanker companies’ competitiveness of strategic resources. 

Secondary data 

Secondary data are used for the purpose of getting access to background knowledge of this research topic and 

shall be based primarily on reports from Energy Information Agency (Hereafter EIA). These data are considered 

reliable, as the EIA provide independent and impartial analyzes and energy information for policymaking, 

markets, and public understanding of energy and its interaction with the economy and the environment (EIA; I, 

2016). Figures from UNCTAD maritime review reports are used in the analysis of shipping markets and the data 

are considered reliable, as they are provided by the United Nations of Commerce and Trade Developments 

with the aim of fostering transparency of maritime markets, whilst analyzing relevant developments (UNCTAD, 

2014). Historical figures from OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin 2015, have been used for the purpose of the 

analysis of shipping markets and are considered reliable, as they are directly retrieved from OPEC member 

countries (OPEC, 2015). 
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3.5 Interviews 

 

The primary data are both gathered from case companies and expert interviews. The interviews concerning the 

case companies’ representatives were conducted between May 20-29, 2014 and were evaluated by the same 

group between August and October in 2015. The expert interview was conducted in November 2015. 

The interviews were carried out via telephone or at their respective locations, depending on what best suited 

the respondents. All the interviews concerning the case representatives were conducted in Danish, as the 

representatives did express a desire to answer the interviews in their native language, and thereby felt more 

comfortable expressing their thoughts in Danish. The results applied in the analysis and discussion has been 

translated into English. The interviews varied in length, between 30 and 60 minutes, and were recorded for 

later transcription and codification. 

 

3.6 credibility of research 

 

Reliability and validity are considered appropriate concepts for attempting a higher degree of objectivism in 

qualitative research (Morse et. al., 2002). In the following sections, a short description of the terms validity and 

reliability will be given, together with which precautions had to be taken. 

 

3.6.1 Reliability 

 

Reliable research includes a data collection process in which it is possible to reproduce the data by other 

researchers at any given time. The interview situation must therefore be the same for all case representatives. 

However, it is not possible to reconstruct identical interview situations, as the interview process includes 

human senses, which can differ depending on the people involved, and the interview can therefore not be 

repeated with the exact same results. However, when taking precautions while undertaking the interviews, it is 

possible to attempt a high degree of reliable data when it comes to qualitative methods. In this research, 

reliability has been striven for through the use of an interview guide, in which the same questions and 

formulations have been applied. The same components have thereby been involved throughout all the 

interviews. Despite the precautions taken, the situations were recognized as being un-identical as the 

interviews were semi-structured and the follow-up questions that originated from the answers, therefore 

differed. That said, the same introductory explanation of the thesis was given for every interview, which 

enriches the reliability by ensuring that, in so far as was possible, all participants entered the interviews with 

the same preparatory understanding. 
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3.6.2 Validity 

 

Validity deals with, not only, if something is valid, but also if it is relevant (Morse et. al., 2002); To ensure valid 

and relevant research, data should be systematically checked and focus maintained, and the fit of data and the 

conceptual work of analysis and interpretation should be monitored and confirmed constantly (Morse et. al., 

2002). In the interview situation, it has been necessary to be aware of the issue of relevance and secure it 

through certain precautions. To do this, a ‘scenario building’ was created as an introductory interview including 

the question of the relevance of the research question and the perceived impact from the U.S. shale oil boom 

as a geopolitical change influencing the shipping companies. The interviewees were asked how a potential 

repeal of EPCA103 could impact the company and shipping industry either from a political, economic, social, 

technological, environmental or legal point of view (Scenario building; Encl., T1-T3; M1-M3)). Hereafter, the 

GSM-interviews were undertaken with the same participants. Finally, the interviewees were asked to read the 

transcriptions of their interviews in order to verify that no mistakes had occurred during the transcription 

process and to enhance the validity of the interviews. In 2015, the validated responses were sent back to the 

interviewees again and re-evaluated with regard to relevant additional changes in the interviewees’ opinions, 

which may have occurred during 2014-2015. As the shale oil boom has developed rapidly, all representatives 

were asked to look through the transcriptions of their interviews and to add remarks due to potential 

circumstances or viewpoints that could have changed since 2014, in order to compare the current situation 

with the situation from 2014. Only one of the representatives had some few additional comments. 

During the analysis phase, the validity issues were dealt with by transcribing the exact quotes, in order to 

ensure that the analysis was as close to the interview situation as possible, and thereby attempt a higher 

degree of validity. 
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Chapter 4 

Case description 

 

The discussion of the research questions will be based on two critical cases, represented by the two tanker 

shipping companies, Torm and Mærsk Tankers, which are selected for the purpose of getting access to 

important information of shipping companies’ strategic operations and resources, during geopolitical changes. 

Critical cases can be defined as having strategic importance in relation to the general problem (Flyvbjerg, 2006) 

and this method of data collection is beneficial in order to achieve information that permits logical deductions 

of the type, “If this is (not) valid for this case, then it applies to all (no) cases” (Flyvbjerg, 2006). The cases’ 

strategic importance to the problem raised in this research shall first be explained: 

The two specific tanker companies are selected because of the companies’ many years of experience in the 

industry of oil cargo transportation; they are also critical in terms of their strategic resources and their relation 

to the transportation activities of U.S. shale oil market, in terms of shipping refined product oil from U.S. to 

different markets. The cases are, moreover, critical as they, within 2014, have divested/claimed to divest their 

crude oil tankers from their fleet (Mærsk Annual report, 2014; Torm Annual report, 2014, A). As current 

geopolitical changes have caused a variation in the transport pattern of crude oil into U.S. due to the U.S. shale 

oil boom, it is least likely that the case companies’ competitiveness will not somehow be influenced by other 

changing market factors such as the demand for product tankers relative to the supply. Meanwhile, political 

changes in terms of an abolition of EPCA103 is predicted by EIA to cause a larger degree of crude oil exports 

than product exports. This could potentially cause an increased demand for the crude oil segment relative to 

supply, which can create competitiveness for companies in favor of this segment (Ghemawat, 1991; Barney et. 

al 1991). In addition, a repeal of EPCA103 is estimated to decrease U.S. product exports and might, on the 

product tanker side, result in an increasing oversupply of product tankers relative to demand, which can 

decrease competiveness for companies in favor of these resources (Barney et. al, 2003). Therefore, as the case 

companies have decided to commit strategically to the product tanker shipments instead of crude oil 

shipments or both, it is least likely that they can remain competitive by committing to their existing fleet 

strategy, if e.g. EPCA103 is repealed within few years. According to the commitment theory, a more flexible 

strategy should be applied in order to create competitiveness. How this can be explained in the case of tanker 

shipping companies shall be discussed throughout this project. The RBT argue that focus on the assumption of 

competiveness as a source of heterogeneity in resources capabilities (Ibid.) and that scarce and valuable 

resources, which are inimitable and un-substitutable, can create superior market positions and CA (Ibid.). 

These theories shall be applied during the analysis and discussion of the geopolitical uncertainties from the U.S. 

shale oil boom’s potential impact on the critical tanker company cases. 
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4.1 Case 1 - Mærsk Tankers 

 

The first case company, Mærsk Tankers, is incorporated in Denmark and has many years of experience in the 

industry, acquiring its first tanker back in 1928. Moreover, it is the subsidiary company to the NASDAQ OMX 

listed parent company Mærsk A/S and the company’s strategy is therefore publicly available. Mærsk Tankers is 

considered a relevant case company due to the examination of the research question in this project, as the 

company “owns and operates a large fleet of product tankers – all built and operated in accordance with the 

highest standards for quality and reliability.” (Mærsk, 2014, A). Mærsk Tankers has offices in Denmark, New 

York, Tokyo and Singapore, and states that; “Today, the Maersk Tankers fleet is one of the largest product 

tanker fleets in the world” (Mærsk, 2014, B). It is for that reason considered to be operating within the segment 

that shall be examined in this project and therefore relevant as an explorative case company. 

 

4.2 Case 2 – Torm Tankers 

 

Given that Torm was founded in Denmark in 1889, with headquarters in Copenhagen and activities worldwide 

(Torm, 2014, B) the company is found relevant as an explorative case company due to their many years of 

experience in the industry. In addition, they are listed on NASDAQ OMX in Copenhagen and are therefore 

expected to be strategically transparent for the public interest, which is considered relevant for the purpose of 

important company information and its accessibility. In order to discuss the research question, Torm Tankers is 

considered relevant as a case as they are operating within the segment that shall be examined in this project; 

Torm Tankers “is the world’s premier carrier of refined oil products such as gasoline, jet fuel, naphtha and diesel 

oil (…). Absolute reliability, high quality and safety are the cornerstones of our success” (Torm, 2014, A). 

 

4.3 The representatives of the cases 

 

When discussing systematic patterns of firms from a strategic and management approach with a link to the 

literature of shipping companies, limited literature is available. However, Lagoudis et. al., have developed the 

previously mentioned Generic System Model (hereafter GSM), a systematic input-output model, explaining the 

processes of liquid shipping companies from a strategic, tactic and operational level (Lagoudis et. al., 2004). 

Lagoudis et. al. take a business system engineering approach and the GSM outlines the processes that take 

place in the ocean shipping management system and environment - more specifically, within dry- and liquid 

bulk/tanker companies. The GSM explains how a shipping company system is built up by the following three 

levels, which all three have an interrelating, knock-on effect on each other, and in which feedbacks from all 

three levels should be revised by strategic decision makers if the system does not create value for the firm - 

and in order to continuously optimize the firm’s competitiveness (Lagoudis et. al); 
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1. Strategy - The Input, 2. Tactics - The Service Processes and 3. Operations - The Output. The systematic 

methodology of aligning the three levels of the GSM, helps the company achieve its aim and objectives while 

maximizing the value for its customers (Ibid.). The ‘Input’ level concerns the systematic patterns of a shipping 

company’s strategic operations and describes the processes that affect the company’s future operations, 

efficiency and effectiveness and therefore its competitiveness (Lagoudis. et. al, 2004). The ‘Service Processes’ 

includes the tactical processes and resources, whereas the ‘Output’ focuses on a shipping company’s current 

operational processes and resources. Sub-stages of the Input level are e.g. the ‘mission statement’ and 

‘financing’, while the sub-stages of the service-processes are ‘chartering department’ and ‘operational 

department’, and the output level are e.g. ‘the transportation’ and the ‘cargo handling operations’: 

 

 
The Generic System Model (Lagoudis et al. 2004) 

 

Therefore, in order to discuss how uncertainties from geopolitical changes influence the competitiveness of 

companies’ strategic commitment of resources, different employees from different levels of the companies 

have each completed a semi-structured interview based on the structure of the GSM: 

The input: The strategic part of the company  one interviewee representing the strategic department from 

each case company has been interviewed. The representatives for these interviews are either vice president or 

employed in ‘Business development’/’asset strategy’’, as they are regarded the most qualified employees for 

answering questions of strategic matters. 

The Service Processes: the Tactical part of the company  one interviewee representing the tactical 

department from each case company has been interviewed. The representatives for these interviews are either 

responsible for the Tanker Chartering division or employed in the tanker chartering department, as they are 

regarded the most qualified employees for the purpose of answering questions of tactical matters. 

The Output: the operational part of the company  one interviewee representing the operational department 

from each case company has been interviewed. The representatives for these interviews are either responsible 

for the commercial tanker operational department or employed in the tanker chartering department, as they 

are regarded the most qualified employees for the purpose of answering questions of operational matters. 
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Chapter 5 

 

How is the U.S. Shale oil boom affecting the shipping cycles and shipping 

markets, and thereby the tanker shipping companies’ business opportunities 

for sustained competitive advantages? 

 

In order to discuss how tanker companies’ business opportunities are affected by geopolitical changes, 

exemplified by the case of the U.S. shale oil boom, the mechanisms affecting the supply and demand of 

seaborne transport shall be outlined. When exploring how geopolitical changes influence supply and demand 

for seaborne oil transport it is relevant to look at shipping cycles. Shipping cycles are fluctuations in the supply 

and demand of sea transport and can be long, short or seasonal (Stopford, 2009). By discussing how the 

mechanisms that drive shipping cycles within crude and product tanker shipping companies are influenced by 

the U.S. shale oil boom and a potential repeal of EPCA103, Ch. 5 will explore how tanker shipping companies’ 

competitiveness of resources and opportunities for profitable freight revenues are influenced by geopolitical 

changes. Finally, it shall be outlined how the heterogeneity of tanker vessels’ capabilities and resource 

immobility appear across tanker shipping companies’ resources. This shall be defined in order to explore how 

tanker companies’ opportunities for sustained CAs are influenced by the U.S. shale oil boom and the 

uncertainty of a potential abolition of EPCA103, in Ch. 6. 

The following should be kept in mind, when exploring the tanker shipping market, throughout Ch. 5: 

“Resource heterogeneity implies that some firms have resources that generate more value than others. Those 

that support more value creation will generate rents, due to the scarcity of such resources relative to demand 

for their services” (Barney, et. al., 2003). Meanwhile, In order to yield sustained positive profits sticky factors 

must continue to be scarce (Ghemawat, 1991). “Sustainable scarcity value requires surplus of demand; excess 

of supply, in contrast, can lead to sustained losses” (ibid.). Some of the essential threats of scarcity are the 

threats of imitation and substitution (Ghemawat, 1991; Barney et al., 2003). 
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5.1 Demand – The tanker shipping market seen from the demand side in 

regards to U.S. shale oil boom 

 

The most influencing factors on the demand side are the world economy, the seaborne commodity trade, the 

average haul, the random shocks and the transport costs (Stopford, 2009). Global trends and observations 

related to U.S. shale oil boom and tanker-shipping demand shall be clarified. Geopolitical changes in terms of a 

repeal of EPCA103 shall be discussed in regard to potential market changes. Opportunities for crude and 

product tanker companies and threats of substitutional factors influencing demand, shall be explored and 

defined. 

 

5.1.1 The world economy 

 

The world economy is the most influencing key variable on ship demand (Ibid.). In the following graph, 

illustrated by Stopford, it can be observed how sea trade is directly related to the world growth cycles in GDP 

and how economic fluctuations are directly affecting the demand for sea trade (Ibid.): 

 
World GDP cycles and sea trade. Source: Stopford, 2009 

There are two causes, which determine the economic cycles, external (random shocks) and internal factors 

(Ibid.). With regard to the influence from the U.S. shale oil boom and the Danish Tanker shipping companies’ 

opportunities, the external and internal factors shall be examined in order to discuss the overall demand of 

product and tanker vessels globally if EPCA103 is repealed within few years. 
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5.1.2 External factors (random shocks) 

 

The external factors, also described as random shocks, are determined by e.g. by sudden changes of 

commodity prices or by wars. The single feature of these economic shocks is that their timing is unpredictable 

and causes sudden changed in ship demand (Stopford, 2009). When forecasting the business opportunities of 

the shipping tanker companies during geopolitical changes, it is important to consider the influence of random 

shocks, as they can have a decisive impact on the segment, as seen with the high oil price shocks in ’79 (See 

5.1.1). 

 

The impact of sudden changes in commodity prices 

In general, commodity prices and freight rates seem to have the same steep rise and fall, with freight rates 

lagging by a few months (Klovland, 2002). As the commodity price level has an influence on the freight rates 

and thereby the ship demand, the current trends of tanker commodity prices, in terms of oil prices, should be 

observed. By looking at the two major benchmarks for world oil commodity prices, West Texas Intermediate 

(WTI) and Brent crude oil (both price standard indexes for light, sweet crude oils, though WTI is generally 

sweeter and lighter than its European counterpart of Brent (CommodityHQ, 2015), the current trends show a 

significant decline in commodity prices for both WTI and Brent during 2014-201(6) (illustrated below):  

 

 
 

The price WTI and Brent price indexes are relevant for both crude and product price trends, as the change in 

price of product is closely related to the change of the crude oil price level. The following table shall show the 

relationship between the price of product (gasoline) and the price of crude (Brent) prices: 
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Gasoline oil prices are related to the crude oil prices (API, 2015) 

 

In the wake of U.S. shale oil boom and 2014-2015 low oil prices, significant amounts of crude oil has been 

stocked in both commercial and strategic reserves in the USA, Europe and China because the oil industry is 

waiting for the oil prices to rise (Rex, 2015). On one hand, this is limiting the oil shipping activities, but on the 

other hand, the shipping industry has experienced a certain rise in demand for floating storage, in which the 

vessels are used for their oil storage capacity. As there is a limited storage capacity available and, even if the oil 

price should decline further from today’s level, it would be difficult to find storage onshore, there is a business 

opportunity in the storage activity on the vessels. Nevertheless, as it is expensive for the oil owners to storage 

oil this way, it is regarded a temporal solution to do so (Rex, 2015). 

 

The impact of war 

The historical past shows how the demand for tanker shipping has been influenced by war, such as the Yom 

Kippur War9, which caused a stagnation and decline in shipping demand in the decade following (Stopford, 

2009). Concerning U.S. shale oil boom, the USA does not rely on OPEC countries’ oil supply to the same degree 

as they have in the past, as it is now contributing a much higher level of the domestic crude oil supply, which 

influence the global oil prices. Since the beginning of 2015, global crude oil prices have declined significantly 

and this has significantly decreased the domestic U.S. crude oil production. The USA has therefore started to 

import more crude oil (Rex, 2015) and if the price level of crude oil does not increase again the U.S. crude 

production will probably remain low, and it will maintain an increased level of crude oil import to USA. The 

impact of OPEC countries are therefore still highly relevant for the purpose of global oil supply and economic 

price setting and could affect sudden changes in demand for seaborne tanker shipping. 

 

                                                           
9 The diplomatic consequences of the Yom Kippur War, where USA supported Israel against Egypt, Syria and Jordan, 

ended with an oil embargo instituted by the Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) on the USA in  

Oct. 1973 (CIA, 2013). 
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5.1.3 Internal factors 

 

The internal factors of business cycles are the factors, which affect the dynamic of the world economy itself. In 

regard to the geopolitical changes and U.S. shale oil boom’s influence on tanker demand, it is relevant to 

analyze the underlying demand factors defined by Stopford, GDP, Time-lags, stock—building and mass 

psychology (Stopford, 2009).  

GDP; According to the annual review of maritime transport 2015, growth in world GDP, the outlook on balance, 

merchandise trade and seaborne shipments is expected to be uncertain, though 2015 had a modest growth. 

This is due to several factors, but mainly because of many downside risks, which UNCTAD define as; only a 

continued moderate growth in global demand and merchandise trade and a fragile recovery in Europe, as well 

as a different future aspects for net oil consumers and producers (UNCTAD, 2015). The latter is decisive for the 

prospect of tanker shipping demand and indicates a relative uncertain outlook. 

Time-lags; Currently time lags seem to vary in timing for the different tanker segments. E.g. in second half of 

2015, the crude oil prices were low, due to a global surplus of crude oil. At the same time, an oversupply of 

refinery capacity was observed, creating larger crude intake on the refineries, and therefore generating 

significant trading for crude tankers and hence a demand for moving more product around (Rex, 2015). In 

regard to shipbuilding and the effect of time lags, this shall be elaborated further in Ch. 5.2. 

Stock-building; Currently, stock building has increased due to low oil prices and the U.S. shale oil boom. A lot of 

crude oil has been stocked in commercial- as well as in strategic reserves, in USA, Europe and China, because 

oil prices are low and therefore not profitable for sale (Rex, 2015). This means that due to cheap oil storage on 

vessels, the usage of floating storage capacity in tanker vessels has increased. This trend is expected to be 

temporary, as the storage prices on vessels depend on vessel capacity; when storage prices on vessels 

eventually become too expensive for oil owners, the stock building on vessels will decrease (Rex, 2015). 

Mass psychology; Trends in consumer behavior can also create mass optimism or pessimism, which affects the 

economic system and the shipping cycles (Stopford, 2009). This can be observed within the oil industry in 

regard to oil prices. The balance between Non-OPEC and OPEC oil supply depends on the expectations of the 

production. E.g. oil prices are not only affected by actual non-OPEC production, but also by changes in 

expectations about future non-OPEC supply; From 2005 through 2008, final production reports for non-OPEC 

production were consistently lower than forecast expectations (EIA, J). This reduction in anticipated production 

forced the world to unexpectedly rely more heavily on OPEC crude, drawing down their levels of spare 

capacity. The downward revisions in expectations of non-OPEC production contributed to upward pressure on 

oil prices, which tend to increase demand for seaborne oil transport (EIA, J). From the shipbuilding side, the 

mechanisms of mass psychology are observed within the tanker shipping industry up to the financial crisis in 

2008, which due to high expectations of increased demand for seaborne demand, resulted in an extreme order 

activity for all segments (UNCTAD, 2014). This trend is, among others, the reason for the oversupply of both 

product and crude tankers in the post-years of the financial crises (UNCTAD, 2013; 2014; 2015). 

Long cycles; When the industrial economies mature, the demand for raw materials decreases and the need for 

more manufactured and service oriented products increase (Ibid.). Held against the current situation of the 

world GDP, which can also be affected by a potential slowdown in developing economies, the uncertainty of 
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the pace and implications of a potential slowdown in China (UNCTAD, 2015) is considered a negative tendency 

for tanker business opportunities and is generally regarded as a downside risk for tanker shipment. Another 

issue is the supply of raw materials (Stopford, 2009), which is, in the case of U.S. shale oil boom, considered to 

be a strong game changer for the trade patterns and tanker demands (Rex, 2015). How it affects trade patterns 

shall be discussed in the next parts. 

5.1.4 Seaborne commodity trades 

 

The seaborne commodity trade describes the second variable of the relationship between the industrial 

economy and the sea trade, and is affecting the fluctuations of tanker demand in long term and short term 

(Stopford, 2009). The two main types of tanker shipping commodity is crude and petroleum, which are carried 

in two different types of tankers. Crude carriers for unrefined oil product and product carriers for refined oil 

products (Mærsk, A). It is important to stress that there shall be a distinction between the following two 

definitions regarding vessels functionality: 

 

a. Products tanker vessels: The product tankers employ the transportation activities of refined crude oil 

including refined shale oil (Stopford, 2009): “Products tankers are similar to crude oil tankers but 

generally smaller and are divided into clean products tankers, which carry light products such as 

gasoline and naphtha, and dirty products tankers, which carry the black oils such as fuel oil (….) 

Products tankers generally have tank coatings to prevent cargo contamination and reduce corrosion” 

(Ibid.). 

b. Crude Oil tankers: The crude oil tankers employ the transportation of unrefined, crude oil shipments. 

“Crude oil tankers are characterized by not having coated tanks, because crude oil does not cause 

corrosion of the tanks and because the oil refineries do not impose very stringent quality requirements 

for the crude oil. For example, it is not necessary to clean the tank completely before loading new crude 

oil” (Shipfinance, 2015). 

 

 
The different segments of tanker vessels by name/dwt (UNCTAD, 2015). 
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The principal sources of crude/product tanker demand is illustrated below: 

 
Source: Stopford, 2009. ‘Principal sources of demand for tankers’ (Stopford, 2015). 

 

The heterogeneity of the first two main differences of tanker vessels’ capabilities should from the latter be 

defined, as 1. Type (product and crude tankers), and 2. Size of vessels.  

Long-term trends in commodity trade are best identified by examining the economic characteristics of the 

industries, which produce and consume the traded commodity of tanker shipment. For that purpose ‘change in 

demand’, ‘change in supplying sources’, ‘change in the usual trade pattern of commodity’, and ‘changes in 

shippers transport policies’ are important factors, when discussing the business opportunities of product tank 

shipment (Stopford, 2009): 

 

5.1.4.1 Change in demand of crude and product oil 

 

Looking into the trends of the two types of commodity, a significant difference is observed between crude and 

product demand: 
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Source: Clarksons Research limited (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

It can be observed how growth demand of product oil shipment in general has been relatively high compared 

to that of crude oil shipments. In 2015, growth of product shipments reached 6,32%, compared to 3,96% for 

crude. The 2016 prospect for the world seaborne product demand is estimated to decline significantly, down to 

(3,88%), whereas for crude, the growth remains below 2015 level, but incline only down to 3,06 %. These 

figures are relevant for further discussion in 5.2. In the following table, the underlying demand shall be 

outlined, by analyzing the distribution of regional crude oil imports:  

 
World imports of crude oil by region (Encl. 13; OPEC, 2015). 
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Observed from the graph, an overall decline of the global regions’ total level of crude oil import has taken 

place. Showing a decrease of -2% from 2013/2014, whereas U.S., Latin America and Africa have had a 

significant import decline of -7,2 %, -13,2% and -12,9% respectively, in the change of import from 2013-2014, 

whereas the already dominant crude oil importers Asia and Pacific were the only regions that increased their 

import of crude from 2013-2014 with 1% (OPEC, 2015). On the contrary, the Middle East, Eastern- and Western 

Europe have had a modest decline on -2,7%, -2,2% and -0,8% respectively. 

This tendency can be due to several factors, but in regard to the matter of the oil transport pattern, it is 

decisive to examine the above tendency in relation to the global demand of refined product oil in order to 

clarify the underlying demand for product tankers. 

The following table  shall therefore illustrate the world demand of product oil by region: 

 

 
World oil demand by main petroleum product and region; Developed on figures retrieved from OPEC Annual 

Statistical Bulletin 2015 (Encl. 14; OPEC, 2015). 

 

Looking at the tendency of petroleum product demand, it appears that during the U.S. shale oil boom, all 

regions, apart from Western Europe, have seen a relative increase, whereas the opposite tendency is shown in 

Western Europe, where the demand has decreased down to -1,5% from 2013-2014. Some of the countries with 

the highest increase in demand are the Middle East and Africa, which have had a growth in the demand on 

3,0% and 3,1% from 2013-2014 respectively, followed by Latin America (1,6%) and Eastern Europe (1,5%). The 

total global tendency is an increase on 1,1% from 2013-1014. 

So, the current global demand for product oil is relatively positive, whereas the tendency shows that the global 

demand on crude import is relative negative, apart from regions such as Asia and Pacific, which have had a 

major increase in crude import demand from 2013-1014. 

Looking at the geopolitical changes affecting the demand for ocean transport in the U.S. oil market, significant 

changes have occurred due to the U.S. shale oil boom; The table below illustrates how the U.S. production 

growth of crude oil from 1920-2015: 
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U.S. Field production of Crude oil  (EIA; K, 2016). 

 

It appears that since 2005 the level of crude production has grown significantly - a trend that has not been seen 

since the early seventies.  Meanwhile, the high production level of crude oil is caused by the technological 

development of horizontal fracking and thereby the shale oil boom; “Tight oil production growth accounts for 

81% of this increase, and sees its share of national crude oil production grow from 35% in 2012 to 50% in 2019” 

(EIA; L, 2015). 

Consequently, since 2010 the import/export market of the U.S. crude oil trade has shown signs of major 

historical changes due to the shale oil boom. From the tables below, illustrating U.S. import of crude oil and 

product oil from 1990-2015, it can be observed how both crude and product import has declined considerably 

until 2015 due to the shale oil boom. 

 
Weekly U.S Import of Crude Oil 1990-2016 (EIA; K, 2016). 
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Weekly U.S Import of Total Petroleum Products 1990-2016 (EIA; K, 2016) 

 

It is also noticeable, how the shale oil boom has influenced the relation between U.S. import/export tendency 

of crude and product oil since 2006: 

 
Weekly U.S. Exports of Total Petroleum Products 1990-2015 (EIA; K, 2016). 

 

Relating the above table with the previous import tables, it can be observed how U.S. crude oil import has 

almost decreased proportionally with the export activity of product during the boom, revealing a surplus of 

domestic product oil capable of export, observed until 2015. From mid-2015, it should be noticed, how 

decreased oil prices in 2015, as touch upon previously, has affected the imports. 

This trend highlights important factors of the U.S. shale oil boom; the USA is, to a large degree, much more self-

sufficient in terms of supplying both crude and product oil when oil prices are high, and they have, due to the 

shale oil boom and the high global oil prices, been able to export the surplus of refined product oil until 2015. 

However, if the oil prices decline, as seen recently in 2015, the U.S. shale oil production and refinery activity 

tend to decrease. This can be observed, in the table below, to influence the seaborne trade of product export 

from U.S., which tend to decline: 
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Clarksons Research Limited, retrieved; 14.01.2016 (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

Moreover, whilst significant declines in oil prices do influence the seaborne activity of U.S. product oil export 

negatively, the seaborne trade of crude oil imports to U.S. tend to increase, as U.S. oil consumption relies more 

on crude oil imports as seen in 2015; 

 

 
Clarksons Research Limited, retrieved; 14.01.2016 (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

Therefore, the shale oil boom does influence the product and crude trade; nonetheless the level of global oil 

prices influences it accordingly. 

Concerning the potential lift of EPCA103, the remaining major global crude oil export regions should be 

analyzed. By analyzing this, it is possible to get an overview of the USA’s competing crude export markets, if the 

ban was repealed within near future. The following graph illustrates the major crude exporters, by region: 

 
World Crude Oil Exports by region (OPEC, 2015) 
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It appears that the major crude oil exporting region is the Middle East followed by the Eastern Europe and 

Africa. In addition, the table shows that the region with the minor level of export is North America; it stresses 

two factors; first, how the North American crude oil export level is strictly limited due to EPCA103. Second, U.S. 

is keeping the crude oil for domestic use AND - when relating to the previously observed level of U.S. 

petroleum product export - for refinery and hence export. This trend will probably change and the crude oil 

export activities will surpass that of product oil, according to the EIA report (EIA; H, 2015). This is a relevant 

opportunity, which tanker companies could benefit from, if the company’s fleet contains a certain number of 

crude tankers, and the scenario should therefore be considered when planning the resources of their future 

fleet collection. It poses, on the other hand, a threat towards the product tanker companies with a strategic 

focus on the U.S. product market. 

 

5.1.4.2 The change of the supplying source of crude and product oil 

 

The seaborne trade is volatile and can be influenced rapidly by the supplying sources as seen with coal supplies 

during the oil stagnation in the 70s and 80s (Stopford, 2009). Looking at the graph below;  

 
Source: UNCTAD, Review on the maritime transport 2015 
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It can be observed how increasing demand from other supplying energy sources such as gas, including liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) as well as other chemicals, has occurred because of the 

new terminals and LNG products coming on stream. Therefore, though crude and product tanker shipment has 

been the most expansive sector in the last 10 years, a demand for new supply sources such as LNG, LPG and 

chemicals could pose a threat towards the crude and product tanker segment on the long-term prospect. 

However, the prospect of the potential growth of LNG and LPG markets is relative due to the estimates of 

Clarksons Research: 

 
Source: Clarksons research (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

From Clarksons estimates coal, gas or chemicals also pose a certain threat to oil trade, as supplying sources of 

energy and there is an estimated prospect of a long-term increase in oil products (+1%) compared to crude oil 

(-2%). However, experts find it hard to predict when including the potential repeal of EPCA103, as it might 

influence the distances and thereby demand for extra seaborne crude tonnage (Rex, 2015). Analysts stress the 

importance of paying attention to the supplying sources from solar energy, batteries and in general energy 

efficiency gained in the field of energy supply (Rex, 2015). Results show how solar and wind to a certain extent 

are near to a point where these technologies are influencing the output and in particular the reason for down 

turning the outlook for product and crude tankers (Rex, 2015). 

5.1.4.3 The changes in the usual trade pattern of crude and product oil 

 

In regard to changes in the trade pattern of crude and product oil, the current major trade routes for oil is 

illustrated below: 
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Source: BP statistical review of world energy 2015*10, ‘Oil major trade movement 2014’ (BP, 2014). 

 

From the illustration it can be observed, that the major oil exports from U.S. go to South America, the North 

Sea, Mexico and Canada, whereas the major oil imports to U.S. come from the Middle East, Africa, Russia, 

South America, Mexico, Canada and the North Sea. The export entity from the U.S. is approx. 98mil/tons 

whereas the import is 439 mil/tons. The illustration shows that there is a large activity of oil sea transport 

moving in and out of the U.S. and that Canada is both the largest exporter (39%) and importer (38%) of U.S. oil 

volumes. Given that most of the Canadian oil is refined in U.S. refineries, the great majority of the oil 

transported from Canada to the USA is for the purpose of export back to Canada after U.S. refinement 

(Oilprice, 2015). 

In the following table, it can be observed, that since the shale oil started booming in 2009, the USA has had an 

increasing refinery utilization and is currently the region with highest refinery output on a global scale: 

                                                           
10 * “The data and map illustrate the flow of crude oil and products between sources of production and the regions of consumption. The 
tables exclude the intra-area movements of oil (for example, crude oil and products moving between countries within Europe). Bunkers 
are not included as exports. Crude imports and exports include condensates. Data in the tables are in million tonnes and thousand 
barrels per day”. (BP, 2014) 
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BP statistical review of world energy 201511, ‘refinery utilization, percentage’ (BP; A, 2014). 

 

However, as the refinery activity would decline according to results from EIA (EIA; H, 2015) and in comparison 

increase crude oil export significantly, the question about how the trade pattern would look, if the ban were 

repealed, remains. Obviously, it depends on different factors: First of all, the overall level of the global demand 

of product oil and the oil price level, as already discussed, as well as the global growth of refinery capacity and 

their geographical position worldwide. This is important for the sake of the future transport pattern if the ban 

is repealed. Looking at the present major refinery positions and compared to the prospect of potential, 

relevant crude oil intake and product output places, the; “Global refinery capacity expanded by 1.3Mb/d, 

slightly above the 10 year average growth of 1.1Mb/d. Growth was driven by new refineries in China (790Kb/d) 

and the Middle East (740Kb/d) (BP; A, 2014), which explains the increasing demand of crude oil as observed in 

previous analysis concerning ‘changes in the demand of crude and product oil’. In regard to the prospect of U.S. 

crude oil prices’ competitiveness, the USA and Latin America seem to be the most price competitive between 

2010-2014, based on figures from OPEC annual bulletin 2015 (Encl. 12; Selected spot crude oil prices). The 

average price per barrel from 2010-2014 has been 91,9 $ and 95,6 $ respectively, whereas in comparison, the 

African countries and Asia & Pacific are less price competitive, with an average price per barrel from 2010-2014 

on 101,7 $ and 104,3 $ (Encl. 12; Selected spot crude oil prices). Based on this price tendency, the U.S. shale oil 

boom would be significantly competitive for exports and that is important if raw materials shall be shipped 

over long distances (Stopford, 2009). Therefore, due to the strong growth of refinery capacity in China and 

                                                           
11 “Global crude runs rose by 1.1 million b/d in 2014, with growth in the US, China and the Middle East outweighing declines in Europe 
and OECD Asia Pacific. The US recorded its largest increase in crude runs since 1986” (BP; A, 2014). 
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India, the refineries are expected to have a large crude oil intake and this region should be forecasted as a 

potential long-term crude oil importer (Rex, 2015). It is therefore realistic to expect, that U.S. and Latin 

American crude oil would be demanded and exported primarily to Asia if the ban was repealed within the next 

few years. 

5.1.4.4 The changes in the shippers transport policy 

 

The European Union has suggested a more energy efficient approach for the future (2020), with reduced oil 

dependence for both private and industrial consumption (EU COM, 2010), which already seems to have had an 

effect on oil consumption with the decline in European product import. International shipping transport 

policies also suggest more focus on energy efficient gaps (IMO, 2015) due to the shipping industry’s 

responsibility for 3 % of the total CO2 emission (EUC Climate Action, 2013). Another major influencing factor is 

the debated regulation, concerning potential legislative requirements of slow steaming, in order to protect the 

environment and in order to decrease the global vessel oversupply (Transport Environment, 2012). This is a 

transport policy that could cause the global oil consumption to decline, which in general is a threat for both 

crude and product tanker segments. Altogether, these factors can affect the demand for oil transport 

negatively on the long-term business opportunities to both segments. 

5.1.5 Average haul 

 

It is relevant to discuss the average haul12 of tanker shipping companies’ opportunities, as the “Transport 

demand is defined as the tonnage of cargo shipped, multiplied by the average distance over which it is 

transported” (Stopford, 2009). Total growth in ton–miles performed by maritime transportation was estimated 

to have increased by 4.4 % from 3.1 % in 2013 (UNCTAD, 2015). In regard to crude tank, U.S. shale oil boom has 

resulted in a positive contribution in terms of ton/miles from USA in 2014, mostly because the Middle East has 

formerly been the major supplier of U.S. crude oil, but today the crude oil from Middle East is trading to Asia, 

and that is a longer journey, which is positive for the sea transport of crude oil (Rex, 2015). The average haul of 

crude oil commodity trade to Asia in 2014 was 9 % higher than 2005 levels (UNCTAD, 2015), whereas China has 

been driving growth given its increasing sourcing of crude oil imports from various locations, including both 

long and short haul routes, for example, the Caribbean, West Africa, Western Asia and the Russian Federation 

(Ibid.). This was caused by a relative decline in refining capacity in Europe and the Middle East’s shifting focus 

from crude oil exports to downstream developments such as refineries. India is also becoming, increasingly, a 

crude oil importer, particularly from Western Asia, Western Africa and the Caribbean, resulting in growing 

long-haul imports. The average haul of Indian crude oil imports was estimated at over 4,000 miles in 2014, up 

from 1,900 miles in 2005 (Ibid.). In regard to the potential lift of EPCA103, longer distances and thereby an 

increased demand for tonnage, are regarded as positive in terms of long terms opportunities for crude tanker 

demand. China and India are observed to be potential major markets for crude oil and as the U.S. and Latin 

America were most price competitive on crude, there is a high incentive for U.S. crude exports to these regions, 

                                                           
12 “Expresses the distance travelled by a ship before it reaches its final destination” (Shipfinance; A, 2015)  
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whereas, in comparison, African countries and Asia & Pacific were less price competitive. However, as there is 

empirical evidence for the fact, that raw materials will only be transported from distant sources if the cost of 

the shipping operation can be reduced to an acceptable level, or some major benefit is obtained in quality of 

the product (Stopford). Tanker companies must strive to be competitive on price, in order to attract customers. 

In this regard, the most valuable crude segment for long haul journeys are the large carriers, as the average 

price per moved barrel is cheapest, and thereby increase economy of scale (Rex, 2015).  By achieving a high 

economy of scale, companies can obtain cost-based advantages, which is valuable in order to aim for CAs of 

resources (Barney, 1991). For tanker companies, this can create the possibility for offering more competitive 

freight rates on long journeys, which is regarded a benefit-based advantage. In comparison, the destination for 

the product oil markets vary from crude. The growth of refinery capacity in Brazil, China, Singapore and 

Western Asia, and petroleum products are estimated to have increased by 1.7% in 2014. The growth of the 

refinery markets has changed the trade pattern for the tanker shipment and therefore the average haul for 

product oil transport. As seen in the previous analysis, growing product oil imports into Latin America (in 2014-

2015 even +11.8 % up) and, for the same period in developing Asia +6.3% (other than China), has been the 

main driver of growth in regards to product shipments (UNCTAD, 2015). Meanwhile, imports into Africa, 

Australia, India, Japan and the Republic of Korea are estimated to have remained steady, whereas product 

imports into China, the United States and Europe declined by 25%, 12.5% and 1.5%, respectively (UNCTAD, 

2015). The prospect of the markets with high product import demand is therefore primarily to be found in Latin 

America and developing Asia, which, for the sake of a potential repeal of EPCA103, will limit the long haul trips 

for U.S. product export. On the other hand, potential product exports from China and India to developing Asia 

and Latin America can create certain market for long trips, but as Chinas and India’s current product oil 

production make up less than 32% and 7% of U.S. current volumes, respectively (EIA; M, 2014). The repeal is 

estimated to have a negative influence on the seaborne product tanker opportunities, as the prospect of total 

average haul for seaborne product oil will decline. 

5.1.6 Transport costs 

 

As seen in previous part, the competitiveness of freight rates is important in regard to the long haul seaborne 

demand. In order to be competitive as a tanker shipping company, the operations need to have a certain level 

of ongoing operational efficiency, right strategic size of vessels, and an effective organization (Stopford, 2009). 

However, the operational efficiency is not only in control of the tanker company management, but is also 

affected by different external factors that can impact the global fleet productivity and thereby the level of 

freight rates (Ch. 5.2). Currently, the international community, under the auspices of IMO/United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), is “considering several instruments to regulate GHG 

emissions from international shipping, including market-based measures such as levies/taxes and emission-

trading mechanisms.” (UNCTAD, 2015) Political standards, in regard to better fuel efficiency, are therefore a 

challenge for crude and product tankers’ business opportunities. This is both due to the general political 

statement, initiating a global reduction of fuel, and potential new tax requirements that can increase transport 

cost and thereby make seaborne oil trade less attractive on the long term. 
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5.1.7 Sub conclusion 

 

In this chapter, it was outlined how U.S. shale oil boom is having a significant influence on the seaborne trade 

routes and demand for crude and product oil tanker shipping. Concerning business opportunities for tanker 

companies, it was found how a potential repeal of EPCA103 could change the trade pattern and have a 

significant influence on crude and product tanker. 

 

It was outlined, how seaborne demand is significantly related to the business cycles of the world economy, but 

causes of war and sudden changes in oil prices can change the demand suddenly. The seaborne crude and 

product oil tanker shipping demand is considered a highly volatile segment with regards to the world economy. 

Analysis of current trends showed a historical low level of crude oil prices, which traditionally were observed to 

be an incentive for high seaborne oil demand, but had reached a level where current stock building seems to 

increase instead. This was observed to limit the distances of seaborne transport, whilst increasing the floating 

oil storage demand instead. 

An examination of the crude oil prices and the dynamics of the world economy, showed, that the oil 

production and oil prices are, despite U.S. shale oil boom, still influenced by OPEC countries oil production level 

and is therefore still exposed towards world events such as wars. Internal and external economic factors 

indicated that tendencies of world GDP, stock building, mass psychology, and time lags indicate that the 

prospect of seaborne oil demand is relatively negative. A particular increase in global demand of seaborne 

product oil was observed, whereas Asia and Pacific regions, due to growing refinery activities in China and 

India, have mainly supported seaborne crude oil demand. The growing product import market was primarily 

found in Latin America and the developing Asia. This trend was found to indicate how U.S. shale oil boom has 

influenced the global tanker trade pattern. 

Moreover, two trends were observed in the U.S. shale oil production and the seaborne export and import, in 

regard to the consequences of global changes in oil prices; 

High global oil prices tend to increase the U.S. shale oil production and increase the demand for seaborne 

product oil export from USA. Meanwhile, the demand for seaborne crude oil import to USA tends to decrease 

significantly. 

Low global oil prices affect the production level of U.S. shale oil boom negatively and the demand for seaborne 

product export from USA decline significantly. Meanwhile, the demand for seaborne crude oil import to USA 

tends to increase significantly. Therefore, it was found logic to state that the duration of the current low crude 

oil prices is mainly determining how the demand of tankers will be in the near future globally. 

 

Changing geopolitical factors, such as the USA repealing EPCA103, in combination with the tendency of 

competitiveness of U.S. crude oil prices, would increase long hauls for seaborne crude transport to India and 

Asia, as increased refinery activities are observed there. This was concluded to be a long-term business 

opportunity for crude tanker companies focusing strategically on the U.S. market, whereas posing a threat 

towards the product tanker companies with same geographical focus, due to estimations on decreased global 

average haul. 
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Finally, through an analysis and discussion of mechanisms influencing demand of crude and product seaborne 

commodity trade, it was found that several threats of potential substitution appear. Supplying sources such as 

the LNG, LPG market is increasing, and battery and solar energy are causing a threat toward the demand for 

tanker market in the long term. New shipping transport policies requiring tax for emission control, can 

influence transport cost negatively and demand on the long term, and more global regulation such as EU 

policies on energy efficiency, which has resulted in a decline of oil consumption in EU, can decrease 

opportunities for sustained competitive market advantages from demand side. 

Based on these findings, it shall be explored how the supply side of the tanker shipping market is influenced by 

geopolitical changes and how this affects competitiveness of tanker shipping companies’ resources and 

opportunities for profitable freight revenues. It shall also be outlined how the main differences of tanker 

vessels’ capabilities and resource immobility appear across tanker shipping companies’ resources, in order to 

explore how their opportunities for sustained CAs are influenced by the U.S. shale oil boom and the uncertainty 

of a potential abolition of EPCA103. 
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5.2 Supply – The tanker market seen from the supply side in regard to U.S. 

shale oil boom 

 

The five most important factors influencing the supply side is: the World fleet, the fleet productivity, the 

shipbuilding production, the scrapping, and the freight revenues (Stopford, 2009). These variables shall be 

examined in regard to crude and product tanker demand, in order to discuss how U.S. shale oil boom and 

geopolitical changes influence the opportunities for sustained competitive market advantages in terms of 

sustained profitable freight rates. By outlining the mechanisms driving the tanker shipping supply, it shall be 

explored how mobility of resources appear in the shipping markets and to which degree scarcity value of 

resources is threaten by imitation. 

5.2.1 World fleet and freight revenue 

 

Keeping in mind that “resource heterogeneity implies that some firms have resources that generate more value 

than others. Those that support more value creation will generate rents, due to the scarcity of such resources 

relative to demand for their services” (Barney et. al., 2013). It is, for the sake of exploring the research question 

regarding the tanker companies’ opportunities for sustainability of superior market positions, relevant to look 

at the characterization of the response between the supply and demand of the tanker shipping market.  

In the second half of 2014, the growth of the total tanker fleet supply only increased by 4.5% growth, which 

together with the drop in crude oil prices increased the demand for crude tankers and thereby the level of 

freight rates; 

 
Baltic Exchange tanker indices (UNCTAD, 2015) 

 

Based on the Baltic index for crude oil (Baltic Dirty Tanker Index), the progression of 21 % in 2014 reached 777 

points, whereas the product index (Baltic Clean Tanker Index) only progressed with 0.3% from 2013-2014, with 

607 points, compared to 605 in 2013. In 2014, freight rates for both crude and product carriers were boosted in 

all vessel segments, as demand outperformed supply for the first time since 2010, resulting in higher freight 

rates (UNCTAD, 2015). These cycles of freight rate volatility indicate the changes in the pattern of trade and 

demand as seen in (5.1). Specifically involving the increase of U.S. refinery activity as well as the decline in 

refining capacity in Europe and an increase in Asia and the Middle East may have resulted in increasing freight 

rate volatility (UNCTAD, 2015). Through the examination of current trends in commodity demand it was found 

that the percentage growth of product oil demand has been higher than that of the crude oil demand, so far. 

However, the freight revenue for crude oil tankers surpassed that of product tankers due to a tighter supply of 
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crude tankers in 2014 (Ibid.). This meant, that even the collapse in oil prices by almost 60 % over the second 

half of 2014 resulted in positive impacts on the tanker market (Ibid.) and the overall freight revenues for 

product tankers were not increased significantly in 2015. The explanation is found in the imbalances between 

growth of the supply and demand of product tankers, which faced a demand of 6,3 % 2015 (Ch. 5.1.4.1), but 

was almost outpaced by the supply growth of 5,8%: 

 

 
Product tanker 10K+ fleet growth (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

It can be observed, that estimates show only a relative high growth in supply 2016, which could be critical for 

the segment, as the expected growth in demand for world seaborne oil products trade is expected to decline 

from 6,3%-3,88% (Ch. 5.1.4.1). As the estimates of growth in supply will surpass that of the demand 

significantly in 2016, the competition will be high and it will affect the freight rates and profitability negatively. 

The potential repeal of EPCA103 is a further negative factor for the prospect of freight rates within product 

tank.  

 

In the tanker segment of crude oil tankers, the growth in demand was also boosted in 2015 as a consequence 

of the increase in oil stockpiling, especially by Asian countries’, namely China, increases in refinery runs in first 

half of 2015 (UNCTAD, 2015). The freight rates remained higher for crude oil tanker companies, due to a 

relative slow expansion in crude oil fleet growth in 2015 (2,1%) compared to that of demand 3,96 % (see Ch. 

5.1.4.1): 
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Crude tanker fleet growth % Yr/Yr (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

This was, according to UNCTAD, because of different factors such as increased slow steaming, which limits 

capacity, and the change in trading pattern, such as fewer crude oil imports to the United States and increasing 

demand from the Far East economies, which resulted in longer haul distances. The prospect of growth in 2016 

is expected to be significantly higher (4,73%) and will surpass that of demand growth (3,06%). This means that 

the competition will be high within the crude oil segment and will probably affect the level of freight rates 

negatively, if EPCA103 is not repealed. 

5.2.2 Fleet productivity 

 

The productivity of a fleet of ships, measured in ton miles per dwt, depends upon four main factors: Speed, 

port time, dwt-utilization, and loaded days at sea (Stopford, 2009). 

In regard to the speed, the age of ships influences the maximum speed of the vessel, as an older ship cannot sail 

with the same maximum speed as a new vessel can (Stopford, 2009); This is an important factor when 

competing in a market of high tanker demand. Therefore, age should be defined as the third main difference of 

tanker vessels’ capabilities. In regard to the port activity and productivity, the port time can have decisive 

influence on the tanker companies’ profitability (UNCTAD, 2015). In order to measure the tanker company’s 

fleet productivity, lower unit operating costs in bigger vessels, can only be reached if utilization of the fleet is 

sufficient and there is a high Dwt-utilization; if it is not, the ship owner might be affected by diseconomies of 

scale and result in low freight revenue. The risk of the latter increases with the ship size, particularly if global 

tanker demand and supply is unbalanced (Ibid.). This is particularly the paradox when strategically deciding the 

most productive fleet of tankers and its optimal dwt-utilization. However, in regard to the maximum amount of 

‘loaded days at sea’, it is sometimes not profitable to increase the pace of operations (Stopford, 2009). If a 

particular segment, in regard to size or vessel type, of the global tanker fleet is suffering from an increasing 

oversupply in the market, the tanker owners of the specific type of vessels will have to be either very 

competitive on freight rates, which can cause economic challenges in regards to bunker and operational costs 
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or the tanker company can reduce operating- and bunker costs, until the demand increases during the waiting 

time, by using the tankers as floating oil storages (Ibid.), as seen in the current tanker market (Rex, 2015).  

In volatile markets, flexibility is of high value (Stopford, 2009), and another opportunity to maximize loaded 

days at sea is to create more flexibility of the fleet by converting the fleet or some of the vessels from a 

strategic use of product shipments to the use of crude oil shipments or vice versa, if one of the segments are 

oversupplied. Some of the most important factors to consider are the costs and benefits when converting the 

strategic resource commitment and the potential economy of scale is a decisive factor in order to increase 

profit compared to costs (Ghemawat, 1991). Some of the costs that should be measured are the costs of 

potential lack of economy of scale due to the product tankers’ size and the technical necessity of pumps when 

converting into crude (Rex, 2015). As economy of scale can be supported by reliable and private information 

(Ghemawat, 1991), it is, in regard to a high fleet productivity, regarded as a valued business opportunity to 

have a broad network of reliable cargo agents and brokers worldwide in order to optimize the possibility of 

exploiting the fleet designs’ full capacity on a front and back haul. 

5.2.3 Second hand & shipbuilding markets 

 

Drawing attention to the time-lag between ordering and delivering a ship, which is, in general, between 1 and 4 

years (Stopford, 2009), opportunities and threats for the tanker company, when investing in a volatile market 

of demand and a potential uncertainty from changing geopolitical environments, shall be discussed. 

Second hand markets 

This market is relevant for the sake of examining the business opportunity and competitiveness of crude and 

product tanker companies, which are either considering a policy of replacing vessels at a certain age or if the 

ship does no longer generate value for the firm, in the wake of the shale oil boom. The following two graphs 

show the price differences between second hand crude and product vessels and it reveals that there is a 

significant difference in price development during the recent years (2013-20(16)): 

 
Aframax D/H 105K dwt 5 year old secondhand prices $/million (Clarksons, 2015) 
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Whereas the prices of five year old second hand crude tankers (above) is increasing, the opposite is showing for 

the product segment, illustrated below: 

 
Products D/H 37K dwt 5 years old secondhand prices $/million (Clarksons, 2015) 

  

The increasing price tendency of second hand crude oil tankers indicates a higher demand relative to the 

supply for this segment than for the product tankers, which accords to the general demand for both segments 

(Ch. 5.1.4.1). However, it is likely that the price pattern could change soon, as the global supply of crude tanker 

deliveries in 2016 seems to increase significantly (see 5.2.1). An increase in the crude segment of new building 

deliveries will augment the supply of crude tankers and will affect the second hand prices due to the 

oversupply relative to the prospect of crude demand in 2016. A potential repeal of EPCA103 could increase the 

demand for second hand crude tanker vessels, and thereby increase second hand prices. In regard to the 

second hand product tanker prices, it is likely that the less intense growth of new building deliveries in 2016 

will outbalance the fleet supply relative to the demand. However, as the product tanker segment is estimated 

to be negatively influenced in terms of demand for seaborne product tonnage, it will affect a price decline for 

second hands vessels. If EPCA103 is repealed, a further decline in prices is expected due to increasing 

oversupply. It is relevant to conclude, that when deciding to sell or buy a ship for resale, the tanker company 

should pay attention to the cycles and the specific trends within supply and demand of the specific tanker 

segment in question. 

New building markets 

For the sake of examining the business opportunity and competitiveness of crude and product tanker 

companies in the wake of the shale oil boom and a potential repeal of EPCA103, the relation between the 

cyclical trends in newbuilding prices and second hand prices of crude and product tankers shall be compared. 

The graph bellow indicates how the second hand price cycles have been following the new building price cycles 

of product tankers through decades: 
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Correlation of New and 5 year old 47K dwt product tanker prices $/million (Clarksons, 2015) 

It can be observed how the recent years’ price level of second hand vessels has surpassed the new buildings 

price level (2012-2015). This correlates with the increased demand for product oil transport, resulting in 

positive expectations of investments in new building orders, which have to be built before they can be 

delivered, and thereby has resulted in increased demand into the second hand market, which, in contrary, can 

be delivered immediately. With a potential repeal of EPCA103, due to the current oversupply, and the prospect 

of new building deliveries in 2016, the demand for new buildings will decrease and thereby cause a decline in 

the new building prices.  

 
Correlation of New and 5 year old VLCC tanker prices $/million (Clarksons, 2015) 
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In regard to the relation between the cyclical trends in newbuilding prices and second hand prices of crude 

tankers, the new buildings and second hand prices correlate significantly and, as when the tendency of the 

supplying fleet tend to increase/decrease, it will influence the relative price level for second hand and new 

vessels correspondingly. However, examples of second hand price exceeding new buildings prices can be 

observed during periods of high demand or expectations of high demand. The graph above indicates how the 

second hand price cycles correlate with the new building price cycles, but remain below the new building prices 

since 2009. This trend accords with the recent years of oversupply, but a potential repeal of the crude oil ban 

will most likely increase the price level again. 

 

5.2.4 Scrapping and losses 

 

When a tanker company cannot sell a vessel in the second-hand market it is sold to scrap yards for demolition, 

and this causes a fall in the supply and thereby an opportunity for better freight revenue for the tanker 

companies (Stopford, 2009). For the sake of examining the business opportunity and competitiveness of crude 

and product tanker companies in the wake of the shale oil boom and a potential repeal of EPCA103, the cyclical 

trends in demolition prices for crude and product tankers shall be compared. The following graph shows the 

average demolition prices for the different tanker segments: 

 

 
Demolition prices $/million for – Various scrap prices for product and crude tankers (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

Based on the graph, it can be concluded that there is a significant correlation between the demolition prices of 

the various segments. In regard to the supply and demand in the context of U.S. shale oil boom, the graph 

shows a decrease in the scrap value for VLCCs 2010-2014, which indicates a global growth in supply of VLCCs 

relative to demand and therefore a desire for the crude tanker companies to get rid of their VLCC vessels, as 

freight rates are too competitive. This causes a price decline in the scrapping prices due to the ‘oversupply’ of 
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scrapping material. In contrary, the price levels in all the other segments, representing smaller tanker vessels, 

are increasing from 2012-2014, showing the opposite trend, of recent years relatively higher demand 

compared to that of supply. In regard to the business opportunities and sustainable superior market position 

for tanker companies, tanker companies should be aware of the cycles within the tanker demolition market, as 

the timing of demolishing a vessel influences the scrap price significantly and thereby the company’s 

competitiveness of capital resources. The demolition cycles are therefore relevant to analyze if companies 

want to take a proactive step towards selling old vessels for scrap and be more competitive in a scenario of 

increasing oversupply and decreasing demand, as seen for the product tanker market in the scenario of U.S. 

removing their crude export restrictions. 
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5.2.5 Sub conclusion 

 

In Ch. 5 it has been outlined, how tanker shipping companies can differentiate and create resource 

heterogeneity in tanker shipping markets by committing to three main differences of tanker vessels’ 

capabilities of vessels; 1. By commodity type; either crude or product, 2. By size, and 3. By age. Tanker shipping 

companies should be aware of the supply cycles of each segment when investing in new assets as the cycles of 

the new building market is as volatile as in the second hand market. In order to create profitable freight 

revenues for the tanker company in regard to its resources of their fleet, the advantageous timing for investing 

in new buildings or older vessels vary. The advantageous timing for investing differs within the product and 

crude market and the tanker companies of a specific segment should therefore be aware of the cycling trend 

within the specific markets they want to invest or divest in. 

Freight rates were observed to be influenced by the global supply of tanker vessels relative to demand for 

seaborne tanker shipments and tanker companies with scarce market resources compared to demand can 

increase freight revenue. Stopford suggests how economy of scale, effectiveness and efficiency of vessels and 

productivity in ports can increase profitability. These factors should be regarded as positively influenced by a 

broad, reliable network. In volatile markets, flexibility of the strategic use of vessels is of great value. This was, 

however, considered to be depending on the calculated benefits compared to the costs of a strategic revision 

and shall be explored further in the next chapter. 

The prospect for both crude and product was observed to be threatened by oversupply in both segments 

towards 2016. Due to the U.S. shale oil boom, in combination with the potential repeal of EPCA103, an 

increased demand was estimated for crude and depending on market expectations of tanker companies 

committing to further vessel investments of this segment, the crude tankers were estimated to benefit from 

more profitable freight rates, as opposed to that of product tankers. 

Volatile cycles of new building-, second hand- and demolition-prices pose different threats and opportunities 

for crude and product tanker companies in a changing geopolitical environment. Second hand vessels might 

not be more price competitive when purchased, as it depends on market cycles, and though speed and 

efficiency is highly valued, new buildings might not create more value for the tanker company if the market is 

facing a downturn in seaborne ship demand. A downturn in seaborne oil ship-demand was however, observed 

to result in higher levels of demolition and thereby lower levels of scrap value. These trends are considered 

relevant when planning strategic forecasting during periods of geopolitical changes, in terms of a potential 

repeal of EPCA103.  

It is therefore logical to state that the general supply of market resources is not fixed due to any constraints 

over how rapidly the supply can be expanded and that the opportunity level of scarcity as a long lasting 

phenomenon is relatively low, however it is considered to be temporary. This can be concluded, from the 

observation of a relatively liquid market of resources being purchased, resold and demolished depending on a 

very volatile market of seaborne oil transport demand. Resource immobility is therefore low across tanker 

shipping companies’ resources and potential threat of imitation between tanker companies strategic use of 

vessels is high. Moreover, it can be concluded that there might be different opportunities for CAs depending on 
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a tanker company’s strategic choice of commitment into the three main segments. This shall be explored and 

discussed further in the following chapter. 

It shall in Ch. 6 be explored and discussed how U.S. shale oil boom and the potential repeal of U.S. crude oil is 

considered strategically, tactically and operationally in regard to the competitiveness of tanker companies 

resources. As the critical cases applied are predicted to show the same results of competitiveness due to the 

same strategic focus in the product segment, it shall be analyzed how heterogeneity appears within tanker 

shipping companies’ resource commitment. Throughout an analysis of tanker shipping companies’ capabilities 

of fleet collection, in terms of age and size of vessels, it shall, from a resource based and commitment 

theoretical approach, be concluded how geopolitical changes’ might impact competitiveness across the firms 

differently, due to variations observed in the different cycles of vessel segments’ supply and demand curves. 
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Chapter 6 

How are tanker companies’ competitiveness affected; strategically, tactically 

and operationally, in terms of strategic commitment of resources, by the U.S. 

shale oil boom and the uncertainty of a potential abolition of the U.S. export 

ban? 

6.1 Strategy  

 

The input stages of the GSM are; the mission statement, the financing, the asset introduction, classification 

society, flag selection and recruitment (Lagoudis et. al., 2004). The aim of this part of the research is to explore 

how tanker companies’ competitiveness are affected strategically, in terms of commitment to resources, by 

the U.S. shale oil boom and the uncertainty of a potential abolition of EPCA103, in order to answer the research 

question and test the two hypothesis. 

In order to discuss how the U.S. shale oil boom is influencing the case companies’ input processes, the six 

‘Input stages’ from the GSM shall be used as a foundation for the discussion as “Each of these processes plays a 

substantial role in the organizational structure of the company and affects its competitiveness” (Lagoudis et al., 

2004). 

6.1.1 Mission statement 

 

The mission statement exposes the aims and objectives of the tanker company towards the investors, 

customers and competitors of the company. Moreover, “it shows the market status and market force where 

the company operates” (Lagoudis et al., 2004). When exploring how tanker companies’ competitiveness is 

affected strategically, in terms of strategic commitment to resource investment, by the U.S. shale oil boom and 

the uncertainty of a potential repeal of EPCA103, it is therefore interesting to see whether the companies’ 

mission statement stresses specific and strategic objects prepared for geopolitical changes. 
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Overview of findings. Section: Strategy – mission statement 

Torm 

Torm’s aims and objectives claims to pursue that; “The Tanker Division will continue to build on strengths as a 

global leader to benefit from a market recovery in the clean product tanker segments. The goal is to 

consistently outperform benchmarks in the spot-market” (Torm; A, 2015). Based on this statement, Torm 

position themselves as strategically committed to their capital resources in the product tanker segment. 

According to Stopford, to be competitive in spot markets, shipping companies must have a certain space 

availability in terms of geographical coverage, meaning a fleet covering various geographical places, in order to 

be able to offering a transport service, even at short notice (Stopford, 2009).  

In terms of risk management and the impact from uncertainties of geopolitical changes, Torm’s annual report 

2014 states that; “assumptions are inherently subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies which are 

difficult or impossible to predict and are beyond our control, the Company cannot guarantee that it will achieve 

or accomplish these expectations, beliefs or projections” (Torm Annual Report, 2014). Moreover, in the same 

report Torm mentions, that a total or partial relaxation of the U.S. crude oil export ban is a swing factor that 

can change this outlook either negatively or positively (Ibid.). As the change in demand for product tankers are 

observed to be influenced negatively in the scenario of repealing the ban, it is viewed as an advantage, that a 

potential repeal of EPCA103 is mentioned. 

Mærsk  

Mærsk tankers has published a mission statement on their web page and provides a description of its aim and 

objectives; “Maersk Tankers transports energy around the world. We own and operate the largest fleet of 

product tankers in the world all built and operated in accordance with the highest standards of quality and 
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reliability. Maersk Tankers is driven by our innovative spirit and commitment to first-class service. We never 

stop striving to offer safer, more environmentally friendly and cost-effective transport solutions to our 

customers around the world” (Mærsk; A1, 2015). Based on this statement, Mærsk Tankers position themselves 

as the superior player of product tanker companies in the world and commit themselves to the strategy of 

providing first-class service to their customers.  

In terms of risk management and the impact from uncertainties of geopolitical changes, the company’s 2014 

annual report, mentions how to approach ‘known and emerging risk’; “We need to proactively consider future 

uncertainties that may affect and potentially put such an aspiration at risk, which is done through a 

comprehensive process aimed at identifying emerging long term threats” (Mærsk Annual Report, 2014). The 

uncertainties regarding oil activities include the concerns of a potential ease in oil demand from 2020-2030, 

which according to Mærsk risk management; “may leave the profit pool for the global oil industry challenged 

due to lower profit margins and volumes.” (Ibid.). However, the potential repeal of EPCA103 is not mentioned 

specifically, which is viewed a threat, as the change in demand for product tankers are observed to be 

influenced negatively in the scenario of repealing the ban. 

6.1.2 Financing 

 

The financial level of the tanker company reveals the strategic processes to acquire the necessary capital in 

order to stay operational. “These processes are directly related to the processes encapsulated in the mission 

statement because any justification of the company’s future investments is based on the analysis and 

predictions, which are the result of the above actions” (Lagoudis et al., 2004). Some of the financial strategies 

that companies can undertake in order to achieve better financing are: demolition, mortgage, selling of 

options, owned for the construction of new vessels and selling off owned vessels. When exploring how tanker 

companies’ competiveness is affected strategically, in terms of strategic commitment to resource investment, 

by the U.S. shale oil boom and the uncertainty of a potential repeal of EPCA103, it is therefore interesting to 

see whether the company’s financial aims stresses specific and strategic objects of resources prepared for 

geopolitical changes. 

 
Overview of findings. Section: Strategy - finance 
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Torm 

Based on the interview, it was found that the company’s perspectives regarding the financial level of their 

resources are based on a restructuration. This is due to the fact that Torm, in the last couple of years, has been 

through a financial crisis and has suffered from financial inability to pay its obligations (Encl. T1). Because of 

this, Torm has been purchased by financial institutions in order to avoid bankruptcy, which is, according to the 

interviewee, explained as “one of the main reasons for not paying particularly attention to anything else but 

the restructuration.” (Encl. T1). However, according to the interviewee, the product oil market is affected 

positively by the U.S. shale oil boom, and “it would have a negative influence on the company, if the shale oil 

boom were brought to an end” (Encl. T1). Meanwhile, they are not particularly concerned with a potential 

repeal of EPCA103, but focus their attention towards “global product markets of refined products” (Encl. T1). 

The financial aspect is directly linked to their mission statement regarding the focus on product tank resources, 

and Torm regards the shale oil boom and the vessels that can carry U.S. product oil as an ideal business 

advantage. The product vessel investments are, therefore, in the primary focus of Torm’s financial strategy and 

U.S. shale oil boom is an integrated part of their financial considerations and regarded as a positive factor in 

line with their awareness of the global supply and demand balance for product tankers. Finally, in regard to the 

financial performance of Torm their ROIC was at 28 % in 3Q in 2015 compared to 2014, based on their revenue 

on 216 mill. USD, and investment cash flow at 378mill. USD (Torm; B, 2015). It shall, in the next sections, be 

analyzed how the financial investments were distributed in regard to investment of their capital resources. 

 

Mærsk 

The shale oil boom is considered thoroughly in Mærsk tankers financing, and from a strategic and analytical 

point they assess the shale oil boom to be responsible for a 5 % reduction in demand for crude carriers (Encl. 

M1). However, this statement was already outdated in 2015, when oil prices caused a significant rise in crude 

imports (chapter, 5.1) According to the interviewee, the product oil market is therefore, in general, affected 

positively by the U.S. shale oil boom and the crude oil segment is affected negatively (Encl. M1)., and in 

addition, the prospect for product oil transport demand are expected to be positive compared to crude oil 

transport (Encl. M1). This strategic viewpoint was one of the reasons that Mærsk announced publicly in 2014 to 

divest their VLCC segment (Mærsk Annual Report, 2014). The financial aspect is therefore directly linked to 

their mission statement regarding the focus on product tank resources and currently Mærsk regards the shale 

oil boom and the vessels that can carry U.S. product oil as an ideal business advantage. They state, that they 

have observed how the American product export market has increased accordingly with the shale oil boom and 

that they expect it to increase even further in the years to come (Encl. M1). They state, that due to their 

collection of resource and assets within product, U.S. shale oil boom has influenced the company positively. In 

return, they state that they would have been negatively influenced from the shale oil boom if they have been 

committed towards different resources (Encl. M1). This statement indicates an awareness of the importance of 

resources in order to gain competiveness. Meanwhile, they seem to focus on the belief that the American 

product oil will continue to increase in the years to come. In addition, the uncertainty from a potential repeal 

of EPCA103 was not observed, to be considered strategically in any of their financial activities. Finally, in regard 
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to the financial performance of Mærsk Tanker, their ROIC was at 14,6 % in 3Q in 2015 compared to 2014, 

based on their revenue on 282 mill. USD and investment cash flow at 1.655 mill. USD (Mærsk; B, 2015). It shall, 

in the next sections, be analyzed how the financial investments were strategically distributed in regard to the 

different investment of strategic capital resources. 

 

6.1.3 Asset introduction 

 

“The asset introduction is the most important strategic decision that a shipping company has to make. The type 

of vessels that the company operates under its service, determines the attraction of customers and the 

profitability of the company” (Lagoudis et al., 2004). To begin with, the assets of a tanker company’s fleet shall 

be defined as sticky factors to a company’s strategic resource commitment, whereas sticky factors are defined 

as durable, specialized and relatively untradeable factors of a company’s strategic pool of assets (Ghemawat, 

1991). This assumption, for this chapter, is important and shall briefly be explained; Resources in terms of 

vessels are durable assets, as they have an average lifetime of 20 years (Stopford, 2009) and are therefore 

regarded as long term investments. They are specialized, as they can not be traded or operated efficiently 

without a certain level of expert knowledge of the vessels. Finally, they are relatively untradeable due the 

volatile change of buyer and supplier power, as already found in previous chapters. The latter does not mean 

that the resources cannot physically be sold as such, but it means that during certain market cycles resulting in 

low cash flow, it might cause such a significant loss for the company to sell the vessels that as a result the 

company cannot continue its business (Ibid.). When analyzing the U.S. shale oil boom’s influence on the case 

companies’ competitiveness of strategic resources, it is interesting to examine the case companies’ strategic 

commitment and planning of resources. 

First, companies can create sustained CAs with their resources if they are valuable, rare and difficult to imitate 

(Barney, et. al., 2003). The imitation level was, in previous chapters, found to be significantly high in the tanker 

market of supply and demand. This part shall therefore focus on value and rareness/scarcity of tanker 

companies’ resources, see illustration below: 

 
VRIO, Value, rareness, imitability and organization (Barney, 1997) 
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When analyzing how the U.S. shale oil boom is strategically considered in terms of tanker companies’ assets, it 

is interesting to examine how heterogeneity of strategic use of resources appear in the case companies’ asset 

introduction. Strategic heterogeneity was, in previous chapters, outlined and represented three main 

differences of tanker vessels’ capabilities; 1. Type (product/crude), 2. Size and 3. Age of vessels. Therefore, the 

distribution of the case companies’ strategic commitment of resources shall be explored in terms of these. The 

capabilities of the companies’ internal resources shall be compared to the markets’ in order to discuss 

resources value of effectiveness and scarcity. 

 

 
Overview of findings. Section: Strategy – asset introduction 

 

 
Overview of findings. Section: Strategy – asset introduction (Clarksons, 2015) 
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Overview of findings. Section: Strategy – asset introduction (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

 
Overview of findings. Section: Strategy – asset introduction (Clarksons, 2015) 

Torm 

Product/crude 

Torm’s fleet is 100 % oriented towards the product market and the product oriented strategic fleet is expected 

to benefit from the U.S. shale oil boom in the future (Encl. T1). The product vessels are exclusively expected to 

carry product oil, though the product vessels are technically able to carry crude oil if pumps are installed (Ibid.). 

Crude trades are however, not officially planned with this fleet in the future, as it is not the core competencies 

of the majority of the fleet, due to the vessel size; efficiency of scale will be too low if sailing with crude oil. The 

company does not regard a potential repeal of the U.S. shale oil boom to be realistic in the near future and it is, 

therefore, not taken into consideration when planning strategic asset investments (Ibid.). 

Size of vessels 

Torm owns 66 vessels. It is apparent that the strong commitment is within the categories of Handy/MR product 

tanker of 30-60K dwt, accounting for 80 % of their total fleet and thereby approx. 3% of the total market share 
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within the MR/Handy segment. This is a relatively high market share, but the competition within this segment 

is a high and will increase by 14% within a few years. Moreover, 9 % of Torm’s fleet consists of LR2 Products 

Tankers (80-120K dwt) and 10% of LR2 Products Tankers (80-120K dwt), whereas both segments account for 2 

% of the total market share within the global supply of LR2 and LR1. The competition within these segments 

will increase within the next couple of years, as 18,5 % of the product tanker new buildings will be in the LR2 

segment and 15 % of the product tanker new buildings will be in the LR1 segment. In regard to planned 

deliveries, Torm is strategically committed to the deliveries of new vessel within the Suezmax segment 

between 2016-2018. The deliveries concern 4 vessels, accounting for 100% of the estimated deliveries within 

the Suezmax product tanker segment the next couple of years. Adding these new buildings to Torm’s fleet, 

Torm will achieve a market share within this segment of 22%. 

Age distribution of the fleet 

Torm’s age distribution of their fleet is showing a significantly old fleet, with the majority of vessels aged 

between 10-19 years (68% of the fleet), 27,3% of the fleet between 5-9 years, and only 4% of the fleet between 

0-4 years, excluding the new building deliveries. Compared to the age distribution of the competing market, it 

can be observed that the vessels between 0-4 years account for 18,7%, whereas the 10-19 years account for 

21% of the fleet. 

Effectiveness value & Scarcity value 

Torm’ fleet is significantly old and not imposing any significant competitiveness compared to the age 

distribution of the competing market. This factor influence the overall competitiveness of the current fleet in 

terms of efficiency value of vessels. However, Torm is representing a certain degree of efficiency value in terms 

space availability, concerning their relatively high amount MR/Handy tankers. However, the scarcity value of 

these resources is low due to the high global supply relative to demand. As they are highly imitable, these 

resources make up a position of competitive parity. Due to the significant increasing competition within the 

MR/Handy tankers and LR1 and LR2 segment, there is a threat that Torm could lose even more market share 

within the next couple of years. If MR/Handies’ value of space availability is threaten by an increasing market of 

more efficient new building deliveries, the efficiency value will decrease compared to competitors and these 

resources will be positioned in a situation of competitive disadvantage. However, as “The scarcity of sticky 

factors depends on the relation between their supply and the demand” (Ghemawat, 1991), derived from the 

market side, for their services, Torm can achieve a high effectiveness and scarcity value of the deliveries of 

Suezmax vessels, in terms of faster, more efficient and volume-heavy vessels. These vessels can imply scarcity 

value as well, as the supply is significantly limited globally among competitors. Therefore, a specific demand for 

this segment in terms of a specific demand for larger volumes would position the resources in a relative 

situation of temporary CAs. In addition, the vessels can result in cost-based advantages over competitors for 

Torm, as cost-based advantages are primarily absorbed into extra volume (Ghemawat, 1991). However, to 

benefit from this advantage, Torm must ensure economy of scale and a high productivity, and this is seen in 

previous chapters to be enabled by a broad network of brokers and charterers (Ch. 5.2.2). On the other hand; 

“Sustainable scarcity value requires surplus of demand; excess of supply, in contrast, can lead to sustained 

losses” (Ghemawat, 1991). In this regard, the total product segment is threatened from a significant oversupply 
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relative to demand, as seen in the previous chapters. Therefore, investing in more tonnage, capable of carrying 

larger amounts of commodity, could challenge the company’s competitiveness in an oversupplied market, as 

the opportunity for achieving a high economy of scale is threatened due to the general high competition in the 

current market. 

In regard to the threat from a potential repeal of EPCA103, it was previously suggested (chapter 5.2.2), that in a 

market of extremely low demand for product vessels whilst having oversupply of product tankers, a conversion 

into the strategic use of crude vessels could be beneficial, if the benefits exceed the costs of the converted 

strategy. Looking at Torm’s Suezmax deliveries, due to the large capacity of the Suezmax vessels, there is an 

opportunity for efficiency of scale if changing the strategic focus from product to crude on the benefit side. On 

the cost side, the vessel needs pumps to be installed in order to operate the heavy crude oil. Moreover, the 

existing supply of the crude Suezmax seems to represent 26% of the total crude fleet and Torm would only 

achieve a market share of 1% in this segment when competitors’ new building deliveries are included. This 

means that the conversion of these resources into crude would not create a high scarcity value and would only 

make up a position of competitive parity if converting the vessels. This is however, considered a more valuable 

position than competitive disadvantage, which could be the case of the segment if demand for product 

decreases further and supply increases, as estimated with the potential repeal of the ban. The flexibility value 

of crude conversions do not appear to be a part of Torm’s strategic plan of resources, but this should be held 

against the representatives perception of the future scenario of the EPCA103 repeal, which was regarded as 

unrealistic (Encl. T1). 

Mærsk 

Product/crude 

Mærsk’ fleet is 100 % oriented towards the product market and, according to the interviews, it was similarly 

found, that the product oriented strategic fleet is expected to benefit from the U.S. shale oil boom in the 

future. Likewise, the product vessels are exclusively expected to carry product oil, though the product vessels 

are stated to be technically able to carry crude oil. This was explained by the fact that the efficiency of scale will 

be much lower if sailing with large volumes of crude oil on the current product fleet of relatively smaller 

product vessels compared to the previously owned, ‘Very Large Crude Carriers’. Therefore, a future use of the 

fleet for the purpose of crude transport is, according to the interview, out of the question. Meanwhile, Mærsk 

does not consider a potential repeal of the U.S. shale oil boom to be realistic and are therefore not including it 

as a factor when discussing geopolitical changes and US shale oil boom’s impact on strategic commitment to 

asset investments (Encl. M1). 

Size of vessels 

Mærsk owns 80 vessels and it can be observed, that their strongest strategic commitment is focused towards 

the categories of Handy/MR product tanker of 30-60K dwt accounting for 47 % of their total fleet, and approx. 

2% of the total market share within the Handy/MR segment. 
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Mærsk has a strong strategic focus within the 10-30K dwt product tankers, accounting for 31,3% of their fleet. 

In fact this segment of Mærsk accounts for a relatively high market share (8,6 %) of the total supply of product 

tankers of 10-30K dwt. The competition in this segment will not increase significantly, as only 3% of all product 

tanker deliveries are estimated to be within this segment in the years to come.  

20% of Mærsk’ fleet is strategically committed towards the LR2 product tanker segment, whereas Mærsk has a 

significant market of 5,6% within the segment, compared to Torm’s 2%. 

In regard to the planned asset deliveries, Mærsk is strategically committed to the delivery of new vessels within 

the Handy/MR product tankers of 30-60kDWT segment. Adding these asset deliveries to Mærsk fleet, they will 

obtain 2,7% market share of the global Handy/MR fleet supply, similar to Torm’s share of the global Handy/MR 

supply when including deliveries. 

Age distribution of the fleet 

The age distribution of Mærsk’ fleet is, like Torm’s, significantly old, including a majority of vessels (50%) aged 

between 10-19 years and 41,3% between 5-9 years, whereas only 7,5% of the fleet is between 0-4 years, 

excluding the new building deliveries. Compared to the age distribution of the competing market, Mærsk’ fleet 

appeared, therefore, to be significantly older than the global average fleet. 

Effectiveness value & Scarcity value 

Firstly, Mærsk’s age distribution of its fleet is significantly old, as is Torm’s. This factor influences the overall 

competitiveness of the current fleet, due to recent years’ political interest in eco-efficient vessels and, in 

general, in terms of the cost-effectiveness of vessels, which was found to be higher on new vessels. Looking 

into the segment of 10-30k dwt, the global supply is expected to grow with only 4,5%, resulting in only a minor 

decline of Mærsk’s market share from 8,6% down to 8,3%. As Mærsk will retain its relative high market 

position of the segment in the years to come, their competitiveness within this segment is will remain stable. 

As they have significant space availability in this segment, these resources make up a relative position of 

contemporary CA. This will however, not be the case if EPCA103 is repealed, as the demand will decrease 

further and is already threatening towards oversupply of the overall product segment in the 2016 prospect. 

Currently, Torm make up a large part of the competition in the Handy/MR segment, but as Mærsk’ 

newbuildings in this segment will represent a higher efficiency value, in terms of newer and more operational 

efficient vessels, Mærsk will achieve a higher level of competiveness. However, taking the global oversupply of 

the product segment into consideration, the two case companies have the same amount of MR/Handy tankers 

and Mærsk’s collection of MR/Handy resources are facing competitive parity. 

Hence, Mærsk’s fleet consists of a significant market share within the LR2 vessel segment and with this 

relatively large fleet of large range vessels making up a high space availability, Mærsk has a high efficiency 

value on the spot market, which can create cost-based advantage. However, to benefit from the advantage, 

Mærsk needs to ensure economy of scale. Cost-based advantages are moreover determined by the scarcity 

value of resources (Ghemawat, 1991) and can therefore only be considered a relative contemporary CA for 

Mærsk, due to the significant growth in the global supply of LR2 vessels within the next couple of years, which 

in an increasingly oversupplied market will position these resources in a situation of competitive disadvantage. 

Due to the large capacity of Mærsk LR2 vessels, which will be threatened by changing market demand if 
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EPCA103 is repealed and, in general, significant competition in the years to come, it is relevant to explore the 

business opportunity of converting these large vessels into crude carriers. On the benefit side, there is an 

opportunity for efficiency of scale if changing the strategic focus from product to crude due to the large 

capacity of Mærsk LR2 fleet. On the cost side, the vessels need pumps to be installed in order to operate the 

heavy crude oil. In addition, in regard to the opportunity of scarcity value, the segment should be compared to 

the crude vessel design that corresponds to the size of LR2 (80-120K dwt), which is the Aframax (80-120K dwt) 

crude carrier. Observing the global supply of Aframax crude carriers, including new building deliveries, Mærsk’s 

market share would be relatively low (2,2%) and thereby not potentially benefitting from scarcity value, if 

converting the fleet for the use of crude transport. This strategy will position the resources in a situation of 

competitive parity and it is therefore, regarded a potential business opportunity in order to avoid competitive 

disadvantage.  

Conclusively, the potential repeal of EPCA103 will have a negative influence on the fleet, if not considering 

some sort of strategic flexibility from operating U.S. product oil. 

 

 

6.1.4 Classification society, Flag selection & Recruitment 

 

The final part of the analysis and discussion of how tanker companies’ competitiveness is affected strategically 

during geopolitical changes shall include selection of classification society, flag selection and recruitment, as 

these interrelate and interact with the mission statement, finance and asset introduction. (Lagoudis et. al). 

 

 
Overview of findings. Section: Strategy – Classification Society 
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Selection of ‘Classification society’ – adding competitiveness to resources in a changing 

geopolitical environment? 

Torm/Mærsk Tankers 

As “the selection of classification societies is the process that assure the quality and reliability of the company’s 

assets. The importance of this process is extremely high as the primary criterion for the selection of a vessel by 

the charterers is the classification society it is under” (Lagoudis et al., 2004). 

As observed in the findings of the companies’ strategic commitment and considerations regarding classification 

societies, it appears that the selection of classification societies are not perceived as a decisive variable in order 

to discuss uncertainty from geopolitical changes in terms of a potential repeal of EPCA103 (Torm 1.a, Mærsk 

2.a). However, both Torm’s and Mærsk’ current fleet is primarily classified by Lloyd’s Register, NK and ABS 

(Clarksons, 2015), which are all societies classified under IACS, International Association of Classification 

Societies (IACS, 2016). These classifications are, according to the Naval architect and Master Marina, Valdemar 

Ehlers (Ehlers, 2016), important and relevant to be classified by, as a minimum, in order to ensure that basic 

qualifiers and standards during port calls and port vetting are in order. This dimension is therefore considered 

to be a strength regarding the companies’ competitiveness in terms of commercial operations, as these 

classification societies are in place. As the selection of particular classification societies in praxis does not 

enable faster port turnaround or more loaded days at sea, this strategic choice is not regarded as sources of 

direct benefit-based advantages, in terms of higher margins (Ehlers, 2016). However, the lack of international 

classification within one of the internationally acknowledged societies could lead to commercial disadvantage, 

as charterer do typically expect that the tanker vessels are classified within a society that are at least a member 

of IACS (Ehlers, 2016). Choosing one of the five international classification societies, as Torm and Mærsk have 

already undertaken, the tanker companies can benefit from quality and speed in service delivery and 

availability, in terms of geographical coverage, when needed. In addition, a society may be preferred because 

of delivery of further services e.g. in regard to conversions, modifications, general advice on regulations and 

technical knowledge in relation to new designs (Ehlers, 2016). This is considered a useful and valuable factor in 

regard to optimizing competitiveness through information, forecasting and strategic planning of resources in 

changing geopolitical environments. 

 

Selection of flag – adding competitiveness to resources in a changing geopolitical environment? 

Torm/Mærsk Tankers 

“The flag selection affects the reliability of the company and its customers. It is a strategic decision that affects 

the company’s profitability in a direct and indirect way. For different flags different laws apply, which affect the 

operations of the vessels and their costs” (Lagoudis et al., 2004). 
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Overview of findings. Section: Strategy – Flag selection (Clarksons, 2015) 

 

As observed in the table, the majority of both companies’ vessels are represented under Scandinavian and 

Singapore flags. According to Torm’s strategic representative, the flag selection is not a variable that can affect 

or be affected by the shale oil boom, nor by the scenario of a potential repeal of EPCA103 (Encl. T1). However, 

the representative of Mærsk’ strategic department, in contrary, explains how the strategic choice of flags is an 

indirectly influencing factor in regard to the competiveness during environmental change; “Mærsk flag with 

Danish and Singapore flags, in order to assure high compliance with security for both seafarer crew and 

standards” (Encl. M1). Moreover, it is, according to the representative, acknowledged in the industry that some 

flag states have a lower level of security and regulation standards (Encl. M1). In a volatile market, the choice of 

flag has therefore a commercial value in order to appear reliable in the market, as flags are not changed from 

month to month, but ‘follow’ the vessel for years (Encl. M1). As certain flags do create a higher reliability, 

tanker companies can use it strategically to appear more reliable in a changing, volatile environment, and 

according to the Head of Division at Danish Maritime Authority, Morten Schrøder Bech, the selection of nation 

flags can, during periods of geopolitical changes, enable a shipping company’s competencies in the local trading 

environment (Bech, 2016). In addition, the selection of certain flags can play an essential role in regard to a 

more support-oriented dialogue with the local seafarer administration of the flag in question (Bech, 2016). It is 

therefore logical to conclude, that the selection of certain flags can indirectly add value to a tanker company’s 

benefit-based advantage by affecting the tradability of the individual vessels positively in a volatile shipping 

market with geopolitical changes. 

Recruitment – adding competitiveness to resources in a changing geopolitical environment? 

Torm/Mærsk Tankers 

“The selected human capital should be adequately trained and capable to operate efficiently, effectively, and 

safely the expensive assets that it has under its responsibility (Lagoudis et al., 2004). 

According to Torm’s and Mærsk’s strategic representatives, the recruitment is not a decisive variable in order 

to discuss uncertainty from geopolitical changes in terms of a potential repeal of EPCA103 (Encl. T1; Encl. M1) 

and the selection of certain nationalities are therefore, in general, not considered important strategically. This 

is, according to the representative from Mærsk, due to the fact that the seafarer crew members Mærsk 
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recruits are selected on the basis of certificate requirements, which are a minimum for all seafarers. Most of 

Mærsk’ seaborne operational staff are Chinese seafarers, as they are “relatively cheap in terms of operational 

costs” (Encl. M1). However, the company’s strategic representative mentions a certain perception in the 

industry that Danish captains are more highly educated and therefore pose smaller risks in terms of accidents 

during operations (Encl. M1). General Manager of Thome Ship Management Denmark, and previously Director 

of Fleet Management and Strategy at Dannebrog Rederi AS, Stig Holm, confirms that the strategic choice of 

recruitment might be influenced by the nationality of seafarers and can create added technical and operational 

value for a tanker company. In spite of this, there is, from a commercial perspective, not observed any benefit-

based advantages in terms of higher margins for tanker companies, when selecting these seafarers (Holm, 

2016). In addition, there is not observed any reduced margins when selecting seafarers of lower education 

(Holm, 2016). From industry observations, the main issues influencing benefit-based advantages, in terms of 

profitability, when focusing strategically on recruitment, are the supply and demand of certain seafarers and 

the retention rate (Holm, 2016). This factor, is therefore not regarded a decisive factor for adding value in 

order to increase competitiveness of resources during geopolitical changes. 
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6.2 Tactics & Operations 

 
As the tactical and operational level interacts with the strategic level of the firm, strategic decision makers 

should revise feedback from all three levels if the system does not create value for the firm in order to 

continuously optimize the firm’s competitiveness (Lagoudis et. al, 2004). In order to discuss how tanker 

companies’ competiveness of resources is affected by the U.S. shale oil boom and the uncertainty of a 

potential repeal of EPCA103, the tactical and operational level of the company should therefore be explored. 

Thereby, it can be discussed whether tanker shipping companies facing competitive disadvantage or 

competitive parity of resources, as seen previously, are considering flexibility of the strategic use of their 

resources during geopolitical changes in order to become more competitive. Meanwhile, it shall be analyzed 

and discussed, whether tanker companies tend to face competitive parity due to lock-in, lock-out, lags or 

inertia of sticky factors (Ghemawat, 1991).  

The ‘Tactics’ include the service process stages, which are undertaken by the chartering-, operation-, vessel-, 

disbursement-, freight collection-, accounting- and supplies and spares department (Lagoudis et al., 2004). 

These service processes are external factors that can affect the company’s operations and account for the 

processes that take place within the grounds of a shipping company in which its customers and suppliers are 

included (Ibid.). The ‘output’ stages include transportation, cargo handling operations, service quality, safety 

of cargo and reliability of service. The ‘Output’ stage “is the third and last level of the GSM and it is in this 

stage where customer satisfaction is met via a number of carefully and well-coordinated processes.” (Ibid.). 

 

Section: Tactic & Operations 

Findings

How are the tanker companies' tactical level perceived to be influenced by the U.S. shale 

oil boom in regards to: Affected positively Affected negatively No influence

current fleet Torm+Mærsk

competitive advantage of current fleet if the export ban were repealed Torm Mærsk

service processes in disbursement department Torm+Mærsk

service processes in freight collection department Torm+Mærsk

service processes in accounting department Torm+Mærsk

service processes in supplies department Torm+Mærsk

service processes including port authorities Torm+Mærsk

service processes including agents Torm+Mærsk

How are the tanker companies' operational level perceived to be influenced by the U.S. 

shale oil boom, in terms of:

transportation (safety, maintenance, navigation, vettings, classification) Torm+Mærsk

cargo handling operations Torm+Mærsk

service quality Torm+Mærsk

safety of cargo Torm+Mærsk

reliability of service Torm+Mærsk

Overview of tactical and operational company level - findings

Overview of findings. Section: Tactics & Operations  
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6.2.1 Chartering and operations 

Torm and Mærsk 

Observing the representatives of the tactical processes of Torm and Mærsk, it appears that most of the service 

processes are not considered to be influenced by U.S. shale oil boom. According to the tactical representatives, 

both companies have decided to focus their fleet geographically in the Atlantic Ocean due to their commitment 

to strategic resources and the positive expectations of the U.S. shale oil boom for product markets. This 

strategic decision is not static, but has been decided due to the shale oil boom in comparison with previous 

years’ geographical strategic positioning in the Eastern markets (Encl. T2; M2). Both representatives regard the 

U.S. shale oil boom as a positive business opportunity, in order to increase their existing market activities in the 

U.S. market and as both of the companies already have local offices with permanent charterers in the USA, 

they have a higher level of local ‘presence’ in the North American market compared to that of their 

competitors, which they regard a CA (Encl. T2; M2). 

Both Mærsk’s and Torm’s representatives acknowledge that the U.S shale oil boom has affected the traditional 

trade patterns and operations in favor of the capabilities of their current resources, as the traditional large 

crude imports to USA seemed to be outbalanced by significantly larger volumes of product export from USA 

(Ibid.). Both companies seem to be aware of the uncertainty of changing market trends of the tanker business, 

but emphasize the basic advantages of shipping business; the mobility of vessels. The representatives recognize 

a trend of changing market demands and mention how the chartering department needs to follow the 

changing geographic trade patterns of seaborne commodity demand. This reveals a general awareness of the 

importance that chartering services needs to be open for a certain flexibility and that they should be able to 

provide and acquire knowhow of different markets. Mærsk’s representative mentions a specific awareness of 

the changing trade pattern and his prospect for the next couple of years’ product oil trade trends, in which he 

thinks that the Middle East and India will be some of the largest refinery markets to get the product oil from. 

As a result of these expectations, they have recently opened an operational office in India, whereas their 

Middle East operations can benefit from more local knowhow and network benefits (Encl. M2). These type of 

activities are not mentioned by the representative from Torm (Encl. T2). 

 

6.2.2 Vessels 

Torm and Mærsk 

Mærsk’s tactical representative stresses a specific advantage of the U.S. shale oil boom, in regard to their 

strategic fleet, as they, first and foremost, have their majority of customers within the American oil companies 

and European traders (Encl. M2). As the “general vessel standards required for product loadings out of U.S. 

Gulf, are approx. 38K dwt most of our vessels fit the demand in this area” (Ibid.). Mærsk vessels have, according 

to the representative; “price competitive advantage compared to their customers” (Ibid.). This is explained by 

the fact that the appropriate vessels in these areas are the MR/Handy tankers, which, in general, fit the size of 

volumes in demand to be shipped from the US East Coast, whilst assuring a fully loaded vessel and thereby 
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competitive freight rates (Ibid.). Some of the technical advantages of operating the smaller product tankers 

are, according to Mærsk’ representative, that the engines on 80 % of Mærsk’ vessels, in comparison to many of 

the larger vessels’, are capable of super slow steaming. This is a tactical advantage Mærsk can benefit from, 

particularly during cycles of low demand compared to supply, as they can save operational costs, and thereby 

create benefit-based advantages, in terms of higher margin. In markets of high crude prices and with the 

remaining EPCA103, this is therefore regarded a CA of the majority of Torm and Mærsk. 

The representative of Torm mentions a potential advantage of their fleet’s flexibility of sailing with both 

product and potentially crude shipments on their vessels, as Torm’s share of newbuilding’ are within the larger 

segments and are, in order to benefit from economy of scale, capable of doing both crude and product 

shipments, whilst ‘converting a product vessel into the use of crude shipments, it only requires a cleaning of the 

tanks, which basically is a strategic decision” (Encl. T2). This is relevant for the questions regarding a potential 

repeal of EPCA103, which from Torm’s tactical view, is estimated to be a negative factor for their fleet (Ibid.). In 

order to remain competitive in this scenario, the only alternative to converting product vessels to crude would 

be, according to Torm’s tactical representative, to rely on their competitors doing it. If they convert their large 

product vessels, the product market will leave more scarcity value for Torm’s product tankers (Ibid.). 

In comparison, Mærsk’ tactical representative, who is also represented in the operational part of the interview, 

regards the potential repeal as highly hypothetical and does not expect the repeal of EPCA103 to influence the 

refinery activity or the output in terms of product transport out of USA (Encl. M3). The representative does not 

consider the repeal to influence their business and states that as they are significantly committed towards the 

smaller product segment, Mærsk will not have a CA in operating crude oil shipments due to the lack of 

economy of scale (Ibid.). 

From these findings it is logical to state that during the geopolitical changes of repealing EPCA103, Torm is not 

completely Locked-in to its strategic commitment of resources, in terms of the continued use of their assets in 

one particularly way, because their value can be earned in more than one way due to new investments of 

Suezmax (Ghemawat, 1991). In contrary, Mærsk seems to be more locked-in to the strategic use of their assets, 

as they claim, that they can not earn their value in any other way (Ibid.). In addition, during geopolitical 

changes, Torm does not seem to be completely locked out of certain choices due to their current commitments 

of new buildings (Ibid.) and in terms of changing the strategic use of them if necessary. This is however, the 

case for Mærsk’ strategic commitment of new buildings, as the crude transport does not offer any benefit 

based or cost-based advantaged in terms of economy of scale on their new investments of MR/Handies. 

Finally, it can be stated that, according to the tactical representative of Torm, the company’s strategic 

resources imply a relatively low level of lags, which means, they have a relatively high ability to adjusting their 

asset stocks if they do not create value (Ibid.). This shall however, be thought of as they “could change their 

strategic use of assets from product to crude segment” (Encl. T2) in order to avoid competitive disadvantage of 

oversupplied product markets, if the market conditions changes. This is in contrary, according to the 

statements of the operational representative of Mærsk, not the case of their resources, as their strategic pool 

of resources are technically prevented from a beneficial crude convert. So in order to adjust their asset stocks 

during geopolitical changes, they depend on the market prices of second hand sales and demolition/scrap 

prices, which positions the company towards a higher need for forecasting and market cycle analysis. 
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6.2.3 Disbursement, freight collection, accounting and supplies 

Torm and Mærsk 

Both representatives from Torm’s and Mærsk’s tactical level, explain that the disbursement, freight collection 

accounting and supplies processes, are standard procedures, in which neither the U.S. shale oil boom nor a 

potential repeal of EPCA103 have any influence on. However, both representatives mention, that the 

disbursement department is using the same agents every time they are to load or discharge cargo in different 

ports, and the tariffs and port fees have to be paid in advance. In order to increase the level of cash flow, 

Mærsk has recently agreed to a deal, in which they are allowed to prepay only 75% of the costs, as they have a 

good relation with their hub-agent services, which symbolizes a symbolic relation of mutual trust (Encl. M2). 

Concerning Torm’s disbursement procedures, this is not mentioned as a normal procedure during their service 

processes of tanker operations. In addition, the representative from Mærsk mentions, that the USA has 

significantly high standard of control procedures in regard to port authorities’ inspections on the vessels, so if 

Mærsk did not have good agreements with the local companies that have to preapprove the shipments, they 

could be delayed significantly during port operations and turnarounds (Encl. M2). These sort of special 

agreements are valuable in terms of saving time and costs and secure fast port activity, and thereby create a 

foundation for higher benefit-advantages in terms of higher margins of their operations. This is regarded a 

symbolic commitment factor that can add value to the strategic resources during geopolitical changes. This is 

relevant, in regard to stating the importance of how a good network can create benefit-advantages in the 

tanker shipping business. Therefore, It is logical to state that the symbolism, or the organizational 

inertia/culture towards network and relations does have an influence in regards to the strategic commitment 

of Mærsk’ fleet. On the other hand, this factor of symbolism can influence Mærsk negatively, to the continued 

use of resources, though they might be threaten towards oversupply and low scarcity value of resources if 

EPCA103 is repealed. Torm’s tactical level does not mention any specific network related advantages of their 

current tactical processes and appear therefore not to have the same degree of symbolic intensive 

commitment as Mærsk. 

 

6.2.4 Transportation, cargo handling operations, service quality, safety and reliability 

Torm and Mærsk 

Both Torm and Mærsk state that neither transportation, cargo handling, service quality, safety nor reliability 

are procedures, in which U.S. shale oil boom or a potential repeal of EPCA103 have any influence in terms of 

their competitiveness.  However, in terms of safety of the navigation processes, both Torm and Mærsk 

mentioned how the piracy zones and issues of attacks were a rising problem when operating in these areas. As 

the problems are heavily present in the Gulf of Somalia and the Gulf of Aden and the strategic focus is in the 

U.S. market in which the majority of the their customers’ clients are situated in the Atlantic area, to the west of 

these dangerous areas, most of their current trips are now navigating on other routes (Encl. M3; T3). Despite 

this, they have had certain trips through these zones when e.g. transporting to India or China (Ibid.), and they 
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stress the importance of considering operational precautions of e.g. armed guard on board the vessel or full 

speed vessel capability and is thereby operationally capable of navigating in these areas. As the potential of 

future crude volumes would probably go to China or India, if EPCA103 was repealed, a flexibility and revision of 

market focus towards these areas would require a certain knowhow in order to assure reliable and safe cargo 

handlings. As both Torm and Mærsk seem to have a certain knowhow and awareness of these dangerous 

routes, they would be competitive in these areas, in order to operate the cargo in a reliable and safe manner, if 

EPCA103 is repealed within few years. 
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6.3 Sub conclusion 

 
In this chapter, it was from a resource based and commitment theoretical approach found, that geopolitical 

changes’ impact competitiveness across tanker shipping companies differently due to heterogeneity of internal 

commitment to physical capital resources and due to the fact that the timing of profitable investments or 

divestments differ between segments’ cycles of supply and demand curves. The commitment towards a broad 

fleet of small, MR/handy or LR segments creating space availability in the spot market were found to be the 

source of contemporary CAs for product tanker companies during the shale oil boom. In this regard, the tanker 

companies appeared to rely on a positive long-term prospect of the U.S. shale oil boom and Mærsk had, as a 

result, committed to new investments of more fast and energy efficient MR/Handy vessels with the anticipated 

delivery within 2016-2018. If EPCA103 is not repealed and if oil prices increase, Mærsk could benefit from the 

continuous positive outlook for high export volumes in the U.S. shale oil market and exceed competitiveness 

over Torm’s, which, although they were committed into the type and size of MR/Handy vessels, had an older 

fleet and would be less competitive due to speed and operational costs. In this scenario, Torm has, due to 

investments into larger new buildings, opportunities to create temporary CAs in a market, as strategically relied 

on by Torm. On the other hand, if oil prices continue to be as low as seen in 2015, Mærsk’ and Torm’s 

MR/Handy, LR and Suezmax segment will be challenged due to decreasing U.S. oil production level and thereby 

lower export of product. If EPCA103 is repealed within few years, the product export from USA is estimated to 

increase, and compared to the increasing level of competitiveness due to global oversupply of product tankers, 

product tanker companies must consider new geographical markets in order to stay competitive. As the nature 

of the tanker companies’ resources are movable, this was not considered a significant threat. On the other 

hand, throughout the operational and tactical analysis and discussion, it was found, that in order to commit 

and stay true to the companies’ mission statement, a geographical change in the strategic market focus could 

raise some challenges with the companies’ current strategic commitment. The main issues were the need for 

additional resources, in terms of extra knowhow of safety in piracy zones, new local networks and 

reestablishments of profitable agreements with reliable shipping agents of new markets. 

Even though Torm and Mærsk seemed to be able to revise the latter, Mærsk seemed to be more locked-in to 

their current strategic use of resources, which could be a challenge if changing market focus. Then again, 

Mærsk was already observed to take actions on some of the above mentioned issues, though they claimed not 

to focus strategically on uncertainty from a repeal of EPCA103 and was opening local offices in India, which in 

previous chapters were found to be the potential largest future export markets for seaborne product oil. Even 

though Torm claimed that the repeal was highly hypothetical as well as out of their strategic focus, they 

recognized how it would be negative for their resources, whereas their investments in new large Suezmax 

vessels was considered an opportunity to create competitiveness in both product and a potential crude 

markets due to the potential of economy of scale. In volatile markets, flexibility of the strategic use of vessels is 

therefore considered of value for Torm, as the calculated benefits compared to the costs of a strategic revision 

seemed to be positive compared to Mærsk. In addition, Torm did not seem as locked-in to current strategic 

resources, as they showed a certain degree of flexibility-value in terms of a low level of being locked out of 

certain choices due to current commitments, as well as a low level of lags and symbolism. 
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CA were found to be indirectly positively influenced by the strategic selection of classification society, and flag 

selection. Classifications could provide services in regard to conversions, modifications, general advice on 

regulations and technical knowledge in relation to new designs, which is considered to be a useful and valuable 

factor in regard to optimizing competitiveness through information, forecasting and strategic planning of 

resources in changing geopolitical environments. The selection of flags could add value indirectly to a tanker 

company’s benefit-based advantage by affecting the tradability of the individual vessels positively, in a volatile 

shipping market with geopolitical changes. 

Based on these chapters’ analysis and discussion and compared to the findings of shipping cycles supply and 

demand curves, it is concluded that tanker companies that have not invested in scarce and valuable resources 

compared to that of demand risk to loose competitiveness, according to the RBT. Despite the fact that, the 

critical cases were committed towards the same strategic main segment of seaborne product shipments, it can 

be concluded that due to the heterogeneity of resource commitments, some of the Danish tanker companies’ 

resources were granting more competiveness than others in the wake of the U.S. shale oil boom. Meanwhile, 

uncertainty of geopolitical changes in terms of the lift of EPCA103, were found to result in decreased 

competiveness for some resources but not for all. This was explained by the heterogeneity of resource 

commitments. For these companies, it was found that opportunities of flexibility were already implicitly 

initiated by different actions of strategic commitment and this was considered positive in order to improve 

their CAs. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

 

The purpose of this thesis has been to answer the two research questions and two hypotheses. The conclusions 

of the findings shall be provided in the following: 

Answer for RQ1: The U.S. shale oil boom was found to have an influence on the trade pattern for tanker 

shipping companies, which had created opportunities for the product tanker shipping companies in terms of 

increased demand for product tankers due to longer average hauls. Meanwhile, the shale oil boom has created 

an economic and political incentive for the USA to repeal the 40-year-old crude oil export ban (EPCA103). The 

legislative implications were found to have a negative influence on the average haul for product tankers and 

thereby a negative long term prospect for product tanker companies’ opportunities for sustained competitive 

advantages. Meanwhile, the prospect of the average haul for crude trade routes would increase, and the crude 

oil vessels were therefore found to benefit from the repeal.  

Apart from the geopolitical changes, substituting sources of energy, war and extreme changes in oil prices were 

outlined to be important factors that could influence the demand significantly. 

 

Answer for RQ 2: In this paper, the notion of competitive advantages was discussed by comparing the 

mechanisms driving shipping cycles’ development with internal strategic commitment of different physical, 

capital resources from a strategic, tactical and operational level of tanker shipping companies. In the aim of 

finding causes and contingencies of geopolitical changes’ influence on tanker shipping companies’ 

competiveness, a resource based and commitment oriented theory was applied. On that basis, the role of 

commitment of physical capital resources of tanker shipping companies was explored. As the RBT’s condition 

of competitive advantages relies on the assumption of heterogeneity of resources’ capabilities, heterogeneity 

of tanker shipping companies’ resources across firms, were defined. It was defined by three main types of 

capabilities: Crude/product, size and age. Though the critical cases were expected to show similar results, due 

to their commitment towards the same main segment of product vessels, the strategic differentiation across 

resources size and age were found, and because of the companies’ strategic variation in this regard, the tanker 

shipping companies’ prospect of competitive advantages during geopolitical changes were observed to 

diversify. Commitment of resources can be indirectly positively affected by strategic choices of classification 

societies and flag selection for the resources.  

Strategic commitment of resources depends on the expectations of the future market-scenarios and the 

resource investments were planned on that basis. Whereas U.S. Shale oil boom was considered important in 

the resource planning, the potential repeal of EPCA103 was not taken into consideration. 

 

Hypothesis 2a: The company with the most superior resources was found to have a current or potential 

opportunity of scarcity value and effectiveness of resources compared to that of demand. Commitment into 

resources of scarcity and value of effectiveness is therefore found to be important factors in terms of tanker 
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companies’ competiveness. Companies that were strategically committed towards resources with lack of 

scarcity compared to that of demand, and with a relative lack of effectiveness compared to competitors’ 

resources, were found to phase temporary competitive parity and disadvantages.  

Analytical activities of shipping cycles and forecasting of uncertainties from geopolitical changes can help 

optimize valuable timing of investments and divestment of resource commitments in order to create scarcity 

value of resources and thereby a potential for competitive advantages. 

It should, however, be concluded that, as the supply of product and crude tanker companies’ resources are not 

fixed due to any verified constraints over how rapidly the supply can be expanded, the potential of scarcity 

value of physical, capital resources is, in general, not a long lasting opportunity in the tanker shipping market. 

Looking at the physical capital resources and not including HR activities and organizational resources, due to 

the nature of tanker vessels’ high imitation and substitution factors, the competitive advantages of resources 

are observed to be a temporary phenomenon in the tanker shipping industry. 

 

Hypothesis 2b: In cases of companies facing competitive disadvantages, a certain degree of flexibility towards 

the companies’ strategic commitment was observed. Flexibility of resources is regarded as valuable when 

facing competitive disadvantage, if the benefits of revising the strategic use of resources exceeds the costs of 

the operation. For tanker shipping companies with a low degree of lock-in, conversions of vessels are 

suggested in order to increase competitiveness during geopolitical changes if economy of scale can be made 

effectively with the vessels. If the latter was made effectively, flexibility of strategic commitment was found 

valuable for the tanker shipping companies that wanted to rely less on the volatility from market cycles. 

On the other hand, in the case where a tanker company seemed to be highly locked-in to a continued use of 

resource commitment, geographical flexibility could be beneficial in terms of changing the strategic use of 

vessels by moving them in to new refinery markets and trade routes. If tanker companies are highly committed 

and locked in to the continued, specific use of resources, a flexible geographical change of trade routes is 

therefore recommended in order to benefit the most of commitment-intensive investments. This was, 

however, found to require new internal resources supporting the use of the existing fleet, such as 

establishment of new local offices, enabling network relations and local knowhow, in order to create 

competiveness when applying flexibility. 

 

Conclusively: Even though CAs may, to a certain degree, be triggered by exogenous influences from 

geopolitical changes such as the U.S shale oil boom, and may be subject to unplanned opportunities and 

uncertainties from a repeal of EPCA103, a dynamic and co-evolutionary approach of explaining tanker shipping 

companies’ strategic commitment of resources, suggests how internal commitment of physical, capital 

resources are sources of contemporary competitive advantages for tanker shipping companies. The 

competitiveness of resources depends however of the timing of the investments and analysis of shipping cycles 

as well as scenario buildings of geopolitical changes can help a profitable timing of sales and divestment. As the 

future scenario of repealing EPCA103, was not considered a reality by the case companies, when this research 

was started 2014, it is with the realized crude oil shipments in 2016 logic to conclude, that tanker companies 

would benefit from analyzing potential geopolitical changes and their potential influence on the companies’ 

use of resources.  
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7.1 Limitations faced and possibilities for future research 

 

Several limitations must be taken into consideration for this research, in order for the discussion and findings 

to be understood within the correct context. 

Due to the high degree of competiveness observed between tanker companies, it must be noted as a limitation 

that there can be a gap between the reality that exists and what the interviewees report. However, as the 

interviewees’ answers are held against and compared to the actual figures of firm resources collected from 

Clarksons Research Limited, this limitation is not deemed to discredit this research and its findings. In this 

regard, a dissimilarity was found in regard to internal company data from the case companies’ homepages and 

those data found in Clarksons database. As the figures provided by Clarksons are the data used for this 

research analysis and discussions, the validity and reliability of Clarksons figures is an assumption of this 

project’s conclusions. 

Second, interviews were only carried out with Danish tanker shipping companies and the conclusion on 

geopolitical changes’ influence on tanker companies’ competiveness of resources has therefore a limitation 

towards the global generalizability. It was chosen to focus only on the Danish tanker companies in order to 

make a qualitative sample of critical cases with same strategic focus in product tank. Certainly, a more realistic 

and global picture could possibly have been portrayed, if several international tanker companies with same 

strategic focus had been applied. This is recommended for future research. 

Finally, the resource based and commitment theories were chosen as a viewpoint in order to enlighten the 

field of tanker companies’ competiveness of resources during geopolitical changes. It was, in this regard, 

chosen to apply Barney’s note on resource definitions, which include Physical capital resources, the 

Organizational capital resources and the Human capital resources. Hereby, it was chosen to focus only on the 

physical capital resources, defined here as the tanker companies’ strategic commitment of vessels. Due to this 

viewpoint, it has been possible to keep a tight focus on tanker companies’ resources’ competitiveness during 

geopolitical changes. However, this choice did also raise some problems, as the organizational and human 

capital resources appeared to have a significant influence on the strategic competiveness of resources, as the 

latter are managed and controlled by the organization and its employees. E.g. know-how and network of the 

firms’ employees were also mentioned as critical factors for commitment into strategic sticky factors during 

geopolitical changes and organizational and human capital resources should be delved into in future research 

in order to view a more complete perspective on how geopolitical changes influence tanker shipping 

companies’ competiveness of strategic resources. 
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Chapter 9  

List of abbreviations 
 

1. EPCA103: U.S. Energy and Conservation Act, Sec. 103. Law declaring the prohibition of crude oil export 

from the United States, since 1975.  

2. Dwt: Dead Weight Ton 

3. USA: United States of America 

4. U.S.: United States  

5. EIA: Energy Information Administration  

6. CA: Competitive advantage 

7. VLCC: Very Large Crude Carrier 

8. MR/Handy: Medium Range/Handy vessel 

9. Ch.: Chapter 

10. Encl.: Enclosure 
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Chapter 10  

List of enclosures 
 

1. Enclosure: (GSM1) The Generic System Model framework for Ocean Shipping companies - Framework 

for interview guide 

2. Enclosure: T1, Torm 

3. Enclosure: T2, Torm 

4. Enclosure: T3, Torm 

5. Enclosure: M1, Mærsk 

6. Enclosure: M2, Mærsk 

7. Enclosure: M3, Mærsk 

8. Enclosure: (Rex, 2015); Head of research - Danish Ship Finance 

9. Enclosure: (Holm, 2016); General manager - Thome Ship Management Denmark 

10. Enclosure: (Bech, 2016); Head of Division - Danish Maritime Authority 

11. Enclosure: (Ehlers, 2016); Naval architect and Master Mariner 

12. Enclosure: 12, selected spot crude oil prices 

13. Enclosure: 13, World imports of crude oil by region 

14. Enclosure: 14, World oil demand by main petroleum product and region 
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Enclosure (GSM 1) 

The Generic System Model framework for Ocean Shipping companies  

– Framework for interview guide 
 
Strategy: Input 

 Mission statement of Mærsk Tankers 

 Financing: 

 Necessary capital in order to stay operational: 

 How is this related to the processes encapsulated in the mission statement? 

 Asset introduction: 

 Current investments and share of new buildings/second hand vessels 

 Classification societies 

 Flag selection: 

 Operational costs (tax and Crew) 

 Recruitment: 

 selecting of seafaring staff for operations 
 

 
 
Tactics: The Service Processes 

 Chartering department : 

 Chartering of the company’s vessels 

 Necessary negotiations in order to bring companies to the company 

 Operations department: 

 Follow and coordinate company’s assets 

 Navigation guidelines 

 Cargo claims 

 Vessels 

 Disbursements department 

 Freight collection department 

 Accounting department 

 Supplies department: 

 Supply operations of fuel (bunkers) and provisions 
Port authorities 

 The representative agent in the port? 
 

 
 
Operations: The output 

 Transportation 

 Service reliability and the safety of the goods’ transportation guaranteed 

 Maintenance during the vessel’s navigation processes 

 Navigation processes in the oceans 
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 Undertake of surveys carried out by the classification societies 

 Cargo handling operations 

 Port planning 

 Port accessibility: 
1. Pilot 
2. Towage 
3. Mooring 
4. Berthing 

 Variables that can affect well planned and on-time cargo-handling operations: 
1. Appropriate equipment 
2. Load of the cargo 
3. Weather conditions 
4. Amount of machinery breakdowns 

 Service quality 
o Variables that can affect the quality of the operations: 

1. Port authority 
2. Health & Safety customs 
3. International Transport-Workers Federation 
4. Port State Control and Shipping Commissioner 

 Safety of cargo: 

 Regular surveys and maintenance during the vessels’ navigation guarantee its trustworthiness and 
safe transportation of the cargo. 

 Reliability of service: 

 Customer satisfaction is met when and only when the on-time transportation is achieved via the safe 
and reliable delivery of the transported goods. 
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Enclosure (Encl. T1) TORM 
 
Telephone interview, TORM Tanker – Danish Department, Hellerup 
The interview was answered through telephone correspondence and has been answered May 20, 2014. 
Interviewee: Tina Revsbech (T1) 
Background: Senior Vice President for TORM Tanker division/Responsible for customer interaction, commercial & sales 
operation of TORM Tanker (Denmark, India, Singapore and USA).  
Tina has worked 22 years with oil, energy and transport, whereas she has worked 3,5 years for TORM, and previously 15 
years at A.P. Møller Mærsk Tanker and before 4 years for Shell. 
Representative for: The input/Company strategy.  
 
Definitions 

 How do you define U.S. shale oil?  
T1: Torm er et firma, der fortrinsvist har produkttank skibe, og derfor er det der sker I USA og for så vidt andre 
steder I verden vedrørende shale oil, tight oil, tight gas, shale gas osv. Altså det vi kigger på er, og det der er 
interessant for os, er hvilken forbindelse og betydning det har på produkt markeder for de raffinerede produkter i 
produkttank. Det vi sejler med er ikke ‘crude oil’, vi sejler med det produkt der kommer ud efter at olien har 
været forbi et raffinaderi. Vi kigger derfor på, hvilken indflydelse shale oil/tight oil/tight gas har på produkt 
markedet og produkt balancer. Og på olien i sig selv. Og så kigger vi også på hvilken indflydelse shale gas har på 
ADP prisniveaet I USA.   
Vores skibe sejler ca. 98% med produkt tank. Vi sejler en gang imellem med crude oil, men vi er et PRODUCT 
TANKS rederi.  

 How do you define vessel sailing with refined shale oil?  
T1: Product tankers. 

 How do you define vessels sailing with unrefined shale oil? 
T1: Crude tankers. 
 

Strategy: Input 

 Mission statement of Torm: “The Tanker Division will continue to build on  
strengths as a global leader to benefit from a market recovery in the clean product tanker segments. The goal is 
to consistently outperform benchmarks in the spot-market.” 

 
 

 Financing:  

 Is the U.S shale boom considered when planning the necessary capital in order to stay operational? 

 If yes, how is this related to the processes encapsulated in the mission statement?  

 T1: Det er svært at svare på. Jeg ved ikke hvor meget du har fulgt med I medierne. Men TORM 
har jo været I krise siden 2011 og TORM er stadigvæk I krise, forstået på den måde, at firmaet 
blev restruktureret I 2012, hvor firmaet reelt set blev reddet. Og hvor ejerkredsen eller firmaet 
blev overtaget af kreditorerne, I det her tilfælde bankerne og det er vi stadigvæk. Og vi mangler 
stadigvæk den anden del af restruktureringen som handler om at fixe kapitalstrukturen, og 
balance sheeted specielt. Det er derfor, at der er det, der bliver arbejdet på, udfra det der 
hedder en strukturel løsning, inden der bliver arbejdet på noget andet.  
Når det så er sagt, så har vi siddet og kigget på – lad os nu sige at vi ikke var I krise – så har vi 
kigget på, hvordan fremtiden og hvordan skal TORM se ud, og og hvordan vil det have forskellig 
betydning. Så er produkttankmarkedet, som vi arbejder i, et globalt marked. Det vil sige at shale 
gas boomet alene, ikke har nogen impact på TORM som sådan, men at det SELVFØLGELIG 
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indgår I den store planlægning. Det vil sige, vores assets; vores skibe, der er jo forskel på vores 
skibe og en produktionsvirksomhed. Det er fx at vores assets er ‘movable’. Så de ligger ikke alle 
sammen I USA og nyder godt af US Shale boom- og gasboom, de ligger også ude I Fjernøsten og 
andre steder. Så vores marked er mere globalt. Man skal kigge på supply og demand balancen 
af produkt tank på et globalt niveau, og ikke kun på USA, hvis det marked så bliver rigtig godt, så 
er der en masse skibe fra fx Fjernøsten, som sejler ind til USA. Derfor er det selvfølgelig en lille 
smule anderledes end hvis man kigger på andre industrier, som ikke har så ‘movable’ assets. Så 
det indgår I det totale fremtidsbillede, men ikke som en enhed i sig selv – mere som en del af 
verdensbilledet.  

- US shale oil, er altså ikke en del af fundamentet for jeres strategiske fokus?  
T1: Mere det globale produktmarked af raffinerede produkter. Selvfølgelig har det faktum, at de 
amerikanske raffinaderier mere kompetitive, det har en rigtig stor positiv effekt for vores 
marked og det ville have en negativ effekt, hvis det var således at det gik væk. Men der vil være 
andre ting I verden som også har en positive og negative effekt. Vi er nødt til at kigge på det 
som en helhed og ikke en enkeltstående ting. 

 if no, why not? 
 

 

 Asset introduction:  

 Current investments and share of new buildings/second hand vessels that are able to carry: T1: Det er 
meget simpelt. Vi er et firma I krise, så vi har ikke nogen penge at købe nye assets for, og vi har ikke 
nogle byggerier eller nye investments.  

 Refined U.S. shale oil? Number of owned vessels incl. period deals + 1 year (estimates): T1: 0 
 Unrefined U.S. Shale oil? Number of owned vessels incl. period deals + 1 year (estimates): T1: 

0 

 What is the percentage of new buildings (vessels delivered in/+after 2014) compared to older tankers 
(before/up to 2013) – able to carry refined shale oil? 

 Old: T1: 100 % 
 New: T1: 0 % 

 What is the percentage of new buildings (vessels delivered in/+after 2014) compared to older tankers 
(before/up to 2013) - able to carry unrefined shale oil? 

 Old: T1: 100% 
 New: T1: 0% 

Men alle vores skibe kan i princippet sejle med begge dele. 
Der er ikke forskel på de tekniske egenskaber og ydeevne på de to typer skibe, alt afhængigt 
af, om der sejles med crude eller raffineret olie? 
T1: Nej. Du har skibe ligesom vores, der kan sejle med begge dele. Og så har du skibe, der kun 
kan sejle med ‘unrefined’. Teknologisk set er sidstnævnte lidt mere simple og har nogle lidt 
andre fordele, end dem der kan sejle med det hele. Men alle vores skibe kan sejle med det hele. 

 

 Classification societies:  

 Does the classification societies directly or indirectly affect the efficiency in the U.S ports when 
performing voyages with U.S. refined shale oil.  

 If yes, how? 
T1: Nej, det har absolut ingen betydning. 

 
 

 Flag selection: 

 Is TORM selecting specific flags of the vessel, when operating refined shale oil voyages from U.S?  

 If, yes how is U.S. shale oil voyages affected by the applicable law of the flag?  
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 if no, why not? 
T1: Nej. Det har ingen betydning. Der er forskel mellem at have amerikansk flag og ikke at have 
amerikansk flag, men i og med at vi ikke er et amerikansk firma, så har det ikke nogen 
betydning. Og der er ingen af vores skibe der sejler med amerikansk flag. 

 How does it affect the operational costs (tax and Crew) AND especially the costs of the crew when 
carrying refined shale oil from the U.S.?  
T1: Det har ingen påvirkning. Hverken flag eller nationalitet på besætningen har nogen indflydelse. 

 
 

 Recruitment:  

 Is there any differentiating when selecting seafaring staff for operations with refined U.S. Shale oil 
(compared to the selection of staff sailing in other regions)? 

 if yes, how? 

 if no, why not? T1: Nej.  

 If yes, which nationality to which type of crew and certificates is preferred?  

Rank Nationalities 

Captain N/A 

Senior officers N/A 
 

Chief engineers N/A 
 

Stewards N/A 
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Strategy formation - Scenario building 

- Regarding the U.S. shale oil boom, which of the following dimensions are seen as the 3 most important, regarding 
your company: 

1. Political?  
2. Economical? 
3. Socio-cultural? 
4. Technological? 
5. Environmental?  
6. Legal? 

Tina:  1. T1:  Politisk                                        2. T1: Økonomisk                            3. T1: Teknologisk 
T1: Det er ikke fordi vi ikke kigger på de andre dimensioner, environmental osv., men de tre nævnte har den mest 
umiddelbare betydning for vores forretning. Men følger også hvilken betydning environmental og politiske impact har 
på hinanden.  
 

 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company negatively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
1. 
T1: Ift. Den politiske dimension; Hele den diskussion omkring ophævelse af ban af eksport, kan få en negativ betydning 
for Torm. De amerikanske raffinaderier har det rigtig positivt med at side på et globalt raffinaderi-marked, hvor de er 
blevet utrolig kompetitive af 2 årsager:  
a. De har adgang til billig lokal crude oil, hvor den amerikanske crude oil trader under den gængse I verden som er brint – 
dvs. Det produkt de får ind på deres raffinaderier er billigere på de amerikanske raffinaderier end det andre raffinaderier 
får ind I verden. 
b. De har adgang til billig energy igennem deres gas revolution, som gør at når de så får den billige olie ind I deres 
raffinaderier, så er det billigere at producere for dem, og derfor billigere at eksportere ud af landet. Og det gør at de I 
sådan et marked – I et Atlanterhavs raffinaderi marked – bliver utrolig kompetitive, hvilket gør at deres eksport stiger 
rigtig meget.  
Og I med, at vi sejler med de produkter, der bliver lavet, på raffinaderierne, og denne eksport stiger, så er det positive for 
os. Hvis man nu skulle vælge at eksportere al den crude olie, så er der ikke nogen der ved, om de vil blive ved med at 
beholde deres ‘kompetitive edge’, raffinaderierne I USA. Og de vil miste deres ’kompetitive edge’, da de ikke længere har 
tilgang til den billige olie derovre, fordi olien så bliver eksporteret I stedet for. Så kan det betyde mindre eksport for 
produkt, og derved også mindre eksport for TORMs produkt tankskibe. Det er et godt eksempel på et negativt eksempel 
på den politiske dimension. 
Så et løft af ‘export ban’ vil politisk set have betydning for jeres flåde? 
T1: Det vil gå ud over vores ‘edge’. Eller, lad os sige, altså der er ingen der rigtig ved hvad det kommer til at betyde, hvis 
det skulle ske. Eller om det vil betyde nogen forandring. Men der er jo nogen scenarier, hvor at det skulle ske, at USA ikke 
kommer til at eksportere så meget. 
Hvordan ville det påvirke jeres nuværende flåde, hvis man løftede det ‘eksport ban’ inden for 5 år? 
T1: Det ville umiddelbart kunne ses på indtjeningen. Det man måske kunne sige, det var, at meget af det eksport der 
kommer ud fra Golfen I USA, det går på de mellemstore produkt tankskibe. Hvis der ikke var så meget af det, ville man så 
stadig have så mange af de store produkt tankskibe? Det er svært at svare på. Det ville være en afgørelse af, hvad betyder 
det, hvad der sker I resten af verden. Men jeg tror ikke, at det ville have nogen indflydelse på hvilken størrelse skibe vi har, 
og hvor mange vi har af dem.  
 

 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company positively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
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1. 
T1: Den økonomiske dimension har en meget positiv variabel. Noget af det der er rigtig positivt, det er jo, at det hjælper 
USA en lille smule ud af krisen – den finansielle krise. Der foregår noget positivt…et økonomisk boom, om man vil, som 
kommer af alle de nye arbejdspladser og alle de nye ting I kølvandet på det her boom. Der er fx kommet ca. en million nye 
mennesker til Houston inden for de sidste 3-4-5 år, eller deromkring, fordi folk er flyttet dertil får at arbejde og jeg tror der 
er flere ting I det her, som har en positive indflydelse på USA. Og USA er så vidt jeg husker stadig den største økonomi I 
verden. Da USA er et stort lokomotiv for resten af verdensøkonomien – får når USA kører, så kører det meste af verden -, 
så det har en positive indflydelse på hele verden og derved på de fleste virksomheder globalt. Herunder også TORM. For 
når der er højkonjunktur, så er forbruget af alting jo også større og ligesådan med forbruget af energi – så har TORM 
mere at sejle med og på den måde har det en positiv indflydelse på TORM.   
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Enclosure (Encl. T2) TORM 
 
Telephone interview, TORM Tanker – Danish Department, Hellerup 
The interview was answered through telephone correspondence and has been answered May 21, 2014. 
Interviewee: Peter Lindberg Jensen (T2) 
Background: Peter Lindberg was educated at A.P. Møller Mærsk in the 90’ies, where he worked for 18 years – mainly in 
the tanker industry. Peter started at TORM as the head of the Charter Division 3 years ago. He is now responsible for 
TORM Tanker Chartering division in Copenhagen, USA and Europe. 
Representative for: The service processes/Tactics. 
 
Tactics: The Service Processes   
 
 

 Chartering department:  

 When (market-vise) is refined U.S. shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the company 
when trading/chartering? Explain why.  

T2: Olien i sig selv giver ikke os en ’competitiv advantage’. Det giver os en mulighed for at øge vores 
tilstedeværelse i det amerikanske markedet. Den mulige forretningsfordel vi får, er fordi vi har en stor 
flåde og fordi vi er bedre i stand til – ift. vores mindre konkurrenter – at drage fordel af det. Vi har 
allerede etableret ’presence’ i USA, vi har et lokalt kontor i USA, hvorimod andre rederier ikke har det. 
Og i og med at det meget er amerikanske firmaer der er aktive i eksport af raffineret olie, som de nu har 
pga. det her boom, så har vi en ’advantage’ der. 

 Where (geographically) is the refined U.S shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the 
company when trading/chartering a vessel in this area? Explain where and why.  

T2: Det er I det amerikanske marked I USA. 
 

 When (season-vise) is refined U.S shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the company 
when trading/chartering a vessel in this season? Explain why. 

T2: Typisk, den ’seasonality’ der har været I USA, har været at fra maj til september – eller dvs. 
’Memorial Day’ til ’Labour Day’ – der har man det man kalder driving season, da alle amerikanerne skal 
ud at køre, fordi de skal på ferie, så der har typisk været et større ’demand’ for benzin i USA. Det betyder 
at for 3-4-5 år siden og længere tilbage i tiden, der havde man typisk et stort import af benzin fra Europa 
til USA. Det har man ikke så meget længere. Det er der tre årsager til: 

1. Økonomisk krise. Folk kører ikke så meget mere i bil som de har gjort, fordi de måske havde 
mistet deres jobs – så de kører heller ikke så meget på ferie. Men det er dog ved at ændre sig 
nu. 

2. Den ’Amerikanske Bilpakke’ er blevet mere benzinøkonomisk, så i dag kører du mere på literen. 
I forhold til for 10-15 år siden så kører du i dag mere på literen, så behovet for europæisk 
benzin er ikke så stort. 

3. Produktionen er blevet større og større i USA, så de dækker mere og mere deres eget behov. 
Man har fx set, at om sommeren vil der være en øget eksport af diesel fra USA, fordi de ikke 
bruger det i sommersæsonen. Og det har man jo set i denne her vinter, at når det har været 
ekstremt koldt i USA, så har der ikke været den samme eksport af diesel til Europa fordi man 
har brugt det domestically. Så der hvor det har en negativ ’impact’, det er at landet bliver mere 
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selvforsynende. Så i de perioder, hvor man har for meget eller for lidt –især vinteren fremfor 
om sommeren- der dækker de i højere grad deres egne behov. 

 

 When (weather-vise) is refined U.S. shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the company 
when trading/chartering in these temperatures? Explain why.  

T2: Det der skete her I vinter, med at du havde en ekstrem kold vinter I USA, betød at de brugte 
ekstremt meget af deres diesel selv, og at der i princippet ikke blev eksporteret så meget. Og det kunne 
vi mærke meget på vores indtjening, fordi der ikke var særlig meget efterspørgsel på vores skibe. 
Derudover forsinkede vejret også produktionen af nye borringer af skifferolie. Og skifferolie boringer, i 
modsætning til normale eller andre olieboringer, hvor du har en olieplatform og en stor produktion over 
lang tid, så har du en relativ kort produktion på skifferolie. Det vil sige, at for at opretholde og øge 
produktionen af skiffer olie, kræver det mange nye borringer, så hvis jorden er frossen eller vejene er 
spærret så du ikke kan få alt udstyret ud – det kræver nemlig rigtig mange borringer, for at kunne 
producere en fornuftig mængde olie – så kan man sige, at det kolde vejr har været med til at begrænse 
den forøgelse af skifferolie produktion, som var forventet af de fleste. 

 What is the percentage of the company’s tanker activity going:  

 To the USA from 2004-2014? 

 From the USA from 2004-2014? 

T2: Det har jeg ikke, men uden at kunne sætte tal på, så det som har ændret sig; hvor vores 
aktivitet før i tiden før var benzinimport til østkysten – især i New York området – er vores 
aktivitet i USA nu primært eksport ud af U.S. Gulf, Houston, Porth Arthur og fra Mississippi. Men 
hvordan den præcise fordeling er, det har jeg ikke statistik på. Og det er jeg heller ikke sikker på 
at vi har.  
Fordelingen af flåden har dog flyttet sig, således at ca. 70% af vores flåde, der trader i Atlanten,  
i forhold til at man før tradede i Østen. De trader så ikke altid alle sammen i USA, de trader jo 
også i Europa, Vestafrika og Brasilien. Så vi har en klar overvægt af vores flåde vest for Suez 
kanalen. Men jeg har ikke nogen deciderede tal på, hvordan det har ændret sig. Hvis du skal 
have det, så skal du have fat i et af de store mægler huse, som sidder og tracker, hvor mange 
slutninger der bliver lavet – det har jeg ikke her på kontoret. 
 

 What is the prospect regarding TORM’s tanker activities import/export in USA? 

T2: Hvis vi antager, at der ikke kommer en ændring af crude eksport forbuddet, så vil jeg tro at 
aktiviteten vil stige. Så vil den tendens som der er nu bare forøges.  
I modsat fald, så vil aktiviteten ud af USA blive formindsket, men så vil vi måske have mere 
aktivitet IND i USA. Vi kommer jo stadig til at have et kontor derovre, så USA vil uagtet det, 
stadig være en stor del af olietanksmarkedet. 

 
 

 Operations department:  

 How does the refined U.S. shale oil market affect the current operational processes? 

T2: Det er det same operationelt som altid.  

 How is refined U.S. Shale oil operations correlated with cargo claims (klager) Per Ce? 

T2: Har ingen betydning.  
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 Vessels:   

 How many of the company’s ships are able to perform optimally when carrying refined U.S shale oil 
under slow steaming (optimal use of bunker during decreased level of speed)?  

 Percentage =  

T2: Altså vi sejler jo kun med olien som last, så vi brænder den ikke som bunkers. Så det har ikke 
nogen indflydelse på os, om vi sejler med shale olie eller almindelig olie  - eller mere specifikt, vi 
sejler jo mest med det raffinerede produkt. Så det er sådan set ikke relevant for os, om den 
kommer fra shale olien eller crude olie. 

 

 What is the preferred segment and size of the companies’ vessels regarding refined U.S. Shale oil 
operations?  

 Why = 

T2: Vi har tre-fire skibstørrelser I TORM og de er alle sammen fire forskellige størrelser skibe, 
som sejler med raffinerede olieprodukter. De kan også sejle med råolie. Nogen af dem gør det, 
men ca. 95 % af vores flåde sejler med raffinerede olieprodukter. Og det vil sige, at hvorvidt den 
raffinerede olie er blevet lavet med shale olie eller anden raffineret råolie, det gør ikke nogen 
forskel. Vores skiber er bygget som produkttankskibe, og en råolietanker kan ikke sejle med 
raffinerede olieprodukter, den kan kun sejle med råolie, en produkttanker kan sejle med begge 
dele. Det har noget at gøre med den må lastetanken er præpareret på. Produkttankskibe har en 
coating, en epoxy coating, der gør, at du kan sejle med raffineret olieprodukter, og du kan også 
sejle med råolieprodukter – så kræver det bare, at du renser skibene, tankene, inden du laster 
det næste produkt. Det er et strategisk valg, der er lavet for længe side; vil du være et råolie-
rederi eller vil du være et produkttanksrederi? Typisk er råolietankene er også større. 

 If the export ban were lifted within 5 years, how would that affect the company’s fleet, then?  

T2: Hvis det blev løftet, og det er der jo meget snak om nu, så afhænger det af, hvordan det bliver 
løftet. Man diskuterer JO MEGET, hvilke grader af olie man (USA) vil løfte det for.  
Man snakker om, at det kommer til at handle om den helt lette olie, som skal raffineres så minimalt, 
dvs. den olie som de amerikanske olieraffinaderier har sværest ved at raffinere optimalt, fordi de er 
bygget til at raffinere tung mexicansk- eller venezuelansk olie. Råolie er jo mange forskellige ting, så 
hvis du putter en type råolie med en anden specifikation end det raffinaderiet er bygget til, så får du 
ikke et optimalt output.  
Men HVIS nu USA får lov til at løfte eksportforbuddet uden restriktioner, så vil det betyde, at den 
prissætning, som råolien har i USA, vil blive mere ’aligned’ med den prissætning på råolie, der er i 
resten af verden. Og så vil de amerikanske raffinaderier umiddelbart miste deres ’competitive 
advantage’.  
Fordi lige nu, de to toneangivne ’crude’ der bruges til at fastsætte ’feedstock’ til raffinaderier, det er 
den der hedder ”Brint Crude” i Nordsøen, og ”WTI” som bliver prissat i Cushing, Oklahoma, og som 
står for Western Texas Intermediate, og det er olie der bliver brugt til at trade på børsen i USA. 
Historisk, hvis du går ikke mere end 5-6 år tilbage, så har WTI altid prissat højere. Men de sidste 6 år, 
der har ”Brint Crude” priset højere – og endda MEGET højere – jeg tror år tilbage ligger den måske 7 
dollar over WTI, men de sidste år har den været helt oppe at trade 10 dollars højere. Det betyder, at 
en ’refiner’ i USA, han får en 10 dollar billigere råolie i USA, end hans konkurrent i Europa, og så har 
han jo en meget større profit margin at lave penge på. Og det som hele humlen er, og snakken om 
hvorvidt man skal have lov til eksportere crude er jo netop fordi, at den amerikanske forbruger får jo 
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ikke billigere benzin af, at de ikke må eksportere crude - Fordi de må gerne eksportere de raffinerede 
produkter. Så dvs. at både deres benzin, diesel og deres jet fuel, bliver prissat sammen med det 
international marked. Og hvis de kan sælge deres benzin og Diesel til højere penge i Europa, eller til 
Afrika eller Brasilien, så gør de jo det, og de har stadig det billigere crude til at lave det feedstock med.  
Så hele argumentet er jo, at i og med, at vi ikke laver et crude der er specielt optimalt for vores 
raffinaderier, OG for den amerikanske forbruger, så får ikke nogen gavn af den billige crude direkte, ja 
så kan man lige så godt eksportere cruden og få et mere optimalt brug af den.  
Så hvis det sker, så vil raffinaderierne i USA, hvis vi tager det sydlige i USA, fx i Louisiana og i Texas, 
som er dem der primært eksporterer, de vil miste deres kompetitive ’edge’, og du vil se meget mindre 
eksport fra de her raffinaderier. Men samtidig så vil de raffinaderier på østkysten oppe omkring New 
York og Philadelphia, som er blevet holdt lidt kunstigt ved lige pga. shale olien, de vil nok langsomt 
lukke. Fordi grunden til at de har været holdt i live og var kompetitive, det jo fordi, at de kunne få 
billig olie inde fra North Dakota og andre steder i USA via railway og så fylde deres raffinaderier.  
Så vi kommer måske til at vende lidt tilbage til, hvordan tingene så ud som for fem-ti år siden, hvor 
man egentlig stadig havde en import af benzin fra Europa til USA, og så havde du en begrænset 
eksport af diesel fra U.S. Gulf. Og at USA ville, fra at blive en markant nettoeksportør blive mere 
balanceret ift. deres produktimport og eksport. 
Umiddelbart ville det være negativt for TORM, sådan som jeg ser det, som produkttankrederi, at 
det blev løftet. Det handler om vores strategiske fokus på produktankskibe. 
Det der er, det er ikke helt så entydigt. Fordi hvis det skete, og hvis det ville have en positiv effekt på 
råolietankskibe, så ville du se, at mange af de store produkttankskibe, og som kan – og er mere suitet 
til at trade råolie, eller som både kan trade råolie og produkt, de vil måske skifte fra produkt og over i 
råolietank. Og det er bl.a. PanMax og aframax. Så hvis de pludselig gik over og skulke trade råolie, så 
ville de forsvinde fra produkt, og så ville vi kunne få en benefit af det. Det ville man godt kunne gøre 
med vores skibe, og vi har som sagt også nogen skibe der allerede trader i crude. Vi ville dog måske 
ikke gøre det, men mange af vores konkurrenter ville gøre det – dem som allerede er aktive i crude, 
ville gøre det. For at tage et eksempel; Den største produkttankflåde segment, det hedder LR2 som 
står for Long Range 2, og de ligger på omkring 100-120.000 tons DWT, og de er i bund og grund også 
en crude carrier, og der findes ca. 200 i verden, men samtidig deres counter party i crude hedder 
Aframax, men det er samme type skib, den eneste forskel er, at LR2 har den her proxy coding, som 
gør, at de kan sejle med raffinerede produkter, men der findes ca. 700 Aframax’er i verden. Så hvis de 
her skibe skifter fra produkt til crude, så forsvinder de ud af den flåde der kan sejle med raffinerede 
produkter, andre steder i verden, og så vil det demand blive taget op af de lidt mindre skibe, og det vil 
kræve flere små skibe til at sejle med den samme mænge som de her skibe. Så derfor vil den negative 
effekt til en vis grad blive opvejet af, at der vil ske flere skift over i crude. Men over all så vil det være 
negativt for produkttankskibssegmentet, hvis man begynder at eksportere cruden fra USA.  
 

 Disbursements department 

 How does the company ensure that the amounts charged at each port of call for each ‘product tanker’ 
is aligned with the pre-arranged tariffs of the suppliers?  

T2: Det er meget standardiseret. Man har en agentaftale, og du bruger ofte de samme agenter i havnene 
rundt om i verden. OG så ved du af er faring, hvad koster havnene. Så kan der selvfølgelig være nogle 
ting, som gør sig forskellige, fra det ene havnekald til den anden, eller hvis det varer længere tid, over en 
weekend, eller en helligdag. Men i bund og grund er det jo en kontrolfunktion, hvor vi laver et estimat; 
så når rejsen bliver lavet og transporten bliver solgt, så bliver der lagt et estimat i vores system, så når 
operationen overtager den, så kan de sige; du har estimeret 100.000 dollars for lavt, fordi der blev 
dyrere. OG så sikrer vi i vores HR-arbejde, har vi i vores system overvurderet eller undervurderet de her 
udgifter. 
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 Freight collection department:  

 Are there any implications that can affect the freight collection operations, when trading refined U.S. 
Shale oil? 

 If yes, how?  

T2: Nej. 
 
 

 Accounting department  

 Are there any implications when trading refined U.S. shale oil that can affect the accounting 
department’s operations? 

 If yes, how?  

T2: Nej. 
 
 

 Supplies department 

 In general, does refined U.S. shale oil affect the company’s own supply operations of fuel (bunkers) 
and provisions? 

 If yes, how?  

 If no, why not? T2: Nej. 

 
 

 Regarding port authorities, are there any implication when trading refined U.S. shale oil that can 
affect the company’s service supply operations?  

 If yes, how?  

T2: Nej, for det er jo ikke shale oil vi sejler med. For den shale oil bliver jo først transporteret fra 
de oliecentre der er inde i USA og så ud til et raffinaderi, hvor det bliver produceret til diesel 
eller benzin og så bliver det sendt på vores skib. Så det er de samme terminaler vi ellers ville 
laste ved. Og vi ved jo ikke, om det produkt vi laster – selvom det kommer fra USA – om det er 
produceret som shale olie eller importeret olie fra Saudi Arabien.  
Så det har som sådan ikke nogen betydning operationelt, den eneste betydning er den 
økonomiske og den måde det har ændret det trading pattern i produkttanksfart. Der er ikke 
nogen operationel betydning af at, ’hov, nu er den benzin vi sejler med pludselig lavet af shale 
olie’.  

 
 

 To which degree, is a voyage with refined U.S. shale oil, affecting the importance of the representative 
agent in the port? 

 If high degree, how? 
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 If low degree; How can the ‘representative agent in the port’ actions normally enable quick 
vessel turnarounds and the efficient, effective and safe loading  (lasting) and unloading of 
U.S. shale oil?  

T2: Det har overhovedet ingen betydning – hans rolle spiller i hvert fald ikke nogen anderledes 
rolle end hvad den gør ellers. 
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Strategy formation - Scenario building 

- Regarding the U.S. shale oil boom, which of the following dimensions are seen as the 3 most important, regarding 
your company: 

7. Political? 
8. Economical? 
9. Socio-cultural? 
10. Technological? 
11. Environmental?  
12. Legal? 

Peter:  1. T2: Økonomisk               2. T2: Teknologisk                                 3. T2: N/A 
 

Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company negatively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
Peter: 
1.  
T2: Der er ikke nogen konkret negative betydning, men teknologisk kommer U.S. Shale boom til at have en afgørende 
impact også, fordi der bliver stillet nogle krav til skibene inden for de næste par år, hvis de skal sejle tilbage til de 
amerikanske farvande. Der skal ske en opgradering på skibene, og man vil simpelthen blive nødt til at købe nye skibe for 
at kunne gøre det. Det er dog ikke til at sige helt præcist, hvilken betydning det kommer til at have. Det handler om ballast 
water på skibene, da man ikke bare kan tage det med fra et farvande og dumpe det I et andet farvande. Så tager man en 
type mikrobakterier med, som vil kunne ændre på det liv, der er I det lokale farvande, hvor man dumper ballastvandet. 
Ballastvandet fra fx fra Fjernøsten til USA er ikke gavnligt for vandet du har derovre. Så der vil nok blive nogle ændrede 
krav til det ballastvand du tager med fra andre steder I vandet. Der er dog ikke klarhed over hvilken specifik betydning det 
kommer til at have, så det er ikke sikkert at det kommer til at have en betydning for os. Men det er en anden mulig 
variabel, der kan komme til at få betydning for os, hvis vi kommer til at øge vores forretning I området.  
 

 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company positively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
 
1. 
T2: Den vigtigste dimension er den økonomiske, og grunden til det, er at U.S. shale boom har givet raffinaderiindustrien I 
USA et nyt liv, hvor man for to-tre år siden forventede – især på østkysten – ville lukke ned, fordi de simpelthen ikke var 
rentable. De har nu fået mulighed for at fortsætte, fordi de kan få billigere crude olie, da de før var afhængige af 
importeret crude olie – især importeret fra Vestafrika. Derudover har de raffinaderier der ligger på Østkysten af USA og I 
den Mexicanske Golf – især den sydlige del af USA - medført at de har fået en ekstrem kompetitiv fordel ift. deres 
konkurrerende raffinaderier rundt omkring i verden. Det har betydet at USA er gået fra at være netto-IMPORTØR af 
raffineret olie til at være netto-EKSPORTØR af raffineret olie. Det vil altså sige at efterspørgslen af eksport af olie er steget, 
ikke nødvendigvis fordi der er øget efterspørgsel efter olie, men fordi det er nu billigere for forbrugerne af olie, at tage olie 
andre steder fra, som derved kræver mere transport. Så den måde efterspørgslen af vores skibe kan stige på - der er 
selvfølgelig forskellige parameter der kan påvirke efterspørgslen af vores skibe - men den primære er, at 
verdensøkonomien går bedre, så bliver der automatisk mere efterspørgsel efter olie, så er der større behov for fragt af 
olien. Men det kan også være den samme efterspørgsel, som bare er leveret forskellige steder fra. Fordi hvis olien skal 
transporteres længere, så skal der bruges mere skibstonnage til at tranportere det._ 
_________________________________________________________________________
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Enclosure (Encl. T3) TORM 
 
Telephone interview, TORM Tanker – Danish Department, Hellerup 
The interview was answered through telephone correspondence and has been answered May 26, 2014. 
Interviewee: Andreas G. Jørgensen (T3) 
Background: Andreas has worked for TORM since May 2014, and has only worked for the company in two weeks, when 
the interview was completed. He is responsible for the commercial operation of TORM Tankers. He has 15 years 
experience in tanker operations, and has previously worked as Captain in the container shipping segment. 
Representative for: The output/Operation.  
 
Operations: The output 

 Transportation  

 How is the service reliability and the safety of the goods’ transportation guaranteed while carrying 
refined U.S. Shale oil?  

T3: Det gør vi gennem træning af bade besætning og personale på skibene. Men det har ikke nogen 
speciel betydning, at det er raffineret shale oil, da det regnes for det samme produkt som almindelig 
raffineret olie. 
Al service og andre aftaler der er indgået af chartering med kunden, det videregives til operationen og 
den tekniske afdeling, hvor der pågår en dialog. Det er den tekniske afdeling, der skriver under på 
procedurerne til skibene, som de skal følge, så lasten bliver transporteret sikkert og i henhold til kundens 
ønsker. Vi i operationen er jo talerøret til kunden, når skibet er på vandet og vi har den daglige kontakt 
til skibene og med kunden. Så hvis der er spørgsmål til skibet fra kunden eller omvendt, så samler vi 
disse og håndterer dialogen.  

 

 How are voyages with refined U.S. Shale oil affecting the maintenance during the vessel’s navigation 
processes?  

 Specific engineers required?  

T3: Nej, da shale olien kommer til udtryk som almindeligt ’produkt’ olie, som vi plejer at sejle 
med, så er der ikke noget vi skal være særligt varsomme med, eller tage særlige forholdsregler 
for. Vores folk og vores besætning er allerede uddannet til at varetage de opgaver på skibet, 
som de skal med U.S. raffineret shale olie, så der betyder ingen forskel ift. vores andre 
operationer. Vi har en uddannet besætning på ca. 15-20 mand som sikrer at skibet, eller den 
fabrik som det jo er, kører som det skal under sikre foranstaltninger. 

 

 How are voyages with refined U.S. shale oil affecting the navigation during the vessel’s navigation 
processes in the oceans? 

 Specific dangerous piracy zones?  

 Other? 

T3: Når man sejler med olie, så er der jo specifikke steder I verden, som man skal være forsigtig med at 
navigere i, og med stor forsigtighed. Vi vil jo helst ikke lave endnu en Exxon Valdez som den ulykke der 
var i Alaska – der må man tage sine forholdsregler om hvordan man laver sikker navigering. Den 
planlægning er op til besætningen ombord, og så er der nogle ruter rundt om i verden, som er ligesom 
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motorveje, men det er mere når det er i tæt trafikeret farvande – så følger man dem, således at den 
modkørende trafik sikres i den anden bane, det hedder TRAFFICK SEPARATION SCHEMES. 
Så er der derudover, visse steder i verden, hvor der er pirater, og hvor man enten forsøger at sejle uden 
om de områder, eller hvis man er nødt til at sejle igennem dem, så må vi tage vores forholdsregler, og 
tage bevæbnede vagter om bord.  
De største områder, der er problemer med lige nu er i det Indiske Ocean ved Gulf of Aden, og fra 
Rødehavet og op til Indien, og op lang den østafrikanske kyst. Det er ikke nødvendigvis her vi 
transporterer den nordamerikanske olie, men det kommer jo an på, hvor kunden vil have den hen, så 
det kan jo godt være, at vi skal gå igennem de områder.   

 

 How does the choice of ‘product tanker vessels’ affect the undertake of surveys  carried out by the 
classification societies?    

 Are the standards higher for specific types of shale oil tankers?  

T3: Man kan sige, at vi ejer jo de skibe, som vi håndtere. Eller størstedelen i hvert fald – eller vi 
repræsenterer i hvert fald nogle ejere af de skibe. Og for at man skal kunne lave en rejse for en 
kunde, så vi jo også nødt til at have skibet klassificeret af et klassifikationsselskab. Men det skal 
alle skibe jo være. Det er man nødt til for også at kunne få sin forsikring af skibet, så det er jo et 
krav.  
Det er ikke som sådan nødvendigt med højere standarder for nogen produkt tankere end andre. 
Vi skal have skibe med høje standarder, så høje at vi kan lave forretning med vores kunder – og 
de har ret høje krav til os – som også ligger ud over de standarder som 
klassifikationsselskaberne har af krav. Så vores kunder går faktisk ud og laver deres egne 
undersøgelse på vores skibe og deres egne surveys, for at se om skibene er ok. Så alle vores 
skibe skal kunne leve op til kundernes krav, og løfter derfor barren op til det højeste niveau.   
De klassifikationsselskaber som vi bruger skal have international status, og nogen af dem vi 
bruger er DNV, Bureau Veritas og ABS.  

 Are there any variations in the selection of classification societies, when operating U.S. shale vessels 
compared to the company’s vessels operated in other regions of the world? 

 If yes, why? T3: Vi har jo ikke nogen yderligere krav til valg af klassifikationer, men hvis 
den amerikanske stat har specifikke krav, så kan det påvirke vores valg jo. Men det ved 
jeg ikke noget om. Jeg tror at det fungerer meget som, at hvis de kan se, at det er et 
anerkendt klassifikationsselskab, så er det fint for dem.  

 If no, why not? 

 

 Cargo handling operations 

 How is the port planning (if any) affected by the current operations of refined U.S. Shale oil?  

T3: Enten så er planlægningen efter kundens ønske, dvs. Hvis man har tre havne at losse i. Ellers vil vi jo 
helst selv vælge, så det geografisk giver mening ift. hvor langt vi skal sejle, så vi ikke bruger for meget 
brændstof. Der er ikke foretrukne havne i USA, vi laster og losser verden rundt. Der er selvfølgelig nogle 
restriktioner i nogle lande, som vi ikke mener er sikre at kalde, men det er generelt for sikkerheden og 
besætningen af skibet, men det er jo ikke specifikt for den type produkt – det er mere generelt.  

 Are any of the following variables affecting port accessibility when planning U.S. refined shale 
operations: 

2. Pilot?  
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3. Towage?  

4. Mooring?  

5. Berthing?  

T3: Nej ikke specifik. Det er 4 ting, som bliver planlagt og overvejet uanset om det er USA eller hvor. Det 
er ting som man sørger for bliver arrangeret, hvis de fx skal have slæbe både eller have lod for at komme 
ind i en havn, og det er noget man gør for alle rejser, at man planlægger de her ting. SÅ det skal kun 
være hvis der er nogle yderligere nationale krav ift. shale oil, som vi er nødt til at tage højde for, men det 
vil jeg ikke tro, da det vi sejler med af det, er det raffinerede produkt. Så det er de samme krav som 
andre steder for os.  

 

 In order to make well planned and on-time cargo-handling operations, how does the following 
variables affect the efficiency of the operations when undertaking U.S. refined shale oil operations: 

5. Appropriate equipment?  

T3: Det er vigtigt at man har et skib med det udstyr ombord, så man kan laste den last, som man nu engang skal 
laste. Dvs. de lastepumper som pumper lasten ud. Og hvis en last skal varmes op – det gør man ved nogen laster 
– at ens varmesystem virker.  

6. Load of the cargo? 

T3: Normalt har vi jo et loadet skib, som er lastet i henhold til hvor meget skibet MÅ laste. Så planlægger man 
hvilken sekvens man skal losse eller laste og hvilke tanke man har jo typisk et antal tanke som man har lasten i.  

7. Weather conditions?  

T3: Al vores lodsning sker gennem lukkede rør og lukkede systemer, så der sker ikke noget operationelt ved at det 
er dårligt vejr. Måske tordenvejr kan gå hen og stoppe en lastning og en lodsning.  
Ift. USA kolde vinter, så er det jo raffinerede produkter vi sejler med, og det fryser jo heller ikke som vand ved nul 
grader, så der sker ikke noget ved at det. Der er selvfølgelig nogle produkter hvor skibenes udstyr måske ikke kan 
klare det, men der snakker vi om ekstreme forhold – men det er kun hvis det er produkter der bliver lastet oppe i 
Nord USA et sted. Men det meste af det foregår jo nede i US Gulf, hvor det ikke bliver så koldt.  

8. Amount of machinery breakdowns?  

T3: Det er klart at hvis der er machinery break down, så kommer det til at påvirke on-time delivery af lasten. Det 
er noget man forsøger at undgå, ved at lave noget planlagt vedligeholdelse af ens udstyr om bord, så man undgår 
det – men det kan jo ske.  

9. Other? 

N/A 
 
 

 Service quality 

 Is the service quality currently affected by U.S. refined shale oil operations?  

 If yes, how does the following variables affect the quality of the operations: 

5. Port authority?  

6. Health & Safety customs?  

7. International Transport-Workers Federation?  
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8. Port State Control and Shipping Commissioner? 

T3: Nej, ikke så vidt jeg kan se. For ofte ved vi ikke om det raffinerede produkt som vi sejler med kommer fra 
shale oil eller en hvilken som helst anden type olie. Så det har ikke nogen betydning i mine øjne. 

 
 

 Safety of cargo 

 Regular surveys and maintenance during the vessels’ navigation guarantee its trustworthiness and 
safe transportation of the cargo. Is there any type of specific shale oil that should be considered 
dangerous when operating U.S. Shale oil?  

T3: Indtil videre er der ikke noget ud over det normale type produkt, som vi transporterer. Det kan da 
godt være, at der begynder at komme nogle type produkter, hvor skal tage vores forholdsregler, men pt 
er det ikke noget jeg ved noget om. Hvis der fx kommer en kunde og hører om vi kan laste en ny type 
produkt, så går vi selvfølgelig ind og evaluerer; hvad er det her for en type produkt, og om det er noget 
vi kan laste om bord på vores skibe.  
Hvis det pludselig blev legalt at transportere råolie ud af USA, så må vi jo gå ind og kigge på det og finde 
de skibe der er godkendt til det – men vi ser ikke, at der skulle ikke være nogle større problemer med 
det. Vi holder os bare til de lokale restriktioner i USA. Der er ikke nogen regel om at det er mere farligt at 
sejle med crude. Men folk kan selvfølgelig have en forskellig holdning til forurening efter crude olie rent 
historisk og med nogle af de ulykker der har været så som Valdez. Men hvis man følger de procedurer vi 
har lagt ned, så er der ikke nogen større bekymring ved det end ved raffinerede produkter.  

 
 

 Reliability of service:  

 Customer satisfaction is met when and only when the on-time transportation is achieved via the safe 
and reliable delivery of the transported goods. How does the company assure the reliability of the 
services promised to the customer, when operating the vessels with refined U.S. shale oil in a: 

 Market with increasing demand for oil? 

 Market with decreasing demand for oil? 

T3: Hvis vi som organisation og hvis de folk der er om bord på skibene følger de procedurer der 
er givet for, hvordan vi laver en sikker transport, så er det jo lige meget om der er tale om et 
’decreasing’ eller ’increasing market’ – om der er meget at lave, eller om der ikke er meget at 
lave, eller om der er penge til vedligeholdelse eller om der ikke er penge til vedligeholdelse – 
jamen så SKAL vi sørge for, at vores skibe er i forsvarlig stand, og at vi følger procedurerne.  
Derudover skal vi selvfølgelig sørge for, at de ordrer og instruktioner der kommer fra kunderne, 
de bliver leveret ud til skibene. Det er jo vores ansvar uanset om markedet går den ene vej eller 
den anden vej.  
Selv hvis der er travlt i markedet, så er der procedurer for den slags, som vi selvfølgelig skal 
følge – uanset om det er det ene eller det andet marked, og så er der procedurer som gælder 
både her på kontoret og ude ombord på skibene, som ikke skal ændres bare fordi et marked går 
op eller ned. 
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Strategy formation - Scenario building 

- T3: Regarding the U.S. shale oil boom, which of the following dimensions are seen as the 3 most important, 
regarding your company: 

13. Political? 
14. Economical? 
15. Socio-cultural? 
16. Technological? 
17. Environmental?  
18. Legal? 

Andreas:  1. T3: Teknologisk 2. T3: Miljø  3. T3: Lov 
T3: Det teknologiske mener jeg fra min stol, er vigtigst, da vi jo skal kunne denne her type forretning. Vi skal have den 
rigtige hardware eller de rigtige skibe om man så må sige til det.  
Dernæst så miljøet ekstremt vigtigt at tage hensyn til for et firma som os, og at det vi laver er ’aligned’ med de praksis 
der er og hvad samfundsforståelsen er ift. miljø ’impact’. 
Det tredje må være den legale dimension, for det skal selvfølgelig være lovligt, det vi gør.   
 

 
 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company negatively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
1.  
T3: Miljømæssigt. Der er jo altid en risiko forbundet ved at forsøge at arbejde med ny teknologi eller nye produkter, hvis 
det er noget man ikke har gjort før. Men dem der udvinder må jo bare sørge for at have udstyret, så det kan gøres sikkert.  
 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company positively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
1. 
T3: Det er svært for mig at vurdere, hvorvidt det her shale boom teknologisk set har en positive eller negative betydning 
for TORM. Men hvis vores kommercielle folk og vores befragtning vurderer at vi satser på U.S. shale marked, og hvis det 
samtidig giver nogle teknologiske udfordringer, så er det selvfølgelig noget vi kan lære af og det ser jeg som noget positivt. 
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Enclosure (Encl. M1) MÆRSK 
 
Direct interview, Mærsk Tankers – Danish Department, Copenhagen 
The interview was answered through an interview meeting and has been answered May 28, 2014. 
Interviewee: Nicholas Hansen (M1) 
Background: Nicholas has worked for Mærsk Tankers in 2,5 year and has worked in the Division of ‘Business 
development’/’asset strategy’ department during this period. Nicholas has previously worked for Dong Energy in their 
Portfolio Management & Trading department, where he worked with change management in the trading centers. From 
2008 Nicholas worked for Mærsk Line in their Finance department. Earlier Nicholas worked 9 years in the army and he is 
educated from KUA as Cand.Polit. 
Representative for: The input/Company strategy.  
 
Definitions 

 How do you define U.S. shale oil?  
M1: Product. 

 How do you define vessel sailing with refined shale oil?  
M1: Product tankers. 

 How do you define vessels sailing with unrefined shale oil? 
M1: Crude carriers. 
 

Strategy: Input 

 Mission statement of Mærsk Tankers:  
M1: Der foreligger pt ingen mission statement for Mærsk Tankers. Den er på nuværende tidspunkt under 
bearbejdelse. Nu ved jeg ikke, hvornår du skal aflevere dit speciale, men så snart den findes, vil den være at finde 
på hjemmesiden. 

 
 

 Financing:  

 Is the U.S shale boom considered when planning the necessary capital in order to stay operational? 

 If yes, how is this related to the processes encapsulated in the mission statement?  
M1: Shale boom’et fylder en stor del I vores planlægning – det er svært at sige I procent, men et 
hvert spørgsmål som vi prøver at besvare, er ud fra sådan en markedsanalyse, er der behov for 
mere eller mindre tankskibstransport? Det er klart, at hvis vi ser, at der virkelig er vækst, så vil vi 
også gerne have nogle flere skibe. Hvis der ikke vækst, så er det ikke sikkert, at vi ser det som en 
god mulighed. Så afgjort. 
Hvis vi fx kigger på de her VLCC’er, crude carriers, det er lidt svært at gøre helt præcist op, men 
det er nok ikke helt forkert at sige, at shale olie boomet medfører en 5 % reduktion i 
efterspørgslen på crude carriers. Det er en ’alt andet lige – betragtning’. Man kan selvfølgelig 
sagtens have at efterspørgslen efter råolietransport stiger med 5 % mere – som en forskydning. 
Men det betyder bare at efterspørgslen efter crude transport falder med 5 %, og væksten i 
olieefterspørgsel er omkring 1,1 %.  
Problemet er bare, at hvis den bliver produceret, der hvor den skal forbruges, så bliver der 
transporteret mindre. Der kan du se, at det der er sket i USA, er at der over tid er fjernet ca. 5 % 
transport af det transport der ellers havde været. Overtid betyder fra 2 år tilbage i tiden/nu og 
frem til 2020-2025.  
Når vi så regner med at amerikanerne raffinerer deres egen olie og eksporterer den, så er det 
meget positivt ift. efterspørgslen af transport til de mere raffinerede produkter. Det er 
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selvfølgelig lidt svært at kvantificere. Jeg har ikke en procenttal i hovedet, hvor meget det 
bidrager med.  
Aktiviteten fra USA til Europa de sidste par år har ændret sig kolossalt. Hvor Europa-USA var et 
’front-haul’ før, så er det et ’back-haul’ nu.   

 if no, why not? 
 
 

 Asset introduction:  

 Current investments and share of new buildings/second hand vessels that are able to carry: 
 Refined U.S. shale oil? Number of owned vessels incl. period deals + 1 year (estimates): 
 Unrefined U.S. Shale oil? Number of owned vessels incl. period deals + 1 year (estimates): 

 What is the percentage of new buildings (vessels delivered in/+after 2014) compared to older tankers 
(before/up to 2013) – able to carry refined shale oil? 

 Old:  
 New: 

 What is the percentage of new buildings (vessels delivered in/+after 2014) compared to older tankers 
(before/up to 2013) - able to carry unrefined shale oil? 

 Old: 
 New: 
M1: Man har en portefølje af skibe, og de har en vis aldersfordeling. Lad os nu som eksempel sige, at 
et rederi har 50 skibe, nogen af dem er 14-15 år og nogen af dem er meget unge.   
De største kunder, oliekunderne/olieselskaberne, de er meget, meget bange for oilspills osv. så de 
vil gerne have relativt nye skibe. Et tankskib bliver ofte scrab’et eller skrottet, om man vil, et eller 
andet sted mellem 20-25 år. Men når de er ca. 20 år, så anser olieselskaberne de her skibe for at 
være for gamle, så derfor siger man til os, eller hvem de ellers bruger, at de kun vil have skibe op til 
max 15 år –så vi skiller os altså af med skibene, når de er omkring 15 år. Ikke sådan mekanisk, men 
sådan given-take ca. Det betyder, at vi hvert år så har nogle skibe som nærmer sig den alder. Så der 
ved vi, at det vil være svært for os at trade de skibe hos vores kunder, så dem vil vi gerne sælge 
oftest. Spørgsmålet, er så, hvis man har 50 skibe, og ca. 8 af dem er de 15 år ca. vil du sælge dem og 
bestille 8 nye, så du beholder din assets-portefølje, eller hvis der er dårligt markeds-output, er du så 
bare tilfreds med at have 42 skibe? Der er ti sider af sagen; 
1. M1: Man vil gerne beholde en vis størrelse/eller vil du vokse, fordi du tror der er behov for flere 

skibe.  
2. M1: Eller vil du sælge fra – endda helt ned til flere skibe – altså sådan at du også sælger en del 

af dine andre skibe?  
 
Uanset hvad du bestemmer dig for, så er næste spørgsmål i rækken; Skal det være et second-
hand skib, eller skal det være et helt nyt skib? Ja, der er nogle ting der driver det. Eller der er 
faktisk kun én væsentlig ting, og det er den relative pris mellem de to typer skibe. Man kan sige 
at det nye skib er lidt dyrere. Eller faktisk kan der opstå en situation, hvor at markedet er helt 
fantastisk, og så er et second-hand skib dyrere end et nyt skib. Beregningen går på hvad man 
kan tjene mellem de to skibstyper. Et skib som du bestiller på et værft, det tager ca. to år at få. 
Så er spørgsmålet, hvad kan du tjene på to år – det Cash flow der ligger der, hvordan er mer-
prisen på det ene ift. på det andet – og der er det så der vi vælger hvad vi vil.  
 
Ift. vores nuværende flåde har vi lige bestilt nye skibe, som du kan se på hjemmesiden. De er 
bestilt inden for det sidste halve år, så de kommer i 2016. Det er produkttankskibe, og de vil 
erstatte dem, der falder for aldersgrænsen. Hvis du ellers ser vores liste igennem på 
hjemmesiden, så vil du kunne se, at den indikerer et ret kraftigt fornyelsesbehov. Men præcis 
hvordan vi har tænkt os at håndtere det – det kan jeg ikke sige. 
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 How will the company’s fleet and strategic approach to new buildings cope with a potential lift of the 
U.S. export ban for crude oil, if it is ratified within 5 years? 
 
M1: De nye produkttankskibe som er bestilt, kan teknisk set godt sejle med crude. Men jo tykkere en 
substans man sejler med, jo større behov er der for at bruge pumper. Og jeg kan blankt afvise, at vi 
nogensinde har tænkt os at bruge de nye skibe til det. Men teknisk set ville de måske godt kunne sejle 
med crude – det er bare langt fra deres spidskompetence.  
Det skal jo også siges, at crude olien sejles i meget faste mønstre. Det sejles fra kilden til et raffinaderi og 
så sejler det ikke andre steder. Imens produkttank sejles fra raffinaderiet hen til et lager, og videre hen 
til et andet lager og hen til en slutkunde og på kryds og tværs.  
Man kan sige at crude- og produktmarkedet i udgangspunktet er lige stort i volumen, men 
råolietankskibe er jo meget store, så behovet for ’efficiency of scale’ vigtig – da det skal være et stort 
skib. Mens et produkttankskib er et stort skib, så er de dog meget, meget mindre end VLCC’ere – meget 
mindre. 
 

 Classification societies:  

 Does the classification societies directly or indirectly affect the efficiency in the U.S ports when 
performing voyages with U.S. refined shale oil.  

 If yes, how? 
M1: Mit umiddelbare bud vil være nej. Men jeg må også sige, at det ikke er mit speciale. Jeg ved, at 
der er nogle kunder der insisterer på at komme ud at lave de her surveys selv i stedet for at bruge 
classification societies. Men med hvilken frekvens de gør det med, det ved jeg faktisk ikke. Jeg tror 
Shell gør det hvert 2. år eller deromkring. Uanset hvad, tror jeg ikke det betyder noget, for når olien 
er raffineret, så ved man ikke om den kommer fra shale, eller hvor den kommer fra. Men der er 
sådan nogle forskellige parameter, som man klassificerer det efter. Det er:  
1. M1: Surhedsgraden, det hedder API. 
2. M1: Hvor tyktflydende det er – om det er light, medium eller heavy. 

Det er, når vi snakker crude at man klassificerer olien således. Der er nogle crude typer, som er 
meget tunge og tyktflydende, nærmest ligesom tjære. Så er der shale olie i den anden ende af 
skalaen, som er meget let og tyndtflydende – man kalder det jo også LTO, Light Tight Oil – det 
skal ikke raffineres på samme måde. Det raffinaderierne typisk gør, det er at de er gearet til at 
tage et BESTEMT mix ind, dvs. at raffinaderiet går ud og køber så meget af det tyktflydende 
stads, og så meget af det lette, sådan at det matcher det de kan tage.  
Så er det sådan, at den lette råolie, shalen fx – der er også andre – den er god til at producere 
benzin af, den er god til at producere jet fuel af. Diesel hører til de tungere typer olie. Det korte 
af det lange er, at når de først er blevet raffineret, så er der ingen der aner, hvor den kommer 
fra. En kemiker ville kunne spore hvor den kom fra, men så er det på et niveau, hvor det er 
ligegyldigt for enhver praktisk anvendelse.  

 
 
 

 Flag selection: 

 Is Mærsk Tankers selecting specific flags of the vessel, when operating refined shale oil voyages from U.S?  

 If, yes how is U.S. shale oil voyages affected by the applicable law of the flag?  
 if no, why not? 

M1: Nej, og det er fordi, at den raffinerede shale olie bliver eksporteret UD af USA. Det er kun 
når der er tale om indenrigstransport af olien, så er der Jones Act. Ud af USA, så er det 
fuldstændigt ligegyldigt.  
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Men når det er sagt, så har flagvalget en betydning alligevel. Mærsk – og ikke kun Mærsk 
Tanker, men bredt set – vi går ikke efter det der hedder Convenience Flag. Hvis du fx har 
flagstaten Liberia, så er der meget, meget ringe beskyttelse af søfolkets sikkerhed og 
standarder. Det vil vi ikke associeres med. Så vi har flag fra lande, som vi mener, gør tingene på 
en god måde. Vi flagger vores skibe med danske flag. Det er jo fordi vi er en dansk virksomhed, 
men vi har også særlige skattefordele med søfart inden for det danske flag. Men hvis man skal 
man opretholde det, skal man også give noget den anden vej, såsom skat og jobs osv. Så har vi 
mange skibe på Singapore flag.  Man vælger hvilken flagstat man vil have, og så vælger man 
derved samtidig noget om hvilke søfolk du vil have ombord. Implicit ligger det også at hvis du 
skal købe det her skib til 50.000 dollars, så skal du rejse nogle penge til det. Man kan jo godt 
være i den situation. Tænkt eksempel; Korea fx. Det kan godt være, at det er en relativ dyr 
flagstat ligesom Danmark, men til gengæld så kan det være at koreanerne tilbyder en helt vildt 
billig finansiering på ens lån, og så bliver helhedsvurderingen anderledes og kigger på den brede 
vifte. Man bytter ikke bare flag ud fra måned til måned. 

 How does it affect the operational costs (tax and Crew) AND especially the costs of the crew when 
carrying refined shale oil from the U.S.?  
M1: Nej, dem som vi tager ombord, de kan et de skal kunne, og meget af det er certifikat-båret.  
Vi havde nogle gastankskibe på et tidspunkt, og det var i den grad farligt at sejle med, og der skal al 
rekrutteringen have nogle specielle certifikater, så de kan dokumentere at de kan varetage det produkt 
de sejler med. Det er det nok stadig – men måske ikke i samme omfang.  
 

 
 

 Recruitment:  

 Is there any differentiating when selecting seafaring staff for operations with refined U.S. Shale oil 
(compared to the selection of staff sailing in other regions)? 

 if yes, how? 

 if no, why not? 

 If yes, which nationality to which type of crew and certificates is preferred?  

M1: Nej, dem vi bruger, kan det de skal kunne, og meget af det er certifikat-båret. Vi havde fx 
noget farligt gastank på et tidspunkt, som i den grad er farligt at sejle med, og der havde alle i 
besætningen særlige certifikater for at dokumentere at de var uddannede til at sejle med det 
her produkt, som de sejler med. Det er der nok i et særligt omfang stadigvæk, men det er svært 
a sige.  
Er der nogle økonomiske fordele ved at ansætte nogle nationaliteter i besætningen frem for 
andre? 
M1: Jeg kan give dig et eksempel: Lige nu –eller sådan har det været i et stykke tid - så er 
kinesiske søfolk rimelig billige, og det fungerer også – og vi har mange kinesere. 
Det du kan sige, er, at der har været en opfattelse af, ja at det kan godt være at du hyrer en 
dansk kaptajn eller en dansk maskinmester, men sker der færre ulykker – sker der generelt set 
store som små ulykker her? Og bliver der brugt færre penge på vedligeholdelse, eller er det 
generelt bare bedre i stand, fordi der er en bedre uddannet officer-sammensætning ombord – 
det har været opfattelsen. MEN jeg tror dog aldrig det har været andet end OPFATTELSEN. Jeg 
tror faktisk aldrig, at den opfattelse er blevet verificeret. 
Er der en typisk fordelingen på en typisk tur ift. størstedelen af vores ture? 
M1: Hvis jeg skal sige noget helt konkret på det, så skal jeg tale med nogen i vores tekniske 
afdeling.  
Der er i hvert fald en opfattelse af, hvis du spørger dansk søfolk, så vil de sige, at de er bedre og 
at de har fortjent større løn, fordi de laver færre ulykker, og fordi de vedligeholder skibet bedre.  
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Rank Nationalities 

Captain N/A 
 

Senior officers N/A 
 

Chief engineers N/A 
 

Stewards N/A 
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Strategy formation - Scenario building 

- Regarding the U.S. shale oil boom, which of the following dimensions are seen as the 3 most important, regarding 
your company: 

19. Political? 
20. Economical? 
21. Socio-cultural? 
22. Technological? 
23. Environmental?  
24. Legal? 

Nicholas:  1. M1: Økonomisk  2. N/A  3. N/A 
 

Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company negatively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
Nicholas: 
1.  
M1: Hvis jeg skal ranke hvilken dimension, der skal siges at have mest betydning ift. U.S. Shale boom og Mærsk Tankers, så 
på en klar førsteplads ligger den økonomiske dimension. Det er svært for mig at sige at nogen andre egentlig har en 
betydning. Shale boomet har taget U.S.A. fra at være en meget stor råolieimportør til at være en meget, meget mindre 
råolieimportør. Faktisk kan man sige, at USA næsten er blevet neutral, hvad importen angår. Det er selvfølgelig skidt udfra 
den betragtning, at vi indtil ikke så læge siden havde crude carriers, som kaldes VLCC’er, som er forkortelsen for Very 
Large crude carriers, og de sejlede rigtig meget råolie fra Mellemøsten primært, men også til dels fra Vestafrika og til USA. 
Det gør de i meget mindre udstrækning nu, så efterspørgslen af de her crude carriers er faldet – så er det jo ikke særligt 
rart at eje dem – og nu har vi så solgt dem også. 
Det er den negative side for tankbranchen – i hvert fald dem som har crude carriers,  
 

Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company positively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
Nicholas: 
1. 
M1: Men det der omvendt sker er så, at amerikanerne de kører så deres egen råolie igennem nogle raffinaderier. De kan 
ikke bruge alle produkterne selv. Du har meget sjældent et raffinaderi, som producerer præcis det produktmix som du har 
brug for. Det er en mere end vifte af produkter. Og de produkter er man nødt til at handle ud. Så vi ser faktisk, at den 
amerikanske produkteksport er steget rigtig rigtig meget og er forventet at stige meget mere de næste år – og det er 
positivt for os, da vi nu er et produkttanks rederi. Så i dag er vi 100 % produktrederi. Den positive og negative side 
afhænger altså meget af, hvilke skibstyper man har.  
Ift. Olieværdikæden, der taler man jo om, at boreplatformen/udvindingsplatformen er up-stream i kæden, og hen til 
raffinaderierne. Så bliver olien kogt, og det går ud til forbrugerne, og det er det vi kalder down-stream. Hvis vi nu 
forestiller os, at råolien var til stede der hvor den skulle bruges – altså der hvor raffinaderiet var, og samtidig var der hvor 
forbrugeren var. Men der er ubalancer ift. hvor olien udvindes, hvor olien bliver raffineret og hvor olien bliver forbrugt, og 
alle de ubalancer, de skaber transport som vi lever af. Så vi er som udgangspunkt glade for ubalancer, og det er sådan set 
vores forretning.  
Ift. den interne olietransport i USA, så har vi ikke rigtig noget at gøre med de ’ubalancer’ eller transport – det er meget 
meget marginalt, så det er ikke noget at snakke om.  
Alle de felter der virkelig vokser, det er shale olie felterne og de ligger i North Dakota og nem igennem Midt vesten, så det 
er ikke rigtig behov for tankskibe, det er pipelines. De her pipelines, de går direkte til raffinaderierne, og så går der andre 
pipelines ud til kysterne. Derfra skiller det sig ud, hvis det skal et andet sted inden for USA, så skal det følge Jones Act, og 
hvis det skal til et andet land, så er det der, at vi byder ind.
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Enclosure (Encl. M2) MÆRSK 
 
Direct interview, Mærsk Tankers – Danish Department, Copenhagen 
The interview was answered through an interview meeting and has been answered May 29, 2014. 
Interviewee: David Rasmussen (M2) 
Background: David has worked in the chartering department of Mærsk Tankers for nearly 3 years. Previously David 
worked 4 years in the chartering department of OW Bunker Aalborg. Before that, David worked 4 years as a shipping 
broker in a chartering department in a tanker shipping company in Hamburg. He was educated shipping trainee in 2001.   
Representative for: The service processes/Tactics.  
 
 
Tactics: The Service Processes   
 
 

 Chartering department:  

 When (market-vise) is refined U.S. shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the company 
when trading/chartering? Explain why.  

M2: Det er either/or, vil jeg sige. Hvis man ser på competitive advantage siden, og kigger på hvor har JEG 
en fordel ift. mine konkurrenter, og der er ikke rigtig nogen forskel, for alle vores konkurrenter kan 
transportere de her produkter lige så vel som vi kan. Der er ikke nogen forskel.    

 Where (geographically) is refined U.S shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the company 
when trading/chartering a vessel in this area? Explain where and why.  

M2: Nej, der er ikke nogen geografiske områder. Det man kan sige, er at vi har jo et kontor i USA- det har 
de fleste af vores konkurrenter dog også – men vi har permanent forholdsvis mange skibe som trader i 
Caribien og US Gulf og i det område.  
Derudover så har de fleste af de her skibe som vil gå ind og hente det her olie i USA; det dem man kalder 
MR tanker, dvs. 47 og 52 DWT. Der har vi også en masse skibe som er LIDT MINDRE, som ikke kun trader 
i Europa, vi trader dem også i USA. Der kan vi nogen gange have en prismæssig fordel ift. vores 
konkurrenter, fordi vi laster lidt mindre produkt, men vi vil typisk gøre det til den samme pris, men hvor 
vi er sikre på at få fyldt vores skibe. 
Vores kundegruppe ligger – langt de fleste - inden for de amerikanske olieselskaber eller europæiske 
tradere. Men det er typisk fra deres kontorer i USA. Næsten alle vores større kunder har enten… eller 
kommer fra USA, eller har datterselskaber, som tager sig af, hvad der foregår derovre.  
Ift. vores største konkurrenter som jeg ser dem, så er det TORM og NORDEN – for at blive ved de 
hjemlige. Og så er det Scorpio Tankers, som arbejder ud af London.  

 

 When (season-vise) is refined U.S shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the company 
when trading/chartering a vessel in this season? Explain why. 

M2: Det er altid I vintermånederne at vi tjener flest penge. Det har noget at gøre med efterspørgslen på 
Diesel i Europa er højere om vinteren til heating og til electricity generation osv. Det gør alle. Vi tjener 
altid mest i vintermånederne.  

 Men bruger amerikanerne ikke deres egen olie i vinterhalvåret? 

M2: Det man kan sige er, at i gamle dage, der sendte man altid benzin fra Europa til USA. For 
15-10 år siden så begyndte USA at eksportere Diesel til Europa. Om vinteren bruger de så rigtig 
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meget Diesel selv, men de bruger så meget, at de nogen gange også importerer Diesel fra 
Europa også. Det er så der vi tjener enegene. 
Så kan man sige at markedet i Europa er meget stærkt om vinteren. Så der er også færre skibe i 
US Gulf til at tage de der laster, hvad der nu er. Så generelt set, har front-haul om vinteren 
været fra Europa til USA om primært. Det er det generelt set. Hvor USA til Europa var back-haul. 
Det svinger nu. Der var faktisk for første gang sidste år nogle måneder, hvor markedet fra USA 
til Europa var højere end fra Europa til USA.   

 When (weather-vise) is refined U.S. shale oil creating a competitive dis-/advantage for the company 
when trading/chartering in these temperatures? Explain why.  

M2: Det determineres primært af markedet i Europa. 
Orkaner kan dog typisk lukke nogle raffinaderier eller terminaler ned, så der er en masse skibe der ’piler 
up’, og som skal ind at losse eller hhv. laste, sådan så der opstår tonnageunderskud i markedet. Dvs. at til 
de laster der kommer ud, når de så kommer op at køre igen, der plejer vi gerne at se et boom i raterne. 
Så weather delays, det er godt for os. 13.14 

 What is the percentage of the company’s tanker activity going:  

 To USA from 2004-2014?: 

 From USA from 2004-2014?: 

 What is the prospect regarding Mærsk tanker activities import/export in USA? 

M2: Jeg tror det kommer til at vende mere og mere. Jeg tror vi kommer til at se længere og 
længere perioder, hvor US markedet er stærkere end Europa. Hvor størstedelen front-haul 
kommer til at gå fra USA til Europa og hvor du får bedre rater fra USA til Europa end fra Europa 
til USA.  
Der kommer også til at komme rigtig meget fra Mellemøsten, det er der ingen tvivl om. 
Mellemøsten og Indien det er der og til en hvis grad US Gulf, det er der vi skal hente vores 
raffinerede produkter fremover. Fordi i Europa der lukker man raffinaderierne, fordi det ikke 
rigtigt kan løbe rundt. Rusland vil fortsætte på det niveau det er på nu mere eller mindre. 

 

 Operations department:  

 How does the refined U.S. shale oil market affect the current operational processes?  

M2: Der er jo ikke noget anderledes i at operere derovre, end der er hvilket som helst andet sted. Man 
kan sige, vi har et kontor i USA, og nogle operatører som sidder der. Og så har vi øvrigt, ved at åbne en 
operationsafdeling i Indien, som skal sidde og varetage alt vores helt almindelig basic – post fixture af 
skibene. Der er ikke nogen forskel om det er det ene eller det andet. 

 

 How is refined U.S. Shale oil operations correlated with cargo claims Per Ce? 

M2: Nej, med tanke på, at vi ikke aner hvad de produkter vi sejler med, er raffineret af – om det er det 
ene eller det andet. Der er nogle helt specifikke kvaliteter, et eller andet produkt skal leve op til, og hvis 
det gør det og hvis vi kan finde ud af at håndtere lasten ordentligt, så hører vi i princippet ikke mere til 
det. 
 

 Vessels:   

 How many of the company’s ships are able to perform optimally when carrying refined U.S shale oil 
under slow steaming (optimal use of bunker during decreased level of speed)?  
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 Percentage: M2: Med hensyn til den last vi har ombord og ift. Shale oil, så gør det ikke nogen 
forskel ift. vores skibe.   

Det eneste man kan sige, det er at der i USA er de her emission control areas. Dem har man 
både i Nordvest Europa og Østersøen, og så i USA og Canada indtil 200 mil indtil kysten. Der må 
du ikke brænde fuel olie som har et svovlindhold på højere end 1,5%. Det er sådan set det 
eneste. SÅ der skal vi bare være sikre på, at vi har noget af det her ’low sulphur fuel’ ombord til 
at brænde i din planlægning. Men det bliver man ofte kompenseret for, fordi man skal brænde 
noget af det her low suplhur. 
Så det man kan sige, er, at der er nogle skibe som kan ’super slow steame’. Ikke nødvendigvis 
alle. Vi har nogle af vores skibe i det lidt større segment som du ikke kan slow steame, for 
motoren er simpelthen ikke gearede til det. SÅ du kan næsten ikke sejle langsommere end 11,5-
12 knob, hvor andre af vores skibe, der kan vi ’super slowsteame’ helt ned til 9 knob. 
Fordelingen er ca. 80/20, hvor størstedelen kan super slowsteame. 

 

 What is the preferred segment and size of the companies’ vessels regarding refined U.S. Shale oil 
operations?  

 Why =  

M2: MR og handy. Det har noget at gøre med ”tolv mil fordelen”. JO længere du skal sejle, jo 
større skal dit skib helst være, for ligesom at kunne transportere lasten så billigt som muligt – så 
meget last som muligt så billigt som muligt. Economy of scale. Lige præcis i tankbranchen, der 
er det så pudsigt, at der er du ligesom meget ’set and stone’ hvor meget de her laster, som vi 
transporterer er. UD af US Gulf der er standard størrelsen ca. 38 tusind tons diesel. Så det skal 
du kunne laste helst. Der har vi så også nogle Handies som kan laste måske 35-36 tusind tons, 
hvor vi engang imellem kan klemme os ind, hvis vi kan gøre det billigere. Men ellers er det 
typisk, at du skal kunne laste 38 tusind tons. Det er noget der er dikteret af den måde, som 
oliehandlerne trader på. Når de går i markedet, i noget der hedder PLATTS, semi-elektronisk 
forum, hvor man byder laster ud, så foregår det i nogle bestemte størrelser.  

 Det er det man vil betegne som ‘spot marked’? 
M2: Ja. Og der skal man kunne laste 38 tusind tons, og det er dem der hedder vores 
MR-tankere, som ligger mellem 45-50tusind tons, og som laster minimum 38 tusind 
tons, og du laster typisk heller ikke ret meget mere. 

 
 

 Disbursements department 

 How does the company ensure that the amounts charged at each port of call for each ‘product tanker’ 
is aligned with the pre-arranged tariffs of the suppliers?  22.40 

M2: Vi laver nogle separate aftaler med vores agenter, hver gang vi går til en eller anden havn. Vi har 
faktisk en hub-agent som hedder Inchcape (Shipping Services, red.), som egentlig laver alt det her for os. 
Dvs. Hver gang vi kalder en havn, så ligegyldigt hvad vi har aftalt med kunden, så siger vi til Inchcape; 
’hertil’, og så går de ud og finder den billigste agent osv. Og så ordner de alt det her for os, og betaler 
forud - hvad der nu skal betales forud.  
Det vi faktisk er begyndt med nu, det er at, typisk beder man de fleste agenter om at du pre-pay’er 
100%, altså deres fee skal pre-pay’es 100 % og alle havneomkostninger vil de gerne have pre-pay’et 100 
%. Og der er vi nu begyndt med kun at pre-pay’e 75%. Fordi du bliver som regel over charged. Det er jo 
nemmere for dem at bygge et eller andet ind, og så hvis det er for lidt, så kan de betale os tilbage igen, 
og så skal vi bruge evigheder på at jagte de penge. Så der er vi altså nu begyndt at pre-pay’e 75% af 
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deres ’proforma DA’ (Dvs. hvor meget havnen 'koster', altså lods, bugserbåde, havneafgift osv). Så 
betaler vi resten, når den endelige settlement kommer. 

 
 

 Freight collection department:  

 Are there any implications that can affect the freight collection operations, when trading refined U.S. 
Shale oil? 

 If yes, how?  

M2: Nej. Vores procedure for freight collection, er uændret for ligegyldigt hvad vi laver. 
Hvordan vi invoice’er og hvor meget vi invoice’er det er meget afhængigt ag, hvilken kunde det 
er. Vores store kunder som vi kender, og som vi kender deres financial background på, der er 
det sådan, at når vi ved præcis hvor vi skal losse og hvilken havn vi skal til, så ved vi præcis hvad 
vi kan fakturere, og så laver vi en fragtregning. Og så skal de betale inden for tre dage efter 
losning. Og det gør de altid. Stort set altid. Det er meget, meget sjældent at vi ikke får fragt ind 
– I hvert fald ikke senere end fem dage efter losningen. Altså mindre kunder, eller folk vi ikke 
rigtig kender, der aftaler man, at man skal have fragt inden man begynder at losse. Sådan at 
man har sikkerhed i fragten.  

 Spiller sidstnævnte ind på, hvorvidt man ønsker et short-term og long-term Network 
med kunden? Dvs., hvis der er en ny kunde, som man meget gerne vil lave forretning 
med, og man kræver alting inden, så gider de højst sandsynligt ikke lave forretning 
med en? 

o Ja, det er klart – det gider de selvfølgelig ikke.  

 
 

 Accounting department 

 Are there any implications when trading refined U.S. shale oil that can affect the accounting 
department’s operations? 

 If yes, how?  

M2: Nej.  
 
 

 Supplies department 

 In general, does refined U.S. shale oil affect the company’s own supply operations of fuel (bunkers) 
and provisions? 

 If yes, how?  

 If no, why not? 

M2: Nej, ikke specifikt. Det der er udfordringen mht. bunker supply, det plejer at være at vi skal 
fortælle dem der bestiller bunkers, dvs. vores operationsafdeling, hvad vi tror skibet skal lave, 
og hvor, hvorfra, og hvornår skal skibet bunker og hvad skal skibet bagefter. Skal skibet lave 
noget, hvor hun skal bruge noget mere ’low sulphur’, eller skal hun lave noget, hvor vi kan nøjes 
med at bunker en masse ’high sulphur’ fuel.  
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 Hvis man forestiller sig, at markedet vender, og der bliver en meget større eksport ud 
af USA, hvordan kommer det til at indvirke på jeres brug af favorit/faste ’bunker 
supply areas’?  

o M2: Der er ikke den store forskel, fordi v vil nok stadig hovedsageligt bunker i 
Europa, fordi vi kan få billigere fuel i Europa, end vi kan i USA.  
Det er selvfølgelig rigtigt, at man må forvente, at eftersom der bliver 
produceret mindre og mindre her, så må man forvente at det bliver dyrere og 
dyrere her også…  
Det der så sker fra næste år, det er jo, at den grænse der hedder 1,5 % svovl 
bliver flyttet til 0,1% svovl. Og der findes ikke fuel olie i øjeblikket, som har så 
lavt et svovlindhold. Dvs. så skal du ind og brænde gasolie, som i øjeblikket 
ligger på en 350-400 dollar dyrere/tonnet end det vi bruger i dag. Det henter 
vi også i USA. Men det afhængigt af hvortil man eksporterer olien fra USA - 
det vil typisk være til Europa eller Vestafrika. Hvis man går til Europa, så vil 
man sørge for, at prøve at bunker i Europa. Hvis du ligger og sejler primært til 
Vestafrika, så skal du sørge for at bunker i USA eller Caribien. Det er meget 
dyrt at bunker i Vestafrika, primært fordi det hele skal transporteres dernede 
og skal leveres med ’bunker barge’ offshore, og det skal du så også betales 
for. 

 
 

 Regarding port authorities, are there any implication when trading refined U.S. shale oil that can 
affect the company’s service supply operations?  

 If yes, how?  

M2: USA har jo nogle meget strikes regler for, hvilke skibe de lukker ind I havnene. US Coas 
guard inspicerer jo alle skibe der kommer ind, i hvert fald en gang hvert halve år. Og så skal du 
jo selvfølgelig leve op til alle de her regulations de har, OPA90, osv. de har en serie af helt 
specifikke krav vi skal opfylde. Det amerikanske marked kan man derfor vurdere til at være 
mere strikse. De har nogle meget specifikke regler, som man skal følge. Det er dog ikke noget, 
som er har indflydelse på de her flaskehalsproblemer og forsinkelser, som tidligere nævnt. Det 
der betyder noget er, at du skal have nogle aftaler på plads med nogle af de her firmaer, som 
håndterer godkendelse for dig. SÅ det er netværk. OG så skal du være opmærksom på, at når 
du kommer til USA, at skibet bliver inspiceret af US coast guard, så du skal orden i dine oil 
record books og ordrebøger osv. 

 
 

 To which degree, is a voyage with refined U.S. shale oil, affecting the importance of the representative 
agent in the port? 

 If high degree, how?  

M2: Ingen, overhovedet.  

 If low degree; How can the ‘representative agent in the port’ actions normally enable quick 
vessel turnarounds and the efficient, effective and safe loading and unloading of U.S. shale 
oil?  
Altså vores havneagenter, det er jo bare dem der sørger for at turne-around på skibet er som 
den skal være, og at vi kommer ind, når vi er meldt ind I systemet, og sørger for, at vi får betalt 
hvad vi skal af havneudgifter.  
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Strategy formation - Scenario building 

- Regarding the U.S. shale oil boom, which of the following dimensions are seen as the 3 most important, regarding 
your company: 

25. Political?  
26. Economical? 
27. Socio-cultural? 
28. Technological? 
29. Environmental?  
30. Legal? 

David:  1. M2: Politisk  2. M2: Teknologisk                        3. N/A 
 

 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company negatively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
1. 
M2: Ift. Den politiske dimension, Politisk bestemt, er der nogle specifikke regler omkring tankfart I USA, der dikterer at 
hvis du skal laste I USA eller hvis du skal losse I USA, så skal du gøre det med et amerikansk-flaget skib, der er bygget på et 
amerikansk værft. Det lægger jo selvfølgelig nogle rimelig store begrænsninger på, hvad vi kan som rederi med mange af 
de her laster og hvad vores kunder kan gøre. Hvis de fx har noget der kommer ud fra et raffinaderi i US Gulf, og skal have 
det op til New York, så bliver det ekstremt dyrt for dem, fordi der kun er de her få amerikansk-flagede skibe, som sejler til 
nogle andre rater.  
Vi har amerikansk-flagede skibe, men de er ikke amerikansk  byggede på amerikanske værfter, så på den måde er det 
negativt ift. gældende restriktioner. Jo flere politiske restriktioner der er, jo svære er det for os, at lave vores forretning. 
2. 
M2: Ellers er det primært på den teknologiske front, hvor man kan sige, at havnene i USA, de endnu ikke 100 % gearede til 
det her kæmpe boom i eksport. De har primært været lavet til at importere det de skulle importere og der har været nogle 
store terminaler til råolie, og så til at raffinere. Men i og med at den amerikanske olieproduktion er fordoblet over de 
seneste par år, så stiller det nogle udfordringer til terminaler og til havne. Der sker altså nogle flaskehalsproblemer der, 
fordi havnene ikke er gearet til dette eksportboom. 
 

 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company positively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
1.  
M2: Den teknologiske dimension kan være bade positive og negativ. For de havne vi kalder – ikke kun i USA, men også i 
resten af verden – med specifikke restriktioner, der har vi nogle skibe med nogle specifikationer, som gør at vores skibe 
kan gå derhen, hvor andre ikke kan. Så hvis du har nogle skibe som kan noget andre ikke kan, er det naturligvis en fordel 
for dig.  
Vores segment er Handy’s og MR.   
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Enclosure (Encl. M3) MÆRSK 
 
Direct interview, Mærsk Tankers – Danish Department, Copenhagen 
The interview was answered through an interview meeting and has been answered May 29, 2014. 
Interviewee: David Rasmussen (M3) 
Background: David has worked in the chartering department of Mærsk Tankers for nearly 3 years. Previously David 
worked 4 years in the chartering department of OW Bunker Aalborg. Before that, David worked 4 years as a shipping 
broker in a chartering department in a tanker shipping company in Hamburg. He was educated shipping trainee in 2001.   
Representative for: The Output/Operation.  
 
Operations: The output 

 Transportation  

 How is the service reliability and the safety of the goods’ transportation guaranteed while carrying 
refined U.S. Shale oil?  

M3: Nøjagtigt som alt andet. Dvs skibet skal være I klasse. Dvs. Det skal være godkendt af classification 
selskabet, du skal have forsikringer, du skal have din PIR forsikring, som sikrer dig, hvis der sker et eller 
andet. Typisk har alle olie selskaberne deres eget ’vetting system’. Dvs. en gang hver 6. måned, skal vi 
invitere en repræsentant fra olieselskabet ombord. De har sådan en sammenslutning, der hedder OCIMF 
(Oil Companies International Marine Forum, Red.), og de har sådan et vetting shceme, det er 
questionnaire princippet, hvor der er en hulens masse spørgsmål. Så kommer der en inspektør ombord, 
og han laver det der hedder en ’SIRE inspection’, hvor han kigger i alle skibets hjørne og kroge, og hvor 
han kigger i bøgerne og sådan noget, for at sikre sig at alt er som det skal være, og går det her 
questionnaire igennem. Så afleverer han en rapport med nogle anmærkninger, hvis der er det. Så efter 
noget tid, så får vi at vide, hvilke anmærkninger der er, og dem skal vi så svare på, og så bliver det 
uploadet i et system, hvor alle de andre medlemmer også kan se den, og hvis den rapport så er i orden, 
så kan alle de andre skibe også godkende det. Så typisk når vi laver sådan noget her, og hvis det er med 
et olieselskab, så skal vi simpelthen godkendes under det også.  Så olieselskaberne går næsten altid ind 
og screener skibet, og det er altså ikke kun classification selskaberne der går ind og måler de her skibe. 
Det er ligesom et ekstra lag der er blevet ’lagt på’ dengang efter ’Prestige’- og ’Erica’-katastroferne, hvor 
olieselskaber simpelthen blev opmærksom på; Hov, ved vi egentlig hvad for nogle skibe vi befragter, og 
hvilken stand de er i. 

 

 How are voyages with refined U.S. Shale oil affecting the maintenance during the vessel’s navigation 
processes? 

 Specific engineers required?  

M3: Ingen påvirkning. 

 Jeg går lige et skridt tilbage. Vi snakkede tidligere om vessels og jeres flåde. Er hele 
jeres flåde product tankers?   

M3: Jeg sidder I handy tankers afdelingen, og vi har product tankers fra mellem 29.000 og 
52.000 dwt. 
Lidt længere nede af gangen, der har vi LR2 Pools som er et joint venture som vi har med 
TORM. De har det der hedder Aframax eller LR2’ere og de går fra 100-120.000 dwt.  
Vi havde førhen nogle VLCC’ere med gas tank, men det er blevet solgt fra. Gastankerne også.  
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Og så har vi et segment, som sidder lige overfor, og de sidder med helt små skibe fra 10-17.000 
dwt. Men det er meget mere sådan noget regionalt trade, såsom Østersøen og Europa.  
De helt, helt store skibe, de kan typisk kun sejle med crude – VLCC’erne der kan sejle med 
300.000 tons, de har ikke noget coating i tankene, så du kan ikke rense op mellem produkterne 
på samme måde, og du kan ikke rense op fra gasolie til benzin. Du kan ikke rense op fra crude til 
gasolie ordentligt. Og de har heller ikke nogle heating coils i tankene, dvs. de kan ikke varme 
lasten og kan derved ikke sejle fuel olie, så de kan i princippet kun sejle crude. 

 Hvordan ville det omdiskuterede potentielle løft af det amerikanske export ban, 
komme til at indvirke på jeres flåde, hvis det blev en realitet, nu da i pt ’kun’ har det 
joint venture samarbejde med TORM, som ville være i stand til at sejle den del af 
olien? 
M3: Vi ville i princippet også være i stand til det. Men jeg tro ikke, altså hvis man hæver 
det ban og man skal til at transportere crude oil ud af USA, så tror jeg alt andet lige, at 
det vil komme til at foregå på større skibe, end dem vi lige umiddelbart har. Måske på 
aframax og Suezmax, kan man forestille sig og VLCC. 

 Så hvordan ser du jer som virksomhed rent konkurrencemæssigt, hvis man antog, at 
det her ban eller forbud blev løftet inden for 5 år? Hvordan ville jeres flåde stå ift den 
nuværende flåde i har? 
M3: Jamen eftersom vi helt strategisk har valgt, at MÆRSK Tanker ikke vil fokusere på 
crude fremadrettet, men at man vil fokusere på product, så tror jeg ikke det vil… det 
kommer alt sammen an på, om det at man hæver det her eksport ban, det gør, at man 
kommer til at producere mindre i deres raffinaderier? Det tror jeg ikke umiddelbart. SÅ 
det er bare et spørgsmål om, at den efterspørgsel der er på råolie nu, den 
efterspørgsel kan så også blive mødt af USA i stedet for Mellemøsten, Vestafrika. SÅ 
det kommer ikke til at influerer på vores forretning. 
Det det kan gøre, det er at der kan blive raffineret noget mere olie nogle andre steder i 
Europa eller andre steder i verden, som så igen skal tranporteres til Europa eller USA. 

 Så du mener, at hvis det blev løftet det her ban, så ville man bare transportere den 
amerikanske råolie til Europa, og så ville det bliver raffineret der? 
M3: Nej, så tror jeg, at det ville blive transporteret til Kina, eller Mellemøsten primært. 

 Men I skulle i så fald have en ny flåde, hvis man sagde at efterspørgslen for 
amerikansk crude oil eksport steg og ligeledes, hvis efterspørgslen for eksport af 
amerikansk raffineret olie faldt? 
M3: Jeg tror at efterspørgslen for raffineret olie vil være den samme – eller stigende, 
kan man sige. Ligegyldigt om USA eksporterer råolie eller ej. Spørgsmålet er bare, hvor 
de her raffinerede olieprodukter vil blive produceret henne? Om der vil blive raffineret 
mindre i USA og mere i den Arabiske Golf eller Indien? Og om USA vil blive ved med at 
producere det samme, og at det her råolie vil blive transporteret til Europa som for at 
’make it up’ for den faldende produktion i Nordsøen. Jo længere væk vi kan få 
produceret det her raffineret olie jo bedre. Jo længere væk vi skal transportere den 
raffinerede olie, jo bedre for os. Det vi er interesserede i, det er at transportere 
raffineret olie, og det er derfor at vi har valgt at gå ud af gas og råolie- segmenterne.   

 
 

 How are voyages with refined U.S. shale oil affecting the navigation during the vessel’s navigation 
processes in the oceans? 

 Specific dangerous piracy zones?  

 Other? 
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M3: Vestafrika er et stigende problem for os faktisk – med nigerianske pirater. Og der går en del 
jet fuel og også diesel fra især USA og også Europa til Vestafrika – det er det vi laver meget.  Og 
så er Somalia Gulf of Aden bugten, stadig et problem, selvom mængden af angreb er faldende. 
Så det er stadig noget vi skal tage seriøst. Og vi sejler igennem der. Vi er ikke så tungt placeret i 
sidstnævnte. Vi er mest placeret vest for Suez med vores flåde – vi har også lidt øst og Suez, 
men primært vest for Suez. Så går vi en gang imellem fra Europa og til den Arabiske Golf, og så 
gå vi jo igennem – og tilbage igen. Vi går nogen gange fra Europa til Kina, og der går vi også 
igennem der.  
 

 How does the choice of ‘product tanker vessels’ affect the undertake of surveys carried out by the 
classification societies?    

 Are the standards higher for specific types of shale oil tankers?  

M3: Nej, det er det samme, for alle typer olie. 
Der er selvfølgelig for raffinerede rene olieprodukter såsom diesel, benzin, NAFTA, jet fuel er jo 
mere sensitive end råolie. Dvs. du skal skaffe nogle bestemte laster i skibet før det, og du skal 
rense på en bestemt måde, og skibene skal være coatede.   
 

 Are there any variations in the selection of classification societies, when operating U.S. shale vessels 
compared to the company’s vessels operated in other regions of the world? 

 If yes, why? 

 If no, why not? 

M3: Nej, det er nøjagtigt det samme. Den klasse du skal være medlem af, skal bare 
være medlem af The International Association Of Classification Societies. Der er en 
håndfuld af store anerkendte klassifikations selskaber. Vi nogle skibe i American 
Bureau of Shipping, det norske Veritas og vi har nogle i Lloyds.  

 
 

 Cargo handling operations 

 How is the port planning (if any) affected by the current operations of refined U.S. Shale oil?  

M3: Vi er mest I spot, så der er ikke den store planlægning for ofte ved vi jo ikke hvor vi skal losse en last 
mere end måske en uge før du rent faktisk ankommer. Det kommer lidt an på, hvor du kommer fra osv. 
definitivt ved du måske først 2-3 dage før du kommer til en given havn, at du rent faktisk skal losse her.  

 Hvis du sidder med en kunde i USA er det så en fordelagtig position for dig? 
M3: Ja! Helt sikkert. Vi er altid nødt til at tænke et skridt frem. Hvis vi fx tager en last, og den går 
til Vestafrika, så ved jeg at det er svært at få noget last ud af der. Så der skal jeg nok ballaste 
tilbage fra. Hvis jeg så fx har en last, som jeg definitivt ved, går til US Gulf, så er det en fordel, 
for så ved jeg, at det er et godt lasteområde, og at jeg kan få nogle laster ud af der. SÅ det 
gælder om at forkorte det ben, hvor vi sejler uden last så meget som muligt. Det er jo det vi 
altid skal tænke på. 

 Are any of the following variables affecting port accessibility when planning U.S. refined shale 
operations: 

6. Pilot?  

7. Towage?  
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8. Mooring?  

9. Berthing?  

M3: Nej. Hvis du tænker hvor hurtigt – eller om man KAN komme ind I havnen, så er det typisk det der 
spiller ind, om kajen er optaget eller ej, når vi ankommer. For hvis vi ankommer og kajen er optaget, så 
får vi ’demurrage’ – eller det vi på dansk kalder over ligge tid. Og så skal vi så ligge og vente på at 
agenten kommer og fortæller os, at ja, nu er det så jeres tur, og så går du ind.  
Det der ellers kan spille ind, er strejker på havnen. Men det er ikke så meget noget man gør i USA. 
Eller hvis lodsen strejker.  
Der kan også være perioder i USA, hvor der er så travlt i USA, så der ikke er nogen lodser ledige. Så kan 
der være perioder hvor man skal ligge og vente på, at man får en lods i nogle timer, imens man venter 
på, at han guider en anden båd op. Men det er ikke noget specifikt for vores journeys til USA.  
Der hvor der har været flest problemer er fx Amsterdam, Rotterdam og Antwerpen. 

 

 In order to make well planned and on-time cargo-handling operations, how does the following 
variables affect the efficiency of the operations when undertaking U.S. refined shale oil operations: 

10. Appropriate equipment? 

11. Load of the cargo? 

12. Weather conditions?  

13. Amount of machinery breakdowns?  

14. Other? 

M3: Nej, der er ikke nogle af ovenstående som vi skal være opmærksomme på ift. andre steder. 
 
 

 Service quality 

 Is the service quality currently affected by U.S. refined shale oil operations?  

 If yes, how does the following variables affect the quality of the operations: 

9. Port authority?  

10. Health & Safety customs?  

11. International Transport-Workers Federation?  

12. Port State Control and Shipping Commissioner? 

M3: Jeg vil ikke umiddelbart vurdere at de har nogen indflydelse på kvaliteten. 
 
 

 Safety of cargo: 

 Regular surveys and maintenance during the vessels’ navigation guarantee its trustworthiness and 
safe transportation of the cargo. Is there any type of specific shale oil that should be considered 
dangerous when operating U.S. Shale oil?  
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M3: Nej, du tænker mht. Om det kan springe I luften eller ej? Benzin og jet fuel er selvfølgelig mere 
sprængfarligt end diesel, men ellers ikke. Der er ikke nogen specifik sikkerhedsrisiko ved, mere end der 
er ved noget andet.  

 
 

 Reliability of service:  

 Customer satisfaction is met when and only when the on-time transportation is achieved via the safe 
and reliable delivery of the transported goods. How does the company assure the reliability of the 
services promised to the customer, when operating the vessels with refined U.S. shale oil in a: 

 Market with increasing demand for oil?  

M3: Det svinger lidt. Det kommer an på. Hvis vi nu er åben i NY. Og så har vi en mulighed for at 
ballaste tilbage til Europa eller ballaste ned til US Gulf. Afhængigt af hvor stærkt markedet er i 
Europa ift. US Gulf, så beslutter vi os for om vi går ned til US Gulf og tager en last der, og betaler 
vores ballast tilbage. Eller om det bedre kan betale sig og ballaste direkte tilbage og så tage en 
last der. Det er primært det. 

 Men lad os nu sige at I har en last ud af USA, og pludseligt vender markedet, og der 
sker et eller andet helt vildt i Vestafrika, hvor der pludselig er en god kunde der har 
en last tilbage til US Gulf. Hvordan sikrer I jer så, at I kan få denne her last, hvis den 
skal hentes en dag tidligere end I har beregnet jeres båd til at kunne være på det 
pågældende tidspunkt? 

M3: Hvis vi har en aftale, så har vi jo en aftale. Man kan sige, hvis vi har en aftale om 
en last ude i US Gulf, så er vi nødt til eller hvad skal man sige, så lever vi selvfølgelig op 
til det. Så tager vi den, og så er det bare tought luck. Så kan man sige, så skulle vi have 
været bedre til at forudse, hvad der ville ske i markedet. Den slags kan vi forudse ved 
at snakke med vores kunder og snakke med vores mæglere og læse en hulens masse 
rapporter om alt muligt refinery outputs osv. Vores kunder har typisk et bedre indblik i, 
hvornår er arbitragen åben for diesel i Europa over til USA og hvornår er arbitragen 
åben for benzin fra Europa og til USA.   

 Market with decreasing demand for oil? 
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Strategy formation - Scenario building 

- Regarding the U.S. shale oil boom, which of the following dimensions are seen as the 3 most important, regarding 
your company: 

31. Political?  
32. Economical? 
33. Socio-cultural? 
34. Technological? 
35. Environmental?  
36. Legal? 

David:  1. M3: Politisk  2. M3: Teknologisk                 3. N/A 
 

 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company negatively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
1. 
M3: Ift. Den politiske dimension, Politisk bestemt, er der nogle specifikke regler omkring tankfart I USA, der dikterer at 
hvis du skal laste I USA eller hvis du skal losse I USA, så skal du gøre det med et amerikansk-flaget skib, der er bygget på et 
amerikansk værft. Det lægger jo selvfølgelig nogle rimelig store begrænsninger på, hvad vi kan som rederi med mange af 
de her laster og hvad vores kunder kan gøre. Hvis de fx har noget der kommer ud fra et raffinaderi i US Gulf, og skal have 
det op til New York, så bliver det ekstremt dyrt for dem, fordi der kun er de her få amerikansk-flagede skibe, som sejler til 
nogle andre rater.  
Vi har amerikansk-flagede skibe, men de er ikke amerikansk  byggede på amerikanske værfter, så på den måde er det 
negativt ift. gældende restriktioner. Jo flere politiske restriktioner der er, jo svære er det for os, at lave vores forretning. 
2. 
M3: Ellers er det primært på den teknologiske front, hvor man kan sige, at havnene i USA, de endnu ikke 100 % gearede til 
det her kæmpe boom i eksport. De har primært været lavet til at importere det de skulle importere og der har været nogle 
store terminaler til råolie, og så til at raffinere. Men i og med at den amerikanske olieproduktion er fordoblet over de 
seneste par år, så stiller det nogle udfordringer til terminaler og til havne. Der sker altså nogle flaskehalsproblemer der, 
fordi havnene ikke er gearet til dette eksportboom. 
 

 
Each dimension represents different levels of variables that can influence your company positively. Please define the 
most important variable(s): 
1.  
M3: Den teknologiske dimension kan være bade positive og negativ. For de havne vi kalder – ikke kun i USA, men også i 
resten af verden – med specifikke restriktioner, der har vi nogle skibe med nogle specifikationer, som gør at vores skibe 
kan gå derhen, hvor andre ikke kan. Så hvis du har nogle skibe som kan noget andre ikke kan, er det naturligvis en fordel 
for dig.  
Vores segment er Handy’s og MR.   
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Enclosure 8 (Rex, 2015)  

Head of research at Danish Ship Finance  
 
Direct interview, Danish Ship Finance, Copenhagen 
The interview was answered through an interview meeting and has been answered November 27, 2015. 
Interviewee: Christopher Rex (REX) 
Background: Since 2010, Head of research at Danmarks Skibskredit (Danish Ship Finance). Previously, employed at Danske 
Markets in Danske Bank. Studied at Harvard and Copenhagen Business School, and graduated from Copenhagen 
University as Cand.Polit. in 2005. 
 
Questions for Christopher Rex: 
What is the main challenge for crude oil tanker and product tankers, when switching cargo from product to crude on one 
turnaround? 

- Time? 
o How much compare to sailing with e.g. only crude? 

- Resources? 
o How much compare to sailing with e.g. only crude? 

- Safety? 
o What are the possible complications compared to sailing with e.g. only crude? 

REX: 
It’s a difficult question to answer. First of all it would be to clean the tanks and whether it would be 
economical beneficial to do so. 
It is rather unusual – and it does not happen too much, according to my understanding, as in times where 
product tankers are earning significantly more than crude, some of the larger tankers will be used be used 
either for storage or large parcels round trips. And for the first trip I would expect that they will transport 
products and transport crude afterwards and stay with crude. 

Business/shipping cycles 
1. For the purpose of relating changes in commodity prices in regards to the impact from US shale oil boom, tight 

oil/shale oil resources in the United States accounts for 49% of total U.S. crude oil production and as US is among 

the top 3 producing crude oil countries in the world, the price sensibility of crude oil, is to a large degree 
determined by the North American shale oil production, together with the major crude oil producing countries 
such as Saudi Arabia and Russia - 

a. Do you agree - REX: I Agree.  
b. Do not agree – why not? 

2. Though the OPEC countries are still highly relevant for the purpose of global oil supply and economic price setting 
of crude oil, US does not rely on these countries in the same degree as in the past, as US, due to the shale oil 
boom, today is contributing to a much higher level of the domestic crude oil supply. So in regards to sudden 
changes in demand from ‘war factors’, this variable lay a much more stable foundation for the global shipping 
trade pattern? 

a. Agree? –  
i. REX: I would have agreed in six months earlier from now. 

b. Do not agree- why not?  
i. REX: today the overall oil price has decreased US production significantly, so US have started 

to import more. I will expect it to continue to do so unless the oil prices are increasing. 
ii. What is the prospect? 
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iii. REX: I have no idea – so many people are forecasting oil prices. The basic problem today is 
that we have a surplus of crude oil globally. And, in a stable output – without geopolitical 
risks, or increased geopolitical risks, it would be rather unlikely, that we should see significant 
crude oil increases in price of crude oil within the next year. The topic is total unpredictable, 
as we have so much geopolitical tension. If e.g. Saudi Arabia decides to reduce production, 
you will see a significant increase. But, at the moment, the OPEC do not act as strength 
producer. A lot of people are forecasting both ups, and downs and prices. But, my take is to 
expect a fairly stable output the next couple of months. 

iv. And the war factor does play a role in your regards 
1. REX: yes, it play a significant part it can change it all overnight. 

 
3. According to the annual review of maritime transport 2015, 1. growth in world GDP, 2. the outlook on balance, 

merchandise trade and seaborne shipments is expected to be uncertain, through 2015 had a modest growth.  
a. True –  

i. REX: the global outlook with the world GDP is something around 3 to 5 %, in foreseeable 
future. The key question is not of the size of the growth but of the sort of the growth. What 
we have seen globally today, is that both Europe and Japan, and China and to a certain 
extend also the US, we have seen increasing contribution from the service sector. The service 
sector does not generate any seaborne demand, or at least very little seaborne demand 
compared to the industrial production. So these factors are actual much more important than 
the actual size of the growth.  

b. What are the positive factors influencing on global trade? 
i. REX: at the moment I see very little positive factors. We are seeing a reversed – negative – 

updates for the growth numbers on the XXX (?) 5.23 these months. I think fiscal stimulus in 
China could be a consequence of the next five year plan, to be released in March. I think that 
is mostly what we can hope for. 

 
4. This is due to several factors, but mainly because of many downside risks. 

a. Do you agree or are you more positive regarding the outlook for growth? 
i. If yes, why? 

ii. If no, which factors do you regard as negative factors for potential growth? 
 See previous answer. 

 
5. In regards to time-lags from ordering a ship to delivery, what are the expectations for tanker demand in two-five 

years? 
a. Higher/lower demand for product vessels?  

i. REX: I think that the demand question is again quite complex. Underlining demand is 
expected to remain relatively flat on around 1 % of increases. But the trading activities could 
be much higher. As the trading activities to a certain extend also reflects regional mitch-
matches in the oil refined products produced on the - different refineries. So fx we are seeing 
a lot of diesel being traded around globally, because the specifics of the diesel is rather 
different whether it is produced in US refineries or Chinese refineries.  

b. Higher/lower demand for crude vessels? 
i. REX: At the moment both crude and product are in a quite difficult situation, because as we 

have a surplus of crude oil, the crude prices are low. At the same time we have an oversupply 
of refinery capacity but at the moment these oversupplies are creating larger crude intake on 
the refineries, and therefore generating significant trading for crude tankers and also a 
demand for moving more product around.  But, there is little to indicate that these moves are 
reflecting underlining demand, so the forecasting is rather difficult.  

c. Any technological or political changes coming on stream in regards to tanker vessels? 
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i. REX: technological innovation is something that takes up much of my time these days. As we 
are looking very much on energy efficiency – we are seeing great improvements in regards to 
energy efficiency.  

1. Especially for the tanker vessels? 
ii. REX: No, for the industry in fact. This is about the edge of the demand basically. If you’re 

changing from, initially, from light ball to LED source that will significantly reduce your 
electricity consumption. This is just an example of energy efficiency. But we are both seeing a 
great improvement in energy efficiency globally both in terms of how many kilometers a car 
is driving on a liter of gasoline, or whatever you’re measuring. But also the introduction of 
solar energy is becoming much more wide spread, we are seeing that solar and wind to a 
certain extend are near to a point where these technologies are impacting the output, and in 
particular the reason for downturn in the outlook for product and crude tankers. 

6. A sudden rise in demand can take ship-owners by surprise and from this experience, shipowners tend to 
anticipate unexpected high commodity prices, which reinforce the high stock-prices – this was seen in 1979 and 
1986 in the tanker industry. Are these minibooms observed recently –and is it related to the US shale oil boom?) 

a. If yes, when/why?  
i. REX: These years we are seeing an increase in the stock building in regards to the low oil 

prices, in fact. A lot of crude oil have been stocked in commercial-  as well as strategic 
reserves, both in US, Europe and China, because oil prices are low. And as it has become 
cheap to storage oil, we are also seeing a certain usage of floating storage where the vessels 
are used as storage capacity. I think, that the general problem today is much more about oil 
storage capacity, in both the vessel size and on the supply side, but also on the oil side.  

b. Any tendencies showing a miniboom in the near future?  
i. REX: to my point of understanding were are reaching a point where we have extremely 

limited capacity available and even if the oil price should decline from today’s level it will be 
difficult to find storage onshore, so if we should see more storage activity, it should be on the 
vessels. And that, to my understanding, would be most temporal to do so. As it is simply too 
expensive.  

 
7. Mass psychology: Recently it is observed, that the global consumer behavior towards oil and crude oil demand, is 

affecting the oil production, do you regard a: 
a.  negative/positive trend?  

i. REX: We are seeing that people are starting to place orders for tankers again. To my 
understanding that is not what is demanded to medium to long term, but high freight rates 
are causing owners to be optimistic about the future. As earlier mentioned, I expect many of 
these high trend activities to be temporal factors. I think, its not logical, in my view, to expect 
high future demand.   

 
8. Long cycles: Regarding the supply of raw materials, which is, in the case of US shale oil boom, considered to be a 

strong game changer for the trade patterns and tanker demands, how does the US increased available oil 
resources and supply affect the: 

a. Product prices?  
i. REX: I think the most important part is, that the change in the US production, changes the 

trade patterns of the fleets both for products and for crudes. And, we have seen a positive 
contribution in terms of ton/miles from the US increase. Mostly because the Middle East has 
formerly been one the major supplier of US crude oil, but today the crude oil from Middle 
East is trading to Asia, and that is a longer journey. So, that has been positive.   

b. And particularly for the crude oil prices?  
i. REX: I mean, the crude oil prices are low, and it is difficult for the US production to become 

profitable, in a low oil prices scenario. 
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9. VIGTIGT: seaborne commodity trade (sea transport pattern): China replaced the US as the world’s largest net oil 

importer in 2013 – do you regard China as the long term crude oil importer? 
a. If yes, what is the prospect (in years?):  

i. REX: Yes, I do in fact, because we have seen a quite strong growth of refinery capacity so all 
the refineries are expected to have a large crude oil intake. So I expect that to continue. And 
in particular for the south East Asia as a region. As they have a lot of new refineries starting 
production recently there.   

b. What is the prospect in years? 
i. REX: I am not quite sure, but I think we expect some more refinery capacity in a year or two, 

but we have almost, as far as I know, built all refineries scheduled. As we have all suppliers’ 
capacity these days... I would not expect to see further investments in South East Asia for 
new refineries.    

c. If not, who will else take over this position from China? N/A 
 

10. Trade pattern (continued): in 2013, where the world seaborne crude oil shipments (measured in Ton-miles), declined 
with -1,8%, reflecting the drop in crude oil imports into the U.S. Based on this; 

a. Is it realistic, that a potential repeal of the US crude oil export ban could influence the average haul of 
the global tanker transport and the global trade pattern, so as the average haul of crude shipments will 
increase? REX: in fact this is about the grades of the crude oil, and that is a quite complex question. To 
be honest I do not remember the specifics for the crude oil. So I can not answer it. 

b. Would it surpass the average haul of product tankers? 
i. REX: it depends. Few years ago we would have considered the European refinery industry to 

be mostly outdated and we would have expected them to close down, but as the European 
refineries are optimized towards gasoline and we have a global deficit on gasoline, European 
refineries have suddenly become in high demand. So to answer the question of forecasting to 
which of the refineries would either close or downsize its production and the related change 
in trade pattern of that change, I think you have to expect quite a lot of time to look into that 
flows… I can not answer it right away. 

11. If the shale oil boom is repealed (within 2020), how will it affect the demand for crude and product oil tankers? 
a. REX: From an industry perspective, I find it a little bit difficult to do so. Because a few years time from 

now on, it is extremely difficult to know how much growth we have gained from energy efficiency, 
and how much more power have solar and batteries gained in the field of energy supply. I will not try 
to do so. I am sorry.  

i. What segment/vessel size (within crude) will be most valuable for long haul journeys? 
1. REX: for crude on long hauls it will always be VLCCs, as the average price per moved 

barrel is cheapest.  
12. If the shale oil boom is repealed, how will it affect the demand for product oil tankers? 

a. REX: Today we have quite a large differences between what we call emission standards globally. China 
has introduced what they call ‘China 5 standards’, basically mirroring the ‘European 5 standards’. India 
have what they call ‘Bharat 3’. So this is basically; which products can be consumed where, and which 
standards of sulfur and all kind of specific production related topics here can be consumed in which 
regions. To be honest China have introduced the ‘China 5’ much earlier, than many had expected, so 
the refineries have not been set up to a source, China 5,  gasoline or diesel. So therefore, we still see 
quite a significant import of products into china. Whether India, Africa or other emerging markets will 
increase their tension on their emission standards, this is basically a question of whether the other 
emerging markets will follow suit with china to increase their emission standards. I think it is too early 
to guess on these. 

b. When is it expected? 
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i. REX: Well we see, a quite significant change in both the politics of CO2 in Venezuela and Brazil 
quite lately, so many changes are happening of environmental aims. I have basically no idea. 
Nobody expect brazil to increase their environmental standards that quickly. 

 
13. Due to the crude oil export ban, the type of oil exported from US is limited to product oil (excluding crude oil). The 

question about how the trade pattern would look, if the ban were repealed, remains. Obviously, it depends on 
different factors. But the decisive factors are; the overall level of global demand for product oil, and the growth of 
refinery capacity and their geographical position.  
So, as the global refinery capacity which “expanded by 1.3Mb/d, slightly above the 10 year average growth of 
1.1Mb/d; Growth has been driven by new refineries in China (790Kb/d) and the Middle East (which counted for 
740Kb/d). Based on this tendency, is it realistic to expect, that US crude oil would be exported primarily to China and 
the Middle East, if the ban were repealed within the next years? 

a. Yes 
b. No, where else?  
c. REX: most likely we will see imports into asia, as asia shows the biggest increase in demand within a 

foreseeable future. Whether it will be china or india… cause india has also quite new refineries I think 
its – I would not do the quess. But either india or china.  

14. If yes,  Is it, realistic to state, that the vessels transporting oil from US crude producers would have to go 
through the Panama Canal, in order to save time and resources for being in regards to the competiveness on 
freight rates (KILDE). As the size of the vessels transporting the oil matters, when sailing through the Panama 
Canal, this is an issue in regards to the strategic choice of resources. 

a. True? 
b. No? 
c. REX: It is basically a price question. It depends on the price of the freight rates and spot rates.  

15. Assuming that the latter is true –  

how does it influence the capacity of the vessels? Are Panamax crude tankers the biggest vessels sailing through 
the current Panama canal? 

a. REX: I should know. But I can not remember which sizes can go through, after the enlargement of the 
canal. I think – on the gas side, we expect VL gas carriers are able to pass after the expansion, but 
whether it will be a VLCC which will be able to go through, I am not sure. I check on it. 
 

16. However, the route through the panama canal has some issues, such as ; Queue, fees, which can cause economic 
challenges if e.g. not taken into consideration of the trips contract in regards to delays clauses – do you agree. 

a. REX: yes. 
 

17. Fleet productivity:  
It is a fact, that a tanker fleet’s operating performance changes in response to market conditions. Vessels which 
could be designed for safe and effective cargo flexibility (e.g. vessels able to sail safely with crude and product) 
can therefore improve their loaded time at sea because they are able to switch cargoes for backhauls?  

a. REX: Yes, theoretically I think it is possible. But I mean, this is about costs. And it is about parcel sizes 
as well. Theoretically you could transport it on a chemical carrier aswell, the standard …chemical 
tankers are quite easy to clean.  

b. Do you know how long time it will take for them to clean the vessels, compared to a turnaround trip 
with only products? 

i. REX: No. but it is significantly more costly. That is why they are not doing it so frequent. But some 
of the tanker owners should be much better positioned than I, to answer that. 

 
18. In regards to previous question; Which of the following (current available) vessels would benefit the most from 

the discussed cargo flexibility: large or small carriers? 
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a. REX: I do not know in fact. It depends on which freights we are looking into. I mean it is not impossible 
that we could fill a VLCC with gasoline, but I would not expect to see so. So in that perspective it could 
e.g. be the Aframax in a crude tanker which was able to do both, or a LR2. 

b. And that is in terms of economy of scale? 
i. REX: Yes, and due to parcel sizes. They should be able to fill them. 

 
19. Do you agree, that if crude tankers were capable of fast crude/product-switching, it would enable more fast port 

turnarounds, more loaded days at sea AND reduce the risk of empty back hauls? 
a. REX: Yes. But, you should know that in the product tanker trade, we also have, what we call the 

triangulation. So we basically have two front legs, and one ‘ballasting’ leg. so we have two positions 
with earnings, and one where we are turning to a new position. Where the crude tankers also have 
one front haul and one back haul leg. Which is again about parcel sizes. I am not sure you will be able 
to fill… I mean I do not think it would work. 

b. Why not? 
i. REX: I think that the parcel sizes you would need to use would be too small in terms of 

economy of scale, and it will therefore be too expensive. Even though you save some costs on 
your return basically, I will expect it to be too costly on a US dollar/barrel basis.  

 
20. Are there any existing flexible product/crude-switching vessels? 

a. REX: Yes, I think there are some – but I am not sure, if they are being used anymore, I think they built 
some in the 80ies that could shift their cargo.  

b. – why do shipping tanker companies not invest in these? 
i. REX: I do not think, that they expect them to be able to… I mean, it will first of all be much 

more expensive to build, and they would be much more expensive to operate, because you 
would have much more cleaning activities related. And I am not sure they would be 
competitive. Product tankers would most likely win on the product trades, and opposite with 
the crude tankers. If it should be viable, it should already have been built. I think we had 
some testing with it in the 80’ies.  
 

c. When will technological improvements of the suggested vessel flexibly meet the demand for easy and 
fast cargo flexibility? 

i. REX: we are already seeing extremely flexibility in e.g. chemical tankers. They have 40 
individual tanks, which are able to be cleaned on individual basis. So you can basically be 
sailing with some highly toxics on one trip and be sailing with cognac and French wine on the 
next trade. But, these vessels are extremely expensive to buy and they are extremely 
expensive to operate. I do not see a significant future in terms of crude and product tanker 
trade. 

ii. And that is because the Net present value will be too low for investment? 
1. REX: Yes, it will be too low basically and the costs will be too high. 
2. So you do not see it as a resource for the companies competitive advantage to invest 

in these kinds of flexible vessels? 
 REX: No, I do not. I might be wrong. But I would not expect so. 

Freight market 
21. Voyage charter agreements: With the repeal of the US export ban, the potential export of the current stored US 

crude oil, depends of course of the market demands. However, the amount of ports with crude oil terminals is 
also decisive, in order for the tanker companies to load and discharge effectively and thereby avoid demeurrage 
for the tanker companies. Currently there are more ports with crude oil terminals than product oil terminals – 

a. True? 
i. REX: I have no idea. Sounds correct, but I am not true. I will ask our analysts. 
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22. If a potential lift of the crude oil export ban is realized; 3-5 years period time charter contracts, agreed between 
2013-2015, could be either; Risky to possess for tanker companies or valuable to possess for tanker companies?  

a. REX: It is basically a question about your expectations for the future. I expect the market in 12-18 
months to be significantly lower than today’s. A lot of vessels are especially delivered within the next 
year – year and a half, so I do not think that the future demand will be able to fill all these new 
vessels. And if you look at the price of a charter and if you look at the time premium, if you say so, 
forward, it will not be able to make an attractive long term chart today. I think most people are 
fearing that they will be paying too much after year one. 

23. In general bare boat charter contracts are, due to the long duration of their nature, in regards to tanker 
companies’ risk management, considered as highly risky or valuable, in a market of volatile cycles of supply and 
demand?  

a. REX: I think it depends on your counterpart risk. It depends on the who the charterer is and who is 
bare boating in the vessel. I mean, if it is one of the oil majors, I think there is basically no risk, but if it 
is speculative owner, it is much more risky.  
It is a quite important point in fact. Now you are visiting a bank where it is first about mortgage, but in 
all markets, the value of a bare boat and the value of a charter is basically about counterparty risks. So 
you can have extremely good and lucrative charter rates, but if the counterpart is not top-class, it is 
not sure it will be much worth in market terms. 
 

24. If the potential repeal of the export ban is realized, will these long term contracts be regarded risky or valuable 
for the tanker shipping segment per se?  

a. REX: I think people will leave them, or do whatever they can to re-negotiate them, if the time charter 
rates declines.  

Financing 
25. If Danish tanker shipping companies’ strategic commitment to their resource (or capital) investments is affected 

negatively by the uncertainty of geopolitical changes, what are the success criteria when: 
a. demolishing vessels?  

i. REX: it is basically a question about liquidity. Whether they can afford to dry-dock the vessel 
or whether they can afford to lay it up. Or if the market turns sound, or in times where you 
can earn a lot of money you will only demolish extremely old vessels, or maybe not extremely 
old, but old vessels. And if the market turns down, you will scrap the vessel earlier than 
previously. So this is about possibility and in particularly liquidity.  

b. Mortgage? 
i. The ability to pay a dept. 

c. Selling of options, owned for the construction of new vessels?  
i. REX: It is not that easy to selling in contracts these days. A lot of people would like to sell and 

few would like to buy. So there is great risk, that you would have to leave the entire equity 
placed – I mean, it is difficult to know what kind of contract you have in the bank. But most 
often, we will not participate in the finance before the equity have been fully paid in. And in 
most cases I would expect them to be able to leave their new building contracts, if you leave 
your equity. So for the bank it will hopefully be a nonevent, if all the equity is paid in, and we 
have hopefully not paid up in a debt, before the deliveries of the vessel.  

d. Selling of owned vessels?  
i. REX: It is a question of loan-to-value.  

 
26. If Danish tanker shipping companies’ strategic commitment to their resource (or capital) investments is affected 

negatively by the abolition of the US export ban, how should they consider: 
a. Demolishing vessels?  
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i. REX: It is extremely difficult to answer in general because it depends on the age profile of the 
fleet, it depends on the average break-even rate of the fleet, and the new building program of 
the fleet, have a lot of consideration of their cash position.  
You should not focus that much on US here, it is basically just a question about freight rates.  

b. Selling of options, owned for the construction of new vessels?  
i. REX: In todays market; it would not be worth much. We have plenty of people willing to sell, 

and you have extremely few buyers. 
c. Selling of owned vessels?  

i. REX: It depends on whether you have a positive market value; if the market value is above 
the debt, and if you have less value than you have debt, it is not up to you to decide.  
 

27. Do Danish tanker companies’ which have not invested in heterogeneous resources (different segments of crude 
AND product tankers), risk to loose competitiveness during uncertainties from geopolitical changes?   

a. REX: I think it is more important to specialize in a segment than to diversify. But again, it depends on 
whether you are public listed or not. I am not an equity analyst, so my knowledge is not that deep of 
these markets, but to my understandings, most public listed companies are focusing on one specific 
vessel type. And if they are not, they are receiving a discount on the net asset value, the marked 
value.  
We have seen that the most companies that have been selling off non-profitable operations (36.13) 
have been increasing their market value and has been trading closer to their net asset value.  

b. What is the reason for this trend? 
i. REX: I think, people prefer that you are specialized on what you are doing. 
ii. Is it mostly about marketing then? 

1. REX: I think, it is about expanding your skills at what you are good at. But again, it is 
difficult to have a good answer on that, because you also have conglomerates which 
are doing extremely good, in many fields, so I think it is extremely difficult to have a 
general answer.  

 
28. In terms of strategic fleet investment, should tanker companies consider to be more flexible (allow a change in 

strategic focus of assets) in order to improve their competitive advantages when their vessels do not appear to 
be effective, rare or difficult to imitate?  

a. REX: I think all ship owners should be cautious in good times, and be able to safe cash, in order to be 
able to withstand long periods of low freight rates. That is the most important strategic decision for 
them. Not to pay out too high dividends, and to keep the leverage of the company as low as possible. 
We have seen that all ship segments are extremely volatile. We can see in the past, we have 
something like seven years of bad markets and seven years of good markets, and there is no promises 
of that to make. So you have to be less leveraged and more cash rich today as you needed in the past.  
 

29. Regarding the value of different segments. Is it possible to say, that e.g. in a higher demand relative to supply of 

VLCCs, is it valuable to own this kind of segment.   
a. REX: It is simply a question about freight rates. I would also argue it is about market expectations. 

Because e.g. in 2006, we had new regulation regarding environmental standards on VLCCs. We had 
what we call the ‘common structure rules’, that basically told us to phase out single hull tankers. We 
saw a spike in the physical turn of the value of the vessels, and the long term earning expectations. 
Simply because the market expected all single-haul tankers to be phased out within five years, and 
therefore expected to see a spike in earnings after year five, when there were few years tees around. 
Could this happen again? Yes, maybe it could. But, it is difficult for me to identify which requirements 
that should spur this expectation.  
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Enclosure 9 (Holm, 2016)  

General Manager at Thome Ship Management, Denmark 
 
Stig Holm (Stig.Holm@thomegroup.com) 
  
Føj til kontakter 
  
21-01-2016 
  
Til: Louise Desirée Handberg 

 
 
 

 
 
Hej Louise 

Hermed svar på dine spm i rødt, nedenstående. 

Good luck 

Stig

From: louise-desiree@hotmail.com 
To: stig.holm@thomegroup.com 
Subject: Questions for my master thesis at CBS/Supervion by Henrik Sornn-Friese 
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 11:16:23 +0100 

Dear Stig,  

As I told you on the phone, I am writing about tanker companies' competitiveness in regards to their resources, in terms of 

vessels, during geopolitical changes. In this regard, I touch upon the subject of seafarer recruitment, and I have some 

questions, I hope you could help me answering? I would be very grateful, if you would spend a few minutes answering the 

following questions: 

1. From a strategic and commercial aspect, it is correct, that the selection of seafarers from certain nationalities can create 

added value for tanker shipping companies? 

https://dub127.mail.live.com/ol/
https://dub127.mail.live.com/ol/
https://dub127.mail.live.com/ol/
https://dub127.mail.live.com/ol/
https://dub127.mail.live.com/ol/
https://dub127.mail.live.com/ol/
mailto:louise-desiree@hotmail.com
mailto:stig.holm@thomegroup.com
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1.a. if yes, how? 

This is not really clear. From a technical/ operational perspective, some nationalities have a higher education level and 

through this better abilities to ensure a safe and reliable operation of the vessels. 

From a commercial perspective, we do not see any award in charter rates for hire of high quality crew and no reduction in 

low quality crew either. 

1.b. If yes, which nationalities are regarded most educated for efficient and safe tanker shipping operations, in order to 

assure a high quality and reliability of a tanker companies’ assets? 

In very general terms, the education level is higher in North EU/ Scandinavia, but this is not the only parameter which have 

an impact of the performance. Soft issues like attitude and commitment can compensate for lower educational levels. 

2. How can the recruitment of certain nationalities influence the profitability of a tanker company’s operations? 

There are many parameters influencing above: Availability of crew (in numbers), Retention rate, Crew composition in terms 

of mixed nationalities 

3. Is it possible to state, that the recruitment of certain nationalities can create benefit-based advantages for tanker 

companies in terms of higher margins and lower costs? 

No, see above 

3. a. if yes, how? 

… 

 4. Is it possible to state a general distribution of the nationalities in terms of seafarers’ ranks: 

Captains? E.g. XX or Denmark? 

Senior officers? XX 

Chief engineers? XX 

Stewards? XX 

 No 

5. Any other relevant factors that could create commercial advantages for tanker companies in regards to recruitment? 

The above questions are absolut relevant, but also very complex, so I cannot really give you precise answers in few lines. 

You are welcome to visit our office, then I can give you a more qualified feed back on your questions. 

Brgds Stig 

Thank you in advance! 
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De bedste hilsener/Best regards 

Louise Desirée Handberg 
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Enclosure 10 (Bech, 2016)  

Head of Division at Danish Maritime Authority 
 

From: MB@dma.dk 

To: louise-desiree@hotmail.com 

Subject: SV: Questions for my master thesis/supervisor; Henrik Sornn-Friese 
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 10:33:55 +0000 

Kære Louise, 

Det er svært at svare på dine spørgsmål nedenfor. For mig at se, må du i gang med en egentlig analyse over 
tanksegmenter og flag. 

 Og nogle af spørgsmålene kan mere naturligt rettes mod rederne. Det er dem, der vælger registre, og hvad går de efter 
ud over billige registreringsafgifter og skatter? Kan en del af svaret være kompetencer i det lokale miljø og en 
understøttende dialogorienteret professionel søfartsadministration? 

 Afgørende variable for tankredere behøves ikke at være de samme som for bulkredere og container redere etc. 

 M.v.h. 

Mogens Bech 

 Fra: Louise Desirée Handberg [mailto:louise-desiree@hotmail.com]  
Sendt: 15. januar 2016 10:14 

Til: Mogens Schrøder Bech 

Emne: Questions for my master thesis/supervisor; Henrik Sornn-Friese 

 Dear Mogens Schrøder Bech, 

I am a master student from CBS, and I am currently writing my thesis under supervision from Henrik Sornn-Friese, who has 
recommended me to contact you regarding some questions for my project.  

I am writing about tanker companies' competitiveness in regards to their resources, in terms of vessels, during geopolitical 
changes. In this regard, I touch upon the subject of flag selection, and I have some questions, I hope you could help me 
answering? 
I would be very grateful, if you would spend a few minutes answering the following questions: 

1. It is correct, that certain selections of flags can create added value for tanker shipping companies? 

1.a. If yes, how? 

mailto:MB@dma.dk
mailto:louise-desiree@hotmail.com
mailto:louise-desiree@hotmail.com
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1.b. If yes, which flags are regarded most reliable in order to assure a high quality and reliability of a tanker companies 
assets? 

2. How can the selection of certain flags influence the profitability of a tanker company’s operations? 

3. Is it possible to state, that the selection of certain flags can create benefit-based advantages in terms of higher margins 
and lower costs for tanker companies? 

3. a. If yes, how?  

4. Is it possible to state, that the selection of certain flags can create cost-based advantages in terms of higher volumes for 
tanker companies? 

4. a. If yes, how? 

Thank you in advance! 

De bedste hilsener/Best regards 

Louise Desirée Handberg 
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Enclosure 11 (Ehlers, 2016)  

Naval architect and Master Mariner 
 
 

Valdemar Ehlers 

Naval Architect and Master Mariner 
 
Conversation Actions 
List of messages in the active conversation 

 Jan 15, 11:37 AM: Questions for my master thesis at CBS/Supervision by Henrik Sornn-Friese 

Dear Valdemar Ehlers, I am a master student from CBS, and I am currently writing my thesis under supervision from Henrik 

Sornn-Friese. I am writing about tanker companies' competitiveness in regards to their resources, in terms of vessels, 

during geopolitical changes. In this regard, I touch upon the subject of classification societies, and I have some questions, I 

hope you could help me answering? I would be very grateful, if you would spend a few minutes answering the following 

questions: 1. it is correct, that certain selections of classification societies can create added value for tanker shipping 

companies? 1.a. if yes, how? 1.b. If yes, which classification societies are regarded most reliable in order to assure a high 

quality and reliability of a tanker companies assets? 2. How can the selection of certain international classification 

societies influence the effectiveness of a tanker company’s operations (e.g. port turnarounds/loaded days at sea)? 3. Is it 

possible to state, that the selection of certain reliable, international classification societies can create benefit-based 

advantages in terms of higher margins for tanker companies? 3. a. if yes, how? 4. Is it possible to state, that the selection 

of certain reliable international classification societies can create cost-based advantages in terms of higher volumes for 

tanker companies? 4. a. if yes, how? Thank you in advance! De bedste hilsener/Best regards Louise Desirée Handberg 

Student at Copenhagen Business School Master student of Social Sciences in Service Management BA in International 

Business Communication M: +45 26 82 70 62 e-mail: Loha09ad@student.cbs.dk / Louise-desiree@hotmail.com 

 Jan 16 

On Jan 16, Valdemar Ehlers said the following: 

Dear Louise, Thank you for your questions below. Subject matter is interesting and may be considered from different 

points of view. Re yours: 1.a. In order to be able to trade a tanker you must ensure all basic qualifiers are in order. A 

number of different class societies are available. Depending on the charterer a preferred class society should typically as a 

minimum be a member of International Association of Classification Societies (IACS). Within IACS you will - although they 

all work to IACS procedures and use IACS unified interpretations etc. - notice differences. E.g. not all IACS societies are 

recognised by the Danish Maritime Authority. Thus if you decide to fly the Danish flag the number of societies available 

has been further narrowed. Thereafter the different Port State regimes make and release their ranking according to their 

indicators. Oils majors do on top thereof make their own vetting (commercial and not statutory). The top 5 societies are all 

viable. The differentiator is quality and speed in service delivery and availability (geographical coverage) and not least 

price. Besides service delivery during normal operations a society may be preferred because of delivery of further services 

e.g. in relation to conversions, modifications, general advise on regulations, technical knowledge in relation to new 

designs etc. 1.b. As above the top five i.e. Lloyd´s Register, DNV-GL, American Bureau of Shipping, Nippon Kaiji Kyokai and 

Bureau Veritas. 2. Port turaround etc. is an operational matter irrespective of class. For political and domestic 

e.g.carbotage reasons one society may have to be selected. 3. Commercially the top ones are considered equal thus the 

answer is no. However particular national requirements may prevail e.g. necessitate selection of Russian Register. 4. Not 

during normal operations however some societies may have special expertise in certail technology e.g.the use of LNG for 

https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=AB4AAAEVWykBsLVVFG-sCA02idejJNgEa-qyypU&authType=name&authToken=ECZm&trk=wonton-desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=AB4AAAEVWykBsLVVFG-sCA02idejJNgEa-qyypU&authType=name&authToken=ECZm&trk=wonton-desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=AB4AAAEVWykBsLVVFG-sCA02idejJNgEa-qyypU&authType=name&authToken=ECZm&trk=wonton-desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=AB4AAAEVWykBsLVVFG-sCA02idejJNgEa-qyypU&authType=name&authToken=ECZm&trk=wonton-desktop
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propulsion or other and be selected on that basis. I hope the above is of some use to you. With best regards, Valdemar 

Ehlers 
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Enclosure 12  

Selected spot crude oil prices  
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Enclosure 13  

World imports of crude oil by region 

World imports of crude oil by country (1,000 b/d)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 14/13

United States 9,862 9,489 8,555 7,96 7,388 –7.2

Latin America 1,381 1,062 1,033 1,067 0,925 –13.2

Eastern Europe 1,85 1,846 1,833 1,672 1,634  –2.2

Western Europe 10,625 10,203 10,442 9,878 9,796 –0.8

Middle East 0,519 0,497 0,517 0,506 0,492 –2.7

Africa 0,805 0,835 0,839 0,753 0,656 –12.9

Asia and Pacific 17,269 18,077 19,146 19,244 19,442 1.0

total world 43,076 42,682 43,081 41,731 40,897 –2.0  

 

Enclosure 14, World oil demand by main petroleum product and region 

World oil demand by main petroleum product and region (1,000 b/d)

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 % change 14/13

North America 21,4664 21,2617 20,8694 21,4026 21,5325 0.6

Latin America 8,5456 8,8074 9,0003 9,1841 9,335 1.6

Eastern Europe and Eurasia 5,5343 5,6161 5,6607 5,7231 5,8115 1.5

Western Europe 14,0124 13,605 13,1903 13,0915 12,8903 –1.5

Middle East 7,3699 7,5835 7,8654 8,0467 8,2919 3.0

Africa 3,3488 3,4151 3,5139 3,6692 3,7813 3.1

Asia and Pacific 27,0598 27,9086 28,9143 29,2484 29,681 1.5

Total world 87,3371 88,1974 89,0144 90,3655 91,3235 1.1  

 
 

 
 

 


